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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 

A. The State of Markan Research 

This dissertation had its genesis in an acute sense of 

frustration with the history and present state of Markan re

search. Scholars of international repute, using .allegedly

scientific techniques, had for 70 years been arriving at vari

ous, and often contradictory, estimates of the Gospel's nature, 

purpose and Sitz im Leben. Of course, there were pockets of 

consensus which continued announcing advances in knowledge, but 

even here there was internal division and a tendency to ignore 

research being conducted elsewhere. 

We may illustrate this state of affairs by examining 

scholarly opinion regarding three major issues in Markan re

search: the nature and purpose of the messianic secret, the 

nature and purpose of the Gospel, and the circumstances within 

which the Gospel emerged, i.e., the Sitz im Leben. 

1. The Messianic Secret 

a. Its Nature 

It is probably no exaggeration to say that the current sit

uation in Markan research owes its complexion to the ways in ··. 

which scholars have responded to William (not Wilhelm) Wrede• s 

classic study, Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien (1901). 1 

During the 19th century, when the 

1. William Wrede, Das Messiasgeheimnis in den Evangelien 
(1901). 
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Gospel of Mark was widely regarded as a reliable, historical portrait of 

Jesus' career, the secrecy phenomena were regarded as his attempts to 

2 
avoid and re-interpret Jewish-nationalistic;rressianic expectations. 

However, the popularity of this understanding was dealt a severe blCM by 

Wrede . He argued that Jesus' atterrpts to conceal his identity by teaching 

in parables designed to IJ¥Stify and by refusing to let his disciples 

and those whcm he had healed make him kncmn, belonged to an artificial, 

theological scheme which the Evangelist used to hanronize two conflicting 

traditions about the origin of Jesus' rressiahship: the earlier placed it 

at his resurrection (9:9 in keeping with Acts 2:36 and Ran. l:3f), 

2 

r 
whereas the later located it within his earthly career (viz. the baptism, 

Peter's confession at caesarea Philippi, the transfiguration, the triumphal · 

entry, etc. ) • Therefore, i\Trede ~gued, the secret belongs not to the 

history of Jesus, but to the histo:ry of dogma.
3 

T'ne debate which was launched as a result of 'i-.7rede' s study proceeded 

along two nain avenues. On the one hand, there were those who, acknCMledging 

the overly-simplistic approach of the 19th century biographers of Jesus 

whan Wrede had attacked, nevertheless attempted to justify their basic 

historical conclusions about the secrecy phenanena. On the other hand, 

those who had been convinced by Wrede about the nature of the secret, 
4 

sought to define its precise theological significance. All of the atte,:npts 

to solve the significance or the purpose of the secret to the present 

day fall into these two basic estimates of the nature of the secret: 

2. Il>id., 12. See n. 1 for a list of t..hose scholars whom Wrede 
felt were the chief exponents of this point of view. 

3. Il>id., esp. 209-36. 
4. The rrost complete , published survey of this early period is by 

H.J. Ebeling in Das .Messiasgeheimnis und die Potschaft des MarJ<.us
Evangelisten (1939), 3-113. 



historical or theological. 

b. Its PurJ?Ose 

Despite :rrore than a half century of research, Ulrich Luz felt 

obliged to admit that the rressianic secret remains '~ •• noch imrer geheiranis-
5 

voll". Part of the reason for the lack of consensus arrong scholars about 

the nature and purpose of the secret is that ~..ark natlb.ere himself provides 

an explanation. All attempts to arrive at one have had to be inferred. 

Consequently, a variety of opinions about the secret's purpose can be 

discerned among scholars who share the sane basic view of its nature. 

( 

1) Historical 

The older view, which Wrede attacked, has been maintained by Oscar 

CUllrnannand Vincent Taylor 6 
in recent years. But other advocates of the 

secret's essential historicity have sought to find rcore adequate explanations. 

C. E. B. Cranfield believes that Taylor's explanation of 8:30 (" ••• a 

counsel of prudence in view of the political repercussions of such a 
7 confession") " ••• hardly goes deep enough~ More probably, it reflects 

Jesus' unwillingness to contravene the nature of divine revelation, which 

5. U. Luz, irDas Gehehlnisrrotiv und die Markinische Christologie", ;.. 
ZN'"N 56 (1965), 9. 
-- 6. Oscar CUllrnann>The Christology of the New Testament (EI' 1959, 
of Die Christologie des Neuen Testamen~s , 1957), 125f. Vincent Taylor , The Gospel According to St. Mark (1966 ) , 377. See also C. F. D • .Moule 
in an essay entitled, n0n Defining the Messianic Secret in .Mark", to be 
published in a forthcaning Festschrift for W. G. Kurrmel, pp. 10-12 of 
his tsjped manuscript. Moule ' s essay is significant because he maintains 
important distinctions between the various christologies, distinguishes 
between privaaJ and secrecy phenanena, and takes other related data into 
consideration. 

7. c. E. B. Cranfield, The Gospel 1'..ccording to St. Mark (1959), 271. 



is never neutrally ascertainable. Even so great a revelatory event as 

the incarnation remains paradoxical and hidden fran the world at large 
8 

until the parousia. 

Still others have claimed to find an explanation of the secret 

frcm contemporary Jewish thought. Erik Sjoberg, for exarrple, has proposed 

that secrecy is indissolubly linked to current, apocalyptic speculation 

about the Son of Man. Now in heaven, he would be revealed to the world 

only at the parousia. Consequently, appearance on earth before that tirre 

would necessarily be hidden.
9 

Richard I.Dngenecker, follaving a hint by 

David Flusser, has suggested that Jesus' reluctance to publicize himself 

as Messiah reflects the belief of sare Jews that one could not properly 

be called the P~ssiah until he had perfo:rned the messianic task. 10 

( 

Finally, although this does not exhaust the possibilities, John O'Neill 

has found another rationale fran contanporary Jewish belief: only God 

had the prerogative of naming the Messiah. One who clai.rned this himself 
11 

could not be the Messiah but a blasphemer worthy of death. 

2) Theological 

The rrajority vie\..;r is that the significance of the secret is to oo 

found in the needs and beliefs of the early church rather than in Jesus' 

ministry. Hc:Mever, here , too, there is a great variety of opinion about 

125f. 

8. 
9. 

Ibid. 157, 286 . --.u 
E. SJoberg, Der Verborgene Mens.chensohn in den Evangelien (1955), 

10. R. N. Longenecker, The Christology of Early Jewish Christianity 
(1970), 71-74. D. Flusser, 11 Two Notes on the .Vudrash on 2 Sam. vii", 
IE.J, 9(1959), 107-9. 
- 11. J. C. O'Neill , "The Silence of Jesus" , NTS 15.2 (Jan. 1969), 
165ff. 
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the precise theological function that the secret serves. We may n~. 
a fe'-11 of the rcore prominent opinions and their proponents: 
J. Scl}reiber is of the opinion that the concealment of the Redeerrer is 
a necessary consequence of joining the Christ If'¥tll (esp. Phil. 2: 6ff 

12 and Rcrnans 3:24) ·with the tradition al:out Jesus. A popular view fran 
the first has been the apologetic one: that Mark wished to explain why 
Jesus had been rejected by his O'\.fil people and crucified as a criminal.

13 

E. Schweizer believes that the Evangelist uses the secrecy phenarena 
to stress that one can only perceive Jesus as t."le Son of God by following . 14 hi.111 on the way to the Cross. 

Now rcost of t..l-iose who took the Wrede::Strasse maintained that- Mark, 
whatever his purpose;\errployed the secret in a story al:out Jesus' past, \ 

( i.e. , it is a theme within the narrative. But, beginning with Hans 
Conzelmann, sore scholars have argued t.11.at b"le secrecy theory was a device 
used to bring traditions saturated ·with an tmparadoxical christology 
into confonnity with the paradoxical eitrristology of the kerygma. The 
secret is not a theme but 11 

••• the hermeneutical oresupIQ?ition of th~ 
15 _genre, 'Gospel'. 11 It functions to keep the Gospel, like the gospel, 

kerygmatic. 

12. J. Schreiber, ;,Die Christolo.;ie des .M..arkusevangeliumsn, ZThK , 58(1961), 183. Here, Schreiber follows Bultmann. Seen. 2u. 13. Mart.in Di.belius, Fran TraP-:tio_!'l to Gospel (EI' 1934,of Die Forrrqeschichte des Evangeliums, 1933 ) , 223, G. H. Poobyer, ,:'Ihe Secrecy f1otif in St • . Mark's Gospel " , NTS,6(1960), 225ff; F. C. Grant, The Earliest C-ospel (1943).Z,S:·T. A. Burki.11, "The Injunctions to Silence in St. Mark's Gospel 0
, ThZ 12.6 (Nov.-D2c. 1956), 591. , 14. E. Schweizer, The Good Ne\'1s According to Mark (EI' 1971, of Das Evangelium nach .Markus, 1967), 56. 

_ 15. Hans Conzelrnann, "Present and Future in the Synoptic Tradition", ;!lliC/Jm! 1968~ of "Gege.."'lw·art und Zuh."Tu"'lft in der synoptischen Tradition", ZThK, 54(1957),~41-44 (293-296 in the original). 



2. The Gospel 

a. Its Nature 

One's estimate of the nature of the Gospel is determined by 

his view of the secret. No one who attributes these phenomena 

to the history of Jesus denies the Gospel's essential historici

ty . Conversely, no one who denies the historicity of the secret 

affirms the historicity of the Gospel. 

b . Its Purpose 

Given the two basic alternatives about the nature of the 

Gospel, there is still ' the question of the Evangelist's Eurpose 

in writing it. In other words, what was the reason which led 

Mark to write an historically trustworthy account of Jesus• 

life? Or, taking the other view, what theological purpose did 

Mark have in writing thus about Jesus of Nazareth? (The close 

relation between purpose and need is obvious here.) Among the 

scholars who hold to the -essential historical reliability of 

Mark, Cranf'ield regards the Evangelist's special purposes to 

have been: " ••• to supply the catechetical and liturgical needs 

of the church in Romo, to support its faith in the face of the 

threat of martyrdom and to provide materi al for missionary 

preacher s 11 •
16 c. F. D. Moule argues f or t h i s l atter point, but 

str esses that t he entire document itself came i nto being for 

this purpo se17 in a community which " •• • recogni zed tha t their 

fa i th stood or fel l with the sober facts of a stor y, and_ t hat 

16. Cranfiel d, op. ci t ., 141' . See 15- 20 for ar guments 
affirming the Gospel 1s essent i_al, hi s torica l reliabili t y. 

17. Moule, The Phenomenon of the New Te s t ament (1967), 114. 



. 
7 

it was vital to maintain the unbroken tradition of those facts 11
~

8 

Ralph Martin maintains that Mark wrote in order to prevent doce

tic tendencies from taking root in post-Pauline Gentile Chris t
ianity: 11 ••• Paul's dying-with-Christ mysticism needed to be 
fleshed out in the gospel story of a human person in touch with 
our concrete existence11 •

19 Although we have mentioned only 
three scholars, the opinions which they express cover most of 
the statements of purpose which have been made by those who re
gard Mark to have been concerned to relate the story of Jesus 

accurately: catechesis, liturgy, evangelism, apology (or pole
mic), paraenesis. 

As one might have expected from our analysis of the mes
sianic secret, those who maintain that Mark reflects the beliefs 

of his church rather than the history of Jesus are in the 
majority. But once again there is a wide variety of opinion as 

to what precise purpose the Gospel served. Bultmann has sug
gested that Mark wanted to unite " ••• the Hellenlstic kerygma 

about Christ, whose essential content consists of the Christ myth 
as we learn of it in Paul (esp. Phil. 2:6ff; Rom~ 3:23) with the 

tradition of the story of Jesus". 20 This is an instance of a 
traditio-historical explanation. Sometimes the purpose of the 
Gospe l corresponds to t hat of the secret as in the case of apol
ogetic interpretations (Dibelius, loc. cit.). standing in a 
class by itself, so far as the theological explanations are con
cerned, is Georg Strecker•s t hesis that " ••• Markus ·das Leben 

18. Ibid., 109. 
19 . Ralph Mart i n, Mark: Ev angelist and Theologian (1972), 226. 
20. R. Bultmann, The Histor of the Syno tic Tradi ion (ET 1963, of Die Geschichte der synoptischen Tradit1on, 1931 , .347. 



Jesu als ein° in sich geschlossenes Geschehen zu schreiben ver-

sucht ••• ; ••• das Heilsgeschehen ist als Heilsgeschichte dar- 

gestellt11.21 Most recently, Werner Kelber has proposed that 

Mark wished to write a history of the Kingdom in order to en

courage Galilean Christians whose faith had been shaken by the 

fall of Jerusalem. 22 Finally, although not exhaustively, we may 

cite an exponent of the "kerygmatic" understanding enunciated by 

Conzelmann. Norman Perrin avers that " ••• a major aspect of the 

Markan purpose is christological: he is concerned with correct

ing a false Christology prevalent in his church and to teach 

both a true Christology and its consequences for Christian dis

cipleship1: 23 

3. The~~ Leben 

In our review of suggestions regarding the purpose .for 

which the Evangelist wrote, we were implicitly treating aspects 

of the Gospel's Sitz im Leben: circmnstances (persecution, her-- -
esy, etc.), function in church life (ce.techesis, apologetic), 

ideology (theologia crucis). 

Other pertinent information in determing the setting in 

1" 
' 

life are provenance (e.g., Rome), time (just before or a.fter A. D. 

70), and culture (e.g., Gentile readers). Ordinarily, a descrip

tion of the situation for which Mark wrote will not include all 

or even most of these; but the more we know about such details, 

the mor e accurate our asse ssment will be . Oi' course, i t i s ex-

tremely important ____ _ 

21 . G. Str ecker, 11 Zur Messiasgeheimnist heori e im Markus
evangelium", SE, iii (1964), 103 . 

22 . Werner Kelber, The Kingdom in Mark (1974), 42f. 
23. N. Perrin, 11 The Christology or Mark: A study in Meth

odology11, JR, 51(1971), 178, hereafter cited as "Christology". 



to get the rrost .inportant categories correct. But, since there is such 
a lack of consensus al:out the Gospel's purpose, there is implicitly an 
uncertainty about the Sitz im Leben, for the two are implicitly related. 

So far as provenance is concerned, early Christian tradition has, 
for the rrost part, said Pare. Only Jerane and later ..,..iriters associate 

. 24 · it with Alexandria. In recent years however, sare opinion about 
provenance has been shifting eastward ta.-rards Palestine. Kurnrel has 
proposed a "Gentile-christian oongregation of .the East."

25 
Schreiber 

26 27 28 advocates Syria (Tyre, Sidon, or the Decapolis), .Marxsen and Kel.l:er 
have pranoted Galilee. Could the shift eastward imply a shift in 
ideology? 

B. Reasons for the State 

Is it possible, without its seeming like the height of presumption, 
to suggest same reasons for this vast and ccnplex situation in such short 
space? Perhaps whatever is valid in the rest of the thesis will vindicate 
the follCMing criticism. 

1. Wrede' s Unrealized Iegacy 

vJhat should have becarre a legacy to subsequent scholarship was 

9 

24. For a oonvenient collection of b11e relevant texts and discussion of their significance, see Taylor, op. cit., 1-8. 
25. W. G. Kurrm2l, L"ltro:1uctioo tothe New Testament (ET 1966, of Einleitung in das Neue;Testament, 1965), 70. 26. Schreiber , loc. cit., n. 2. 
27. Willi Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist (ET 1969, of Der Evangelist Markus~ 19592) -
28. Kel.l:er, op. cit., 138, 142. 
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missed oot..li. by Wrede' s supp::,rters, opponents, and by \'lrede himself. 
At the very begirming of his book he announced three principles which he 
said should guide all criticism, the second of which is especially crucial. 29 

First, ·wrede larrented, "We are in too great a hurry to leave the terrain 
·, of the evangelists accounts. We urgently want to utilize it for the histo:cy 

30 of Jesus itself." 

OUr first task must always be only that of thoroughly illuminating the accounts on the basis of their own spirit and of _ asking ·what the narrator in his own time intended to say to his readers; and this work must be ~ied out to its conclusion and rrade the basis of criticism.3 

Ho-wever, although he deplored those who prenaturely left 11the 
terrain of the evangelists" to write their own biographies of Jesus, 
Wrede himself eventually abandoned the text of Mark to find 11 

••• the histori-
32 ca1 context in which the idea [of the secret] arose, 11 i.e., in the 

history of the church's beliefs.
33 

The temptation was probably very 
strong, for Wrede, alongside his analysis of the text, was engaged in 
a continuous, anti-supernatural and anti-historical p::>lemic with the 
biographers of Jesus. 34 

In so doing, however, Wrede fell into the sane 
sort of error for which he had criticized the liberal questers .

35 

In arguing against the historicity of the messianic secret, " •• • he seared 

29. In the first principle, Wrede chided scholars for not taking seri ously enough the nrrpl ications of an axian of historical criticism wr.ich stresses that in t he gospels one has only a later narrator's conceptions of Jesus' life ·which is not the sarre as the life itself. In the third canon , Wrede attacked the sort of psychologizing, often disguised with the tenn ,:historical .inagination" , which could not be justified by any concrete data . (Inpt..li.er.,.,ords , in certain circumstances , it is proper to "psychol ogize ' and use histor ical .inagination, ~- cit., Sf). 30 . Ibid. . 31. Ibid. 32 . Ibid. 33. Ibia., 209 . See the entire discussion through p . 236 . 34 . Seech. V, n . 7. 
35 . Similarly, W. C. P,obinson, Jr . observes , " ••• b'.f abandoning his first principle he failed to understand h~-, t..11e data he studied ftmction in the Gospel of Mark. That task t.herefore rerna.ins to be done." See "'Ihe Quest for Wrede's Secret Messiah", Int., 27.1 (Jan . 1973), 10. 



11 

unaware that such argument is not the same as the pursuit of Mark's 
· 36 

intentio1_ · 

In the debate which raged following the publication of Wrede's 
bcx:lk, both his supporters and his opponents made the same rrethodological 
mistake. Rather than get at Mark's intention first, they plunged imrediate
ly into the attempt to deny or advocate the historicity of the secret and 
the Gospel. Furthenrore, the publication of K. L. Schmidt's per Rahnen 
der Geschic..~te Jesu (1919),

37 
convinced many that the narrative frarre\'1ork 

connecting the originally separate traditions was in fact a rrost general 
and historically tmreliable creation of the evangelists.

38 
It was 

I. 

a.llrost inevitable then that the gospels subsequently carre to be regarded 
as rrerely ccxnpilations·of individual traditions, like pearls on a string. 
No longer viewed as wholes, they could be mined for further infonnation 
about the development of the church's beliefs about Jesus. 

The rise of redaction criticism after World War II was a welcane 
corrective to the atcmizing effects of form criticism. It represents, 
in one 'tvay, a return. to Wrede' s ideals; but, in another respect, as ·we 

shall see shortly, it has not fulfilled the letter of Wrede's second 
principle. Consequently, we are in a situation where perhaps the rrost 
important aspect of 1"17rede's legacy is yet to be realized. 

2. Atanistic P.nalysis 

Although this may seem to be a highly subjective criticism, a 

36. Ibid., 15. 
37. K. L. Schmidt, D=>-r Rahrnen der Geshichte Jesu (1919). 38. See n. 8 in eh. vr, p, 140. 

A 
)' 



glance at the literature on~.ark indicates that there is a high degree of 

specialized and isolated study. Only rarely does one find inportant 
39 

t.1-ierres studied in concert. Against this prevailing practice, Leander 

Keck has made a timely protest: 

Mark's a.·m intent has yet to be grasped and set forth in the 
light of the ·whole, for even the major m:mographs devoted 
to Mark's themes tend to ]/ft them out of their setting and 
thus make ~ rrore praninent than the Evangelist intended 
them to be. 

' Though it is much easier to select a theological there to 
analyze in Mark,it is much rrore fruitful and doubtless rrore 
accurate--though rrore intricate and the results rrore tenuous-· 
to investigat4 ~..ark's theology through the ordering of all 
the material. 1 

It makes sense that a there irrportant enough to be isolated for 

study should not be isolated. Tnis is especially crudal with the christolog

ical titles in Mark. Although a great deal has been written about them, 
42 

attention has been devoted mainly to questions of their fundamental 

rreaning, their aut.11.enticity, and their history in the tradition before 

becaning incorporated into the written gospels. The gospels have been 

used as mines of infonna.tion for this enterprise. Only recently have 

scholars been investigating the way in whic.'1-i each evangelist employs than. · 

Most of this latter type of study has been done in the Gospel of 

Mark, but even .this has been r~ther rare.
43 

Of the massive literature on the 
44 45 Son of Jv'.ian, only a few extended essays and only one rronograph have 

been devoted to Mark's use of this expression. Likewise, only two essays 

39. For such a rare occurrence, n. b . .r.ir.mile's essay referred to .inn. 6. 
40. L. Keck, 1'T'ne Introduction to Mark's Gospel ':, N'IS, 12.4(July 1966}, 356f. 
41. Ibid., 369. Cf. nn. 2£. 
42. E. g., Cullmann, op cit.; F. Harm, Tne Titles of Jesus in Christ- -- . 

ology (EI' 1969, of Clrristologfsche Hoheitstitel, L>rre Gescluchte im fruhen 
enristentum, 1963); R. H. Fuller, Tne Foundations of New Testament Christolbgy (1965). 

43. Ivbst ccmnentators discuss the titles, but usually only in a brief 
introduction, and never, to our knowledge, discussing the relationship arrong them. 

44. The latest, full-s~ study is by c. Colpe in his article, 11 ~ u~~s 

. 1 



have appeared which study the title, 11the Son of Gcxl" in Ma.rk,
46 

although 
it is carnonly regarded as the rrost important one. The situation is sa:ne
what different with 0 Christ", since analyses of Peter's confession at 

47 / Caesarea Philippi abound. But despite the atte.Tltion which X.p i ~ ToS 

receives in such discussions, sane writers regard it as the least important 
48 . christological designation :in the Gosr:,el. Furthenrore, the significance 

for Mark of the christologically-irrportant therre of the Kingdon of God 
. . 49 has only recently been exanuned 111 two rronographs. 

Of equal importance to the need for nore :intensive study of each of 
these themes :in the Gosr:,el is the study of the relationship beb:1een them. 

So far as I am a·ware, no one has atterrpted to relate the three titles to 
one al'lother 

50 
and to the Kingdan of God. 

ToJ J.v8p~trcu", inTDNT, v. 8(1972), 400-77. 
45. A. H. Farrer in A Study in St. Mark . (1951), devotes a chapter to t.11e significance of the e.'{]?ression (pp. 265-89). A. J. B. Higgins in Jesus and the Son of Man (1964), 26-75, eY.arnines t.11e say:ings in Mark in terms .of their aut.1-ienticity and developnent in the history of the church. Moma Hooker alone has written a J:::ook about Mark's use: The. Son of Man in Iii.ark (1967) • 
46. Lewis s. Hay, 11The Son-of-God Christology in Markn, JBR, 32.2 (.April, 1964), and Philipp Vielhauer, ,:El:wagui."lgun zur Christologie des .Markusevangeliums", in Zeit und Geschichte. nankesgabe an Rudolf Bultmann zum 80. Geburtstag---cI"964}, 155-69, hereafter ci.ted as "drr1.stologie." 47. See the list of studies given by John Peumann in Jesus in the Church's Gospels (1970), 424-27. 
48. Ernest Best, Tne Temptation and the Passion (1965), 165, and Vielhauer, op. cit. , 157. 
49. Aloysfus M. Arnbrozic, 'rhe Hidden Ki.ngdan (1972) and Kelber op. cit. 50. It might be thought that such a relationship may be seen betweerlat least two of the titles if the Son of ~-1an christology be regarded as Mark's antidote to a heretical Bt 'i'cs Jv'lJP christology as represented by the designation of Jesus as the divine Son of Gcx:1, a vie\v which we shall examine in eh. V. Ho-·iever, two objections may be raised against it :in that the Son of Man functions merely as a cipher for suffer:ing, ·which is the operative factor in Mark's alleged .antidote. The reasons for the appropriateness of the Son of Man here are not usually discussed. Furthernore, the dynamics of the relationship behreen the Son of God and the Son of Man , do not occur between Hie drarnatis personae on the level of the narrative but directly between the evangelfst and the reader. 

I 



c. A New Proposal 

The problem dictates the solution. Consequently, in the ranainder 
of this chapter.:,we shall endeavor to provide a m:,re theoretical basis 
for Wrede's second principle of criticism and then apply it in subsequent 

In eh. II, our aim will be to shcM that Mark did not confuse his 
christological categories but maintained their discrete connotations. 

14 

This relatively easy enterprise will provide the basis for a m:,re challenging 
task in eh. III: to relate the titles to one another and to the Kingdan 
of God. In so doing we shall l:e able to involve rrost of the Gospel's 
contents. 

The positive values of such study, if it can l:e done successfully, 
are obvious; but the disadvantages loan fairly large. It may be that 
in our atterrpt to see both ,;.,JCX:X:l.s and trees we shall miss both. Without 
a precedent to follCM, it i.s all the nnre difficult to keep fran being 
distracted by issues and literature which, though iniportant in their CMl 

right, are not directly relevant to t.."1e exclusive issue of the titles' 
relationships. The problem bea:mes even nore ac,:ute when one's net is 

cast so widely. The danger of emitting relevant material and t."ri.e probability 
of making errors increases substantially. Yet it is hoped that the values 
and results of such an integrative approach will prove to l:e rrore signifi
cant t.lian the errors and anissians. 

On the basis of our observations in these chapters , 'l.ve . shall, in the 
remainder of the dissertation, atte;mpt to suggest fresh answers to the 
issues which we used to illustrate the state of Markan research: the .nature 
and purpose of the rressianic secret, the nature of purpose of the Gospel 
(chs. IV and V) , and its Sitz im Leben (eh. VI) . 



Thus, the heart of the dissertation oonsists of the christological 

section. This is so, not simply because an analysis of this sort has not 

yet been atterrpted and therefore needs to be done. P..ather, the point is 

that anything which contributes to our knowledge of Mark's christology 

l.5 

gets us closer to t.li.e heart of his gospel. E. Troare is right in reminding 

us that 

There is no denying that t..11e·person of Jesus stands at the 
centre of the whole Markan Gospel. The narratives in which 
others play t..1i.e main part are fE!-::r and far apart: John the Baptist 
in 1:1-8 and 6:14-29; Peter in 14:66-72; sare waren in 16:1-
8. The surmaries which t.'1-ie evangelist uses as connecting links 
retween small groups cf anecdotes all report al::x:>ut Jesus or 51 
the reaction of other people to his teaching or his actions. 

While this is ftmdamentally true of the Gospel as a whole, it is 

also true that cliristology · is the fundaiaeiltal ingredient of every disputed 

issue tvhich W'E~ have consicered. Although it seems to re easily forgotten, 

the theire of t..1-ie rressianic secret is patently christological. When one 

inquires al::out the purpose for which the Gospel was written, he always 
I 

.oonfronts the christological issue. If Mark wrote as an apologist, then 

he is involved in either justifying or rebutting certain claims al::out 

Jesus. If he was concerned to prepare Christians for persecution, then 

there is abundant material in the Gospel to suit such a need, for the 

Gospel portrays Jesus as the San of Man, not only as one v.m will shortly 

appear to vir1dicate his avn, but also as one who himself suffered and called 

his disciples to follc,;,:r in that way. Furthenrore (and we need not belal::or 

this point), one cannot get at the kerygrna of .lvf.ark tmtil he understands its 

christology; that is, tmtil he discovers 1'.a,:r the Evangelist depicts the 

51. E. Trocme, · "Is there a Markan Christology?'!, in Christ and Spirit 
in the New Testament, ed. B. Lindars and s. S. Smalley (1973), 4. 



identity and soteriological significance of Jesus. Finally, having care 

to sare conclusions about the christology of Mark one can be in position 

to suggest a Sitz im Leben (at least the ideological aspect of it) 

16 

within early Christianity by a::rnparing it with other NT docurrents, themselves 

primarily concerned about Jesus, the Christ. It is to this task that we 

nrM turn. 

D. Met.liod 

l>.nyone who has attempted to study b'-ie Gospel of Mark seriously, 

knCMS irrmediately what !-brna Hooker is getting at ,;,vh.en she describes the 

problem which faces the interpreter of Mark's gospel: 

••• this is at a.ice the easiest and the rrost difficult of the 
gospels to discuss: the easiest, because if it is indeed the 
first of the gospels, then there is no 'control' by which tcL 
:rreasure the evangelist's achievements and his nanipulation of 
the naterial, and the scope for discovery is therefore lmit
less ; the rrost~ficult for precisely the sarre reason: 
the dangers 052reading one's own interpretation into the gospel 
are nanifold. 

Norman Perrin, that distinguished and passionate advocate of redac-
53 

tion criticism, has expressed a similar realism about Markan research: 

The prQblern in connection with Mark is one of method. Redaction 
criticism in this case is J?OSsible only to a limited extent, 
and it needs to be supplemented by other critical rrethods. 
As yet t.'1-iere is no scholarly consensus with regard to what 
particular ble.."ld of met.11.cxls should re used in a historical 
investigation of thi Gospel of Mark and the ·theology of the 
second evangelist.5 . . 

Fundamental to Perrin's a.vn idea of ·what ingredients that blend 

52. M:>rna Hooker, reviet-1 of Quentin Quesnell, The Mind of Mark 
(1969), J'l'S, 23.1 (April 1972), 195. 

53-:--Nonnan Perrin, see esp. What is Redaction Criticism? (1970) , 
hereafter cited as Redaction Criticism. 

54. Perrin, "Christology", 174. 



might consist of, is the proposal that scholars take nore seriously the 

irrplications of a cardinal tenet of redaction criticism: that the evan

gelists are not sirnpl y canpilers of tradition, but authors in their a.-m 
55 

right) who therefore " ••• must be studied as ot.1-ier authors are studied." 

17 

Smrmarizing the conclusions of the Society of Bililical Ll.terature's 

Task Force on Mark, Perrin reported their reluctance to confine their 

analysis of the fvangelist's theology to his creative editing and arranging 

of traditional material. 

Any fonn of t11e evangelists' literary activity which we could 
observe would be equally important, and the next step therefore 
was clearly indicated: we had to concern ourselves with the 
literary activity of the evangelists above and beyond their 
redaction of tradition [tmderlining mine].56 

By t..1"le 11above and beyond" of redaction, Perrin refers to three 

concerns of the evangelist which involve the whole of his Gospel. The 

first is the canposition and structuring of separate traditions around 

a definite plan which serves to indicate the author's intention. 
57 

Consequently, if the evangelists have structured their gospels carefully, 

then it is important to interpret any particular part of the structure 

in tenns of the whole: 

••• no interpretation of any pericope within, or section of, 
t..1"lese works can be adequate whic.'1 does not raise questions 
about the place and function of that wicope or section within 
the structure of the work as a whole. 8 

The secon9- rreta-redactional concern of the gospel authors which 

Perrin discerns is for protagonists and plot. 

55. Nonnan Perrin, "The Evangelist as Aut.h.or: Reflections on 
I<.iethod in the Study and Lriterpretation of the Synoptic Gospels and Acts 11

, 

BR, 17 (1972), 10, hereafter cited as "Evangelist as Author. 11 

-- 56. Ibid., 14. 57. Ibid., 16. 
58. Ibid. Would its function affect its fonn? 
.. 
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Consequently, if the evangelists have structured their gospels carefully, 

then it is .important to .interpret any particular part of the structure 

in tenns of the whole: 
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55. Norman Perrin, "The Evangelist as Aut.rior : Reflections on 
Iv.1ethod in the Study and fo.terpretation of the Synoptic Gospels and Acts 11
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BR, 17 (1972), 10, hereafter cited as :,Evangelist as Author." 
-- 56. Ibid., 14.. 57. Ibid.) 16. 
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It is not too rm.ich to say that within the broad outline of a :rrovernoJit fran a baptism by John in the Jordan River to a death on a cross outside Jerusalem, each evangelist presents a distinctive version of the story with a plot of its o;vn. Moreover, the characters function quite differently in each version of the story. Neither the disciples nor Peter play the same role in the Gospel of Matt.'1ew that tl-iey play in the Gospel of Mark, and the Jesus of Luke's Gospel is a paradigm of Christian piety in a way that he is not in the other synoptic gospels.59 

Finally, the redaction critic 'Wl1.o views .Mark as an author should 
be rrore alert to the thematic concerns of the Evangelist,. Wrede 

called attention to the rressianic secret there; but one ought to be 

18 

aware of others, for example, Mark's 11 
••• thematic concern for a particular 

understanding of Christology and of Christian discipleship ••• and as having 
a concern for a particular understanding of esc..ha.tology ••• !160 Although 
he realizes that these principles are taken as axiana.tic by those who 
are engaged in literary study outside biblical research, Perrin ackno;,,ledges 
that this kind of analysis of the gospels is yet 11 

• • • in its infancy. 1161 

As we suggested earlier, the fault for this state of affairs may be laid 
at trie door of William Wrede. 

Saretimes Perrin gives the impression that literary analysis of 
the type which he has proposed was not possible until after the principles 
of redaction criticism had becare established and had been vindicated 
by its results. Hav.,ever, it seems abundantly clear, l::oth fran the fact 
of Wrede's res~ch and the claims of Perrin h.imself,that literary analysis 
may be done J_)rior to and independently of redaction criticism, and, it 
might be added, of fo:rm criticism. Wrede, whcro Perrin regards as the source 

59. Ibid., 17. 60. Ibid. 
61. Nonna.ri Perrin, 1'~la.rds an Interpretation of the, Gospel of Mark", in Christology and a r1:rlern Pilgrimage . A r:iscussion with Norman Perrin, ed. H. D. Betz, {1971), 63 . Hereafter, this '\\10rk will be cited as "Inter- · pretation. " 
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f hich eda ti ' . ' 62 1 ed th th ,~ t ran w r c on criticism sprang, ana yz e secrecy erre a.uius 

two decades .before the first fonn critical works appeared and over half 

bef eda 
. . . . 63 a century ore r ction criticism. 

Further support for the point that literary study of the result 

of Mark's redaction may be oonducted independently of his analysis of 

th . al , f eda ' 64 . ' lf e rnateri s ana process o r ction carres fran Perrin hi.rose • 

After discussing the origin of Iv'.ark 10: 45, he clairred · that 

••• the origin of the saying is less .inportant than the use 
to which Mark puts it, and that is clear enough. He uses it 
to clllTlaX the three-fold teaching on discipleship in the Passion 
prediction units and in this ".vay to link that teaching decisively 
to ~e

6
gon of Man Christology which for him is its essential 

basis. 

The sane is claimed regarding the passion predictions. After reviewing 

the various opinions about their origin (in the tradition, and/or .in the 

redaction) , Perrin trlaintains, . 

Be that as it rnay, the use of the predictions by Mark is not 
in dispute. He uses them to develop the Passion-oriented 
elerrent of his ~ .. '!l Christology and to for:m the basis for the 
consequent teaching ·on the essential nature of his disciple-

62. Perrin, Redaction Criticism, 13. 
63. Willi I-mxsen, .Markihe~gelist, :2L; .caments t.1-iat "P.edaction 

histoxy is not :rrerely the oontinuation of for:m history. It ·was sinply 
taken up at a later date." "Theoretically, it would have l::een possible 
for redaction-historical research to have begun irrnediately after 
literary criticism. " His staternents are rewinders that the sequence of 
one's investigation should not be confused with either t.1ie sequence of 
a tradition's history (Jesus-the church--the Gospel) or the histo:cy of 
research. 

64. Quentin Quesnell , The :Mind of }II.ark. Interpretation and Method 
Through the Exegesis of !-1ark 6,52 (1969), 52. His staterrent is strikingly 
sim.ilar, al though I r..ad f 01.'"ITIUlated this distinction before reading his 
book. On the text itself being called "t..l-ie redactionn, Quesnell says, 
"This sense of redaction, 'the redactional achievement', must l::e distinguished 
fran the process by wh.ic..'1 it is produced. That process too is called 
1 the redaction 1 

, the final redaction of the gospel of Mark, but it is 
an activity, ' the redactional process' ." 

65. Perrin, 11 Christology", 186. 
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ship ·which follCMS each of them in the stereotyped pattern 
of the tlrr66 Passion-prediction units (8:36-9:1; 9:30-37; 
10 :32-45) . 
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We agree wholeheartedly with Perrin so far, but wish to argue that 

literary analysis not only may be done prior to and independently of fonn 

and redaction criticism but also that it must be done so and, to use 

Wrede's \vOrds quoted above, be made the basis of all criticism. We must 

begin at the end. But, as we saw, T'Jrede failed to carry out his principle 

to the end. Furtl1enrore , he never attenpted to justify his staterrent. 

However, t..11.ere are inportant epistrnolog-d.cal and rnethodolog-ical oonsiderations 

which denonstrate that he was right. 

Generally speaking, at first, if one takes seriously the status 

·which both the evangelists and their literature enjoy as a result of 

the insistence of redaction criticism, then he must admit that the plan 

for the Gospel's structure existed in Mark's mind (or beforehand, say, 

in preaching} before he bega..'1. to write.
67 

Subsequently , the traditions and 

sources were arranged to fit the plan. Therefore, if the plan existed in 

the Evar15elist I s mind first and if it governs the arrarq=ment (and m::xlif ica

tion?} of his traditions , then one ought to examine this plan and their 

relationship to it before examinµlg the individual traditions. 'Ihis is 

anot.t-ier v,Jay of saying (again) that the r esult of the redaction should be 

examined before the process and :rmterials of redaction. 

But one must go further and insist that one only knavs that process 

and those materi als by virtue of the resultant documents which we possess . 

66 . Ibid., 187. N . b . the even stronger assertion by Kellier , 9E.· 
cit. , 67, 110 , . a fonner student of Perrin I s . · · 

67 . Austin Farrer, A Study in St. Mark (1951) , 22, likewise insisted 
that "the patt ern. of t.li.e whole comes fir st. Everv sentence of a book is 
fonnulated by th.e mind which -writes the whole. " Hereafter, dris work will 
be cited as St. Mark. 
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This is especially the case in t..11e Gospel of Mark. Put rrore specifically, 

the kind of literary analysis which Perrin advocates as the final step 

must be done first because literary analysis is the episterrological foundation 

of all other criticism. 'Ihis can be derronstrated fran the history of goSfel 

research. Classical form criticism could detennine pre-canonical oral fonns, 

and the laws governing their fo:rnation and transmission, only by observing 

the literary phenorrena of the canonical and post-ca.,onical docurrents. 

In other \'X:>rds, our only evidence for the <F.rocess of the evangelists' 

redaction (redaction criticism), for the history and transmission of the 

fonns in the church prior to their redaction (fo:rm criticism), and for the 

history of Jesus is the result of the evangelists' redaction, the go5fels 

as we have them. 

The second reason for starting at this level first instead of beginning 

with fo:rm-and then preceding to redaction criticism is because the cardinal 

principles of redaction criticism and the practice of leading redaction 

critics raise questiors regarding t..11.e possibility< of ascertaining the fonns, 

their history and the history of their transmission according to classical, 

fo:rm critical principles. Erhardt Giittgerranns points out ha-1 :ilnportant 

it was for the pioneer fo:rm critics to niaximize the traditio-historical 

continuity between the period of oral tra11Sllli.ssion of tr<i1ditions by and 

about Jesus and their transmission in the written synoptic gospels. 

T'nis was achieved by minimizing both the status of the evangelists as 

authors and the literary quality of the gospels. 68 Rudolf Bult:mann had clcumed, 

Da sie [die I~sition der Evangelien] aber nicht etwas 
prinzipiell Neues bringt, sondem nur vollendet, was mi t 

68. Et>hardt Guttgemanns, Offeh=e Fragen zur Formgeschich
te des Evangeliurns (1970), 73, IO)f. 



der ersten mundlichen Tradition schon beginnt, so kann 
sie nur im organischen Zusarrrrenhang mit der vor den Evangelien liegenden Geschichte des Stoffes betraa.'1tet werden.69 

Iv'..artin Dil:>elius likewise minimized the literary role of the evangelists: 

nThe canposers are only to the smallest extent authors. They are prm

cipally collectors, vehicles of tradition, editors. 117° K. L. Schmidt, 

on the basis of a comparison of the gospels with contemr,orary literacy 

works, judged them to be 11 
••• nicltHochliteratur sondem Klelllliteratur, 

nicht, individuelle Schriftstellerleistlmg, sondern VoJksbua."-1, nicht 
. hi d •• , leend 11 71 Biograp e, son ern I<Uj.W e. 

By thus stressing the tradition-historical continuity between the pre
canonical, oral tradition and the canonical and post-canonical, written 

tradition, the fonn critics posited that the changes which the oral 

tradition underwent {mirroring the churd1' s changing theology and cir

cumstances) could be detennined by observing 

••• how· the Marean material is altered and revised by .Matthew 
and Luke, and ha,, r'.ia.tb.'1ew and Luke have presumably edited 
the text of Q {t11e sayings document}. If we are able to 
deduce a certain regularity in this procedure then .we may 
certainly assurre that b'l.e sane laws held gocrl evc-..n earlier, 
and we may draw conclusions as to the state of the tradition prior to Mark and Q.72 

But Willi Marxsen protested against all but the last of these 

estiniates of the pioneer fonn critics by insisting that the multiplication 

and diversification of the fonns which form criticism had described 

actually contradicted Bult:mann' s assertion. On t.he contrary, he said, 

69. Rudolf Bultmann, Die Geschichte der synoptischen Tradition (1931 ) , 347. The paragraph begins, "Eine prinzipielle Grenze zwischen der mundlichen und der schriftlichen 
O berlie Ferung gibt es nicht ••• !' · 

70. Dibelius, op. cit., 3. 
71. K. L. SchmTat,--n'f5ie Stellung der Evangelien in der allgemeinen Literaturgeschichte", in EYXAPI:fTHPION, herausg. H. 

Schmidt (1923), 124. 
72. Rudolf Bultmann, "The Study of the Synoptic Gospels", in Form Criticism. Two Essays on New Testament Research. Ed. 

F. C. Grant ( 1962), • 



73 " ••• the traditional mat.2rial scatters in every direction!" Although 
similar fonrJS, such as parables, might bec::crre grouped together, 11 

••• it 
is not at all obvious that this totally disparate material should finally 
find its way into the unity of a Gospel.i! 74 

Mark's giving a centripetal 
counteraction to a centrifugal rroverrent " ••• cannot be explained without 
taking into account an individual, an author personality who pursues a 
definite goal '1.-vi.th his work. 1175 Marxsen thus contend~d that a definite 
discontinuity in the traditio-historical process occurred in the writing 
of Mark's gospel. 

But the implications of these assertions for the entire enterprise 
of classical fonn criticism are staggering. If IV'.iarxsen is correct in 
insisting that the evangelists not only pass on tradition but interpret 
and shape it as \\~ll, then it IIIl.lSt be allc:Med that changes usually attri
buted to the ano))yil'Ous conmmity may be redactional ones. While it 
is true that Marxsen saw the evangelist's hand primarily in the frarce
work of the pericopae, 76 

other redaction critics claim to discem rrore 
drastic alterations. H. J. Held, for instance, in a volurre widely 
praised as illustrative of ti.'1e abiding value of redaction criticism, 
maintains that Matthew' s 11 

••• abbreviation of t.l-ie .Markan miracle stories 
serves the interest of interpretation. 1177 Sanetirnes this abbreviation 

73. IV'.iarxsen, op. cit., \8. 
74,. Ibid. , 17. - -
75. Ibid. , 16. Farrer, writing four years before Marr..sen' s pioneering redaction critical study of 1,1ark, three years before Conzelmann's study of Luke , Die Mitte der Zeit, objected to form criticism's 11questionbegging asslilllption·' that Mark was simply a canpiler of tradition. See St. Mark, 24. 
76. Ibid. , 2.8. 
77. H.J. Held, "Matthew as Interpreter of the Miracle Stories", in Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew. See n. 23. (ET 1963, of Uberlieferung u."1.d Auslegw..g im Mattausevc1ngelium, 1960), lbS. 
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78 
is "far-reaching" a..s in the case of Mt. 8:28- 34 and 9 : 18-26. But 

Held is not aware of the far- reaching implications of his awn claim that 

"There can be no question that Matthew has standardized his healing 

miracles as conversations and has approximated their fonn to that of 

the controversy and scholastic dialogues. "
79 

Changes in fonn, hereto

fore attributed by classical fonn criticism to anon:ynous ccmnunities, 

24 

are here attributed to the creative activity of an individual evangelist. 

And the nore the evangelists' individuality and unique accanplishrrents 

are errphasized, the nore ti.'1.ey are responsible -for nodifying their 

traditions, then the less ,,re can be certain of detennining the role and 

beliefs of the anonyrrous ccmmmities which preceded them. 

Let us ass1.ll"'fB that sanewhere our analysis is askew or entirely 

illegitin,ate or (much less likely) that the problem of traditio-historical 

continuity and discontinuity discerned by Guttgemanns is unreal, that 

the tendencies of the written, canonical and post-canonical gospels do 

reflect those of the pre- canonical, oral tradition. We would still be 

prevented from beginning our analysis of the gospels with fonn criticism 

with any confidence because, ·according to E. P. Sanders, certain funda

mental conclusions drawn by ti.11e fonn critics about the tendencies of 

the canonical and post-canonical traditions ~i,ere rnistakE:Il, Sanders' 

conclusions are significant enough to be quoted in full: 

1. The ·fonn critics did not derive laws of transmission 
from a study of folk literature , as many think. 
2. They derived them by tv.o methods : (a) by assuming that 
purity of fonn (or, in the case of Taylor , .impurity of fonn) 
indicates r elative antiquity, and (b) by detennining hcM 
Matthew· and Luke used :rit.ark and Q, and how the later literature 

78. Ibid. , 167. 
79. Ibid. , 242. T'm.t this is not an isolated example can be 

seen frcrn Held's statenents on p. 244, top and para. l; 245 top and para. 3. 
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78. Ibid., 167. 
79. I.bid. , 242. That this is not an isolated example can be 

seen fran Held's staterrents on p. 244, top and para. 1; 245 top and para. 3. 



used the canonical Gospels. 
3. The first rrethod is based on a priori considerations. 4 . In so far as it depends on the use of V.iark and Q by Matthew and Luke, the second is circular and therefore questionable.-5. The t wo are sanetines in direct oonflict , altli..ough the form critics did not observe this. 
6. In any case, the form cri ties did not derive the laws £ran or apply the laws to the Gospels systematically, nor did they carry out a systematic investigation of changes in the postcanonical literature.80 

Zf 

The lasting rrerit of Sanders~ study is that he does undertake to investigate 
the gospels, both canonical and post-canonical, and the textual tradition 
systematically, employing ti.1le three criteria whj.ch the form critics 
claim to have used in detennining the relative age of traditions: length, 
detail, and semitisms. They had held that the shorter, less detailed, 
and rrore semitic a tradition, the rrore ancient it was. Sanders' specific 
conclusions , lx>rne out by the evidence fully-displayed, are: 

There are no hard and fast laws of the developrent of the Synoptic tradition. On all counts the tradition developed in OPfX>si te directions. It recarre oot..h longer and shorter, both rrore and less detailed, and ooth rrore and less Semitic. Even the tendency to use direct discourse for indu:::ect, which was uniform in the post-canonical rnaterial which we studied, · was not uniform in the Synoptics therr.selves. For this reason, dogmatic statements that a certain a.'"laracteristic proves a certain passage to be earlier tJm another are never justified. 81 

After such a negative evaluation of what has bca::Ire the oomerstane 
of rrodern gospel study, a disclaimer and a suggestion of an alternative 
approach are in order. To support the foregoing analyses is not to deny 

ti.11e frmdamental insights of form and redaction criticism. That the fonn 
of individual units of tradition were detennin~ in sare :rreasure by their 
use in the vari ous aspects of the church ' s life and betray those circum
stances by their form seems beyond serious question. That the evangelists., 

80 . E . P . Sanders, The Tendencies of the Synoptic Tradition (1969), 

81. Ibid., 272. 



by their alteration and arrangement of tradition)likewise indicate 

their concerns and circumstances is also an insight which carmot be 

gainsaid. 

Ha..;ever, a new approach is necessary because redaction criticism 

has proposed an entirely new estimate of the origin and nature of the 

gospels 
82 

(our only direct evidence for the oral fonn of the traditions 

and their history in the church) and because classical opinion about the 

latter rests · upon an erroneous set of conclusions drawn fran an outnoded 

understanding of the gospels.
83 

But what shall be offered in its 

place?
84 

With a great fear of presumption, we propose the follaving 

line of approach: Ultimately, the history of the synoptic tradition needs 

to be ra .. 1ritten. Another attenpt must be made to describe each fonn, 

plot its growth, and discern the process of eac..h. fonn's transmission. 

26 

82. Farrer, St. M..ark, loc. cit., also sa-.·1 (without drawing further · 
conclusions) " .•• that if St. Mark is in fact after all a liv.L'1g whole, 
the.'1 the work of the fonn critics is, every line of it, called in doubt. 
So far from its then being probable that their detailed conclusions will 
stand, it is rrore likely that an appreciation of the fonn of ti."'1.e whole 
will place their prerrature eY.a:m:i.nations of the separate parts in an un
favorable light." 

83. Guttgerranns, op. cit. clai.."llS that since fonn criticism 
was based upon foll-: lore stud.1.es, the study of literature, and linguistics 
which are nc:,..1 obsolete, its principles rrru.st be re-examined. 

84. Guttgernarms, ibid., 79 crnes very close to making these 
fundamen.tal points of criticism, but does not offer the positive alter
natives. "Wenn Mark taCsac..rilic.'1 die Fonn als erster geschaffen hat, 
dann gehort die ubrige traditionsgesdrid1te in die 'literarische' 
Variationsgescindlte der Fonn, nicht in ihre ' vorliterarische' Werde
gesdiichte, von der das 'literarische' S tadium nur mit~e Reflexe 
wiedergibt. " A f(;w lines later, Guttgemanns observes, 'Wir haben 
direfr:_ und unmittelbar nur das 'literarisc.'1e' Stadium der Tradition vor / I<.. 
uns, das uns die Reid1wei te unserer Anal vse der 'vorliterarisdien' 
Stadium vorschreibt. Sollten wir uns lieber an F. OVerbecks Urteil 
van tri.irrtrerhaften Character der 'Urliteratur ' halten?" 



To facilitate this, the full implications of redaction critical theory 

(if it is correct) and of E. P. Sanders' investigations will have to be 

taken seriously. In rrore ooncrete terni.s, this will involve becaning 

intim.ately acquainted with the whole of each evangelist's theology and 

27 

his particular tendencies -and interests fran the gospels, as we nCM have 

t.riem. Now, to suggest this to a gospels specialist may seem like Elijah's 

suggesting to Naaman that he bathe seven t.irres in the Jordan, for there 

seems to be a general feeling that the gospels are well-knCMn on this level. 

But we recall that neither Wrede, nor his successors carried this out for 

Mark (or the other evangelists), and we have Norman Perrin's admission 

that the structural, dramatic, and thematic examination of the gospels 

is yet in its infancy. 

Only when this has been done is oneready to attempt separating 

tradition fran redaction. How else can one get at Mark's distinct theology 

apart fran kn~·rlng his . total theology? Ha.-J else can we knCM what to 

attribute to his account and ·what to ascribe to hi; sources? Therefore, 

when examining any single tradition or two or three synoptic versions of 

it, one would be obliged to account for every aspect of the fonn and 

content .of that tradition (or its versions) in terni.s of bt-ie evangelist's 

(or evangelists') theol~ical and stylistic tendencies. Only then would 

we have sare idea of the fonn of the tradition as it reac.t-ied the evangel

ist(s). And O!llY then could we posit that what remained might reflect 

ti.t-ie fonn and history content of the tradition(s) before being incorporated 

by the evangelist(s) . 85 We have deliberately -used. the subjtmctive 

85. This may be rrore difficult than imagined, so far as Mark's style is concerned.f.-..if Frans Neirynck is correct in maintaining t.hat there is 
a strikingly pervasive and unifonn dualib.J of e.."Cf)ression producing 11 

••• a 
sort of horrogeneity in .Mark, fran the wording of sentences to tl1e canposition of t.1-i.e gospel/. See his Duality in Mark (1972), 37. This study consists 
of long artidles fonrerly published in Ephe.i.'11. Theol. I.ovan: 11Mark in 
Greek' , 47 (1971) , 144-198; "Duality in Mark", 394- 463 ; ,:Duplicate 

. J_ ) 

I ,. 



because of the many unJmavms which attend such study, especially in the 

case . of :rm.lltiple accounts of the sarre tradition: they might represent 

three independent traditions whose prior history is cooipletely unknavn 

28 I 

and perhaps unkno.,.rable to us. •ro do this for each tradition and its 

parallels is obviously a :rronurrental undertaking, but it will have to be 

done for research to proceed on surer foundations in isolating the fonns . 

and charting both t.1-ieir oral and written history. Only when ·we have 

thoroughly examined the known (i.e., the text), will we be in any position 

to speculate about the lesser-kno.,.m or unJmown pre-history of t..1.e sources 

which were incorporated into the text. This principle is especially 

crucial in the case of Mark, whose sources are only known to us from the 

Gospel itself. 86 l-u1d, tortuous though it may be, it is crucial to 

building a finn foundation for studying the life of Jesus. 

Quite obviously, this will involve a life-tirre' s ·work. Yet, it 

would 1:e desirable to apply sane of these insights to the present 

investigation, which we hope to do by studying the significance of hitherto 

unexamined or little-examined aspects of the c.1.ristology of Mark, especially 

aspects of the titles, 
11
Christ'; 11Son of God~ and the expression, "the Son 

of Man1! · In the spirit of Wrede' s second principle of criticism, we 

shall studiously attempt to avoid falling into the error of himself 

and his successors: that of introducing questions of historicity and 

Ei...'Pressions in the Gospel of rriark': 48 (1972) , 150-209. I owe thanks to 
the Rev. Prof. C. F. D. .Moule, my supervisor, for calling my attention 
to Neirynck' s ,'10rks. 

86. Quesnell, op. cit., and R. H. Stein are two rare exanples of 
scholars who have sought to put redaction critical research on a rrore 
rigorous footing. Yet, they both employ classical fonn and redaction 
critical techniques in the usual order , failing to derive l'1ark's 
distinct theology only after detennining his total theology. See 
Stein's article, "The ' Reda.1<:tionsgescr..ichtlich ' Investigation of a 
Marean Seam (Mc. l,21f) ," ZNW, 61 (1970), 70-94 and "The Proper Method 
for Ascertaining a Iv'l..arY-..an Redaction History" , Novr, 13 (July 1971) , 
181- 198. ~-



Mark's place in the history of the c..hurch's theology into our initial 

examination of the text (although in themselves, they are legitimate 

subsequent issues). 

Two assumptions underly this study. The first, which will receive 

29 

formal justification in chapter /, is that, in attempting to achieve / V 

his purpose (s), f.mk intended to tell a story alx>ut the earthly Jesus. 

The second is that the story can and must be analyzed fran the text 

as we have it, independently of ai,~ prior to all other types of analysis. 

'Ihl.s is not an attempt to by-pass or supplant form-, tradi tio-.his,torical

and redaction-criticism. According to the discussion alx>ve, the type 

of study in which we are engaging is their episterrolO:Jical ground and is 

yet in its infancy. Perhaps our investigation will in sore Tt.ray contri

bute to its beccrning rrore mature. So we proceed to an investigation 

of .Mark's christology with all of t.rie attendent uncertainty, likelihood 

of ·error, and sense of inadequacy characteristic of early parenthood. 



CHAPTER II. THE CHRISTOLOGY OF MARK: DISTINCTIONS 

Our aim in this chapter is to demonstrate that 

Mark did not conf'use "Christ", "Son of' Man", and "Son of 

God" but maintained the discrete significance of' each. 

The results of our concentrated survey of these three .titles 

and of a more detailed analysis of' the latter two will 

show that it is illegitimate to use them interchangeably 

or to subsume them all under a general category such as 

"messianic." Philipp Vielhauer, commenting on the confluence 

of' these three categories at 14:61, makes a point which may 

be applied throughout the Gospel. Despite their close 

proximity , 

•• • sind die Titel nicht ' einf'ach auswechselbar; sie 
geh8ren verschiedenen Aussagebereichen an, kennzeichen 
verschiedene Aspekte der Person, der Function und des 
Schicksals Jesu und sind nur darin identisch, dass sie 
Jesu bezeichnen . 1 

A. Overview 

1 . "Christ» 

I Of the seven i n stances of' Xp1a-To? , t wo are personal 

n a me s (1:~,1", 9: 4 1 ) ; the rest a r e titular u ses . The f'i r s t 

Ja 

I I 

1. Vi elhaue r, "Christol ogi e ';" 157. To deny that such 
di s tinc tion s could be perceiv ed by the origina l r eader s o f the 
Gospel is to make a me rely subjec tiv e judgment. If', as it 
will be argued in the last chapter, the Gentile Chr i stianity 
to which Mark's church belonged was influenced more by the 
synagogue than by pagan religion , then its conceptua l categor
ies might have been more attuned to these differences than a 
modern reader's . The likelihood of such perception is raised 
by the extent to which the distinctions are maintained. 
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appearance of the title in the Markan narrative
2 

is at 8:29, 

in Peter's confession at Caesarea Philippi . Here, in the only 

occasion of its use as a predicate, 3 it is suppressed (8:JO). 

Only once might it occur on Jesus' lips as a reference 

to himself (9:41), and here it is probably a personal 
4 

At 12:35 , Jesus uses it obliquely in a rhetorical name . 

question about . the true nature of the ,Messiah. In the 

remaining instances, the ' title is found on the lips of 

opponents (13:21, false messianic claimants; 14:61, the 

High Priest; 15:Jlf, chief priests and scribes at the 

. ) ·5 cross, • 

This general reticence is further illustrated by 

Jesus' tendency to shift attention to the Son of Man, when 

others, both intimates and opponents, use it (8:Jl, lJ:26, 

14:62) . Mark's attitude towards the title is well expressed by 

2. This is to be distinguished from the introductory 
statement in 1:1 where it is a personal name. 

J. Vielhauer, loc. cit. 4. Ibid. 
5. Although there is some strong externgl support for 

reading Crov) X-?tU-T;V /i'vct.l at ,1:34 after «Jrtv 
(among others, B,C, ® f 1 fB JJ~d ), B. M. Metzger hold~ that 
the · longer readings might have been derived from Lk.4:41. "If' 
any!one of' the longer readings had been original in Mark, there 
is no reason why it should have been altered or eliminated 
entirely." A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament 
(1971), 75. The intended sense might be that the demons knew 
J t b tV ""O.""' esus o e o Oly/DS -ro\J o£ov on the analogy of the demon I s 

1 i r,'(" "' u ~ • 1 25 e a . '11, ~Ho°' (l"L ns ft in - : • 



Best: " ••• he does not deny that Jesus is the Christ, nor 

does he stress it. In itself the title tells us nothing about 

6 the achievement of Jesus." This is indeed surprising when 

one considers how important Jesus 9 messiahship was to the 

early church. Yet, never are the themes of suffering, 

resurrection, parousia, and the scriptural prophecies concern-

ing them linked to "Christ". 

in Mark for ''the Son of Man'~ 7 

They are reserved exclusively 

It is not strictly correct, therefore, to regard 

Peter's confession of Jesus, c:r~ iT ~ Xr1a-ro's 
as expressing '' ••• the Christian understanding of Jesus." 8 

Peter is employing language that any Jew might have used in 

addressing a figure who had raised messianic hopes. Of 

course, it is the intention of Mark as derived from the con-

text which needs to confirm this. Pete~'s confession did 

rise above the popular level (8:28), but that it was 

misinformed and not "Christian'' is very apparent from Jesus• 

rebuke after Peter balked at hearing that the Son of Man 

must suffer and die (vv. Jlff). The only appr"opriate name 

for Peter is "Satan" in this instance. His estimate of Jesus 

6 . Best, op. c it. , 166. 
7. Luke, in relating two post-resurrection appearances, 

has Jesus instructing his followers that scripture bore 
witness to the suffering and rejection of the Christ (24:26,46). 
The same theme appears in Luke's account of the church's 
preaching (cf. Acts 3:18, 17:J). In Mark, however, the Son 
of Man is the object of the scriptural testimony: esp. 
9:12b and 14 : 21, but also 8:Jl. Cf. the discussion 0 11 P·· 55f. 
below. 

8. Dennis Nineham, The Gospel of St. Mark (1968 2
), 225. 



? .J ,. 
is not God's ( ov '( fOVE.<5 t V • 33 t 

which would correspond to the Christian view, or Jesus' 

own view) but man I s ( ffoVS, t\/ -r~ -,wv ~v~J' rruW' ) . 

At this point Pet'er 1 s understanding is not much different 
I 

JJ 

. ('T": l , C y 'j' from that o·f popular expectation , (vet pe. "~younv o< a£v&pwrro<. e,var(; 

V • 27) • For Mark and his readers, Jesus is more than the 

Messiah ·of Jewish expectation. The point is that within 

9 10 the narrative Peter only perceives him on the latter level. 

It is important to observe that Peter is not the 

only one in the Gospel to address Jesus messianically. 

Blind Bartimaeus calls him, "Son of David ", twice in the 

hearing of a large crowd without being silenced (10;47f). 

Furthermore, the entourage (his disciples and a large 

crowd) which had been accompanying Jesus at least since 

Jericho (10:46; cf. v. 32) hails him in messianic terms 

as they enter Jerusalem (11:9f). Whatever might actually 

have happened ;here, it seems likely that Mark intended 

his readers to understand it so, since he portrays Jesus 

arranging this event in the presence of the crowd which had 

heard Bartimaeus 1 messianic address, had witnessed his cure, 

and had absorbed him in its trek with Jesus to Jerusalem 

(10:52). Consequently, Peter's address is on the level of 

what was possible for others to perceive. Contrary to Wrede, 

9. F. W. Danker stresses this point in "The Demonic 
Secret in Mark, a Re - examination of the Cry of Dereliction 
(15:34) 11

, ZNW, 61 (1970), 54: " ••• it is important to distin
guish between what Mark and his readers know and the dramatic 
function of a given statement in the progress of the narrative.'' 

10. This is true not only of the original incident 
and the subsequent pre-Markan tradition but also for the 
text of Mark itself, a fact which Erich Dinkler and others 
often overlook. See his essay, "Peter I s Confession and the 



it is not a supernatural revelation, given like the mystery 

of' the Kingdom of' God in 4:10. 11 
What he and the other 

disciples are privy to, which . others generally are not, 

is specific instruction regarding the Son of Man who is to 

be vindicated after suffering. 

This point is so significant for our contention, that 

Mark does not confuse his christological titles and keeps 

their meaning discrete, that it must be followed through 

in the remaining occurrences of When 

Jesus argues that the Christ is not only David's son, but 

David's Lord in 12:J5f'f, he is clearly introducing an idea 

which went beyond contemporary scribal teaching and the 

popular level of opinion expressed in the address of 

Bartimaeus. Here is further proof that a distinction 

should be made between that which Mark and his readers know 

to be true and that which the dramatis personae of' the 

rtarrative can perceive. 

It is virtually impossible to determine whether 

those who claim to be the Christ in 13:21~ and against whom 

a warning is given,are meant to be Jewish or heretical, 

Christian, messianic pretenders. In any case, the reference 

is to the post - Easter period and, once again, attention is 

diverted to the Son of Man, who is to appear at the end in 

1 Sa_tan 1 saying • . The Problem of Jesus' Messiahship" in The 
Future of our Religious Pas.t, ET (1971) of select essay-;-;d. 
by James .M. _Robins.on from Zei t und Geschich te, Dankesgabe an 
Rudolf' Bultmann zum 80. Geburtsta~, ed. Erich Dinkler (1964), 
172' 184 . 

11. Wrede, op. cit ., 78. 118f'. This claim will be defended 
in eh. IV. 
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power and glory (v. 26). 

It is precisely the Jewish - messianic sense of' "Christ" 
which occurs in the trial and crucifixionnar.ratives. In 
order to undnrstand it in the High Priest's question at 14:61, 
we should note that at 15:32, is in apposition 
with an unmistakably Jewish - messianic title which occurs 
five additional times in chapter 15 (vv. 2, 9, 12, 18, 26). 
Mocking, the Jewish authorities at the site of' the crucifixion 
invite ( )G.. \ o , \' 1 o-ro.s 12 

to descend 
from the cross so that they might believe in him. 

Once again the ·characters in the drama and even the 
Roman titulus on the cross have got it right so far as Mark's 
and his reader's understanding are concerned, but on the level 
of the narrative they neither know it nor intend it beyond 
the Jewish sense. Furthermore, in his reply to Caiaphas, 
Jesus again shifts attention to the Son of Man as he did 
when Peter had addressed him as the Messiah (8:29). Were 
it of' itself the supreme Christian confession, this 
reinterp~etation or supplementation would hardly have been 
necessary . 

2. The Son of' Man 

It is well known that in the entire synoptic tradition 
and in Mark, the written fountain head of' that tradition, 

12. There is no real difference in this case between " I <r·p()(~" and -rwv ,[ou$ol-{wv Pilate's statement i n v. 12 seems t o imply that this was a popular appellation: " -;- / r" ] \ ' ' a.... " " ,... >T"'~ ( ' 
T t ouy Trot.~crw 1..0 V A\:ot i 'c.. TOv f-""'-<S'" t l'~tX.. TWV .s.,.~O c>OUWV ;. (~~ Ato<c.T'i, ' however, is omitted by A D w® f' 1 

' all of' 
tr 
J I/ 



"The Son of' Man" occurs only on Jesus' lips. 13 
Unlike 

"Christ," and "Son of' God," it. is never used as a predicate 

either in the second or third person (i.e., no one, supernat

ural or human, ever says, "he is" or "you are the Son of' Man"). 

It is the supremely functional term which Jesus uses publicly 

with reference to his present authority (2:10, 28) and eschat

ological vindication (8t2J, 14:62)
14 

and privately with 

reference to his suffering, death, and resurrection 

(8:Jl; 9:9, 12, Jl; ·10:JJf'; 10:45; 14:21). 15 Unlike 

"Christ" and "Son .of' God," neither this term nor teaching 

16 associated with it is ever suppressed. Significantly, 

none of' the other major christological titles is ever directly 

associated with Jesus' . suf'f'ering, 17 death, resurrection, 

and eschatological vindication. 

the old Latin version, vg syrs copsa arm geo~ 
lJ. Luke 24:7 and John 12:34 are onlW- partial exceptions 

since others repeat Jesus' own words. Elsewhere in the NT, 
the only person to use the term is Stephen at his martyrdom 
(Acts 7:56). In Hebrews 2:6, it appears in the quotation 
from Ps. 8:5 and at Rev. 1:13 and 14:14, which quote Dan . 
7:lJ. 

14. Privately to the inner circle , here joined by 
Andrew, in lJ:26. 

15. Jesus speaks allusively in public about his suffering 
and death in the reference to the bridegroom's being snatched 
away (2:20) and in the invitation to the summoned crowd and 
disciples to be willing to forfeit their lives in following 
him (8:J4f'). Only in the latter case is there an association 
with the Son of' Man, but it . is in his eschatological vindi
cation (8:38). Here may also be mentioned the parable of' the 
rejected son (12:1-12) which refers obliquely to Jesus' death 
in connection with the mvrder of' the beloved son (vv. 6, 8) 
and to his vindication (vv. lOf'). 

16 . Vielhauer, loc. cit. 17. Best, op.cit., 164. 



Furthermore, as we noted, at significant points in the 
narrative, where he is addressed otherwise, Jesus shifts 

attention j;o the Son of Man. After Peter called him "the 
Christ" (8:29), Jesus then_ charged his disciples to te·ll 
no one about him and began to teach them about the necessity 
of .the Son of ~an 1 s suffer~ng, death, and resurrection (v. 
JOf). Later, the inner circle of disciples, who had seen 
him transfigured and had_ heard him p~esented by ;the divine 
voice as "Son" ( of God) ( 9: 7), are commanded to keep 

silent about what they had seen until the Son of Man had 

arisen from the dead (v. 9). His death, implied here, i~ 

reinforced by the reference to scripture which witnesses 
to the Son of Man's suffering and rejection (v. 12). On 
another mountain, an inner circle of disciples is forewarned 
about the advent of imposters claiming to the the Christ 

(1J:21f, cf. v. 6). But after the cosmos collapses, the Son 
of Man will come in the clouds with great power and glory 

(vv. 24-26). In response to the High Priest's pointed 

question, "Are you the Christ, the Son of the .Blessed One?", 
Jesus respo~ds affirmatively, 18 but again turns attention 
to the Son of Man (14:61f.) . 

18. His reply is affirmative, both in the oblique state-ment, c:ru e'fm,tS <cSTt (®<tp...s. arm Or) and in the more explicit answer . Sometimes a decision on one of these texts has been based on a particular understanding of the messianic secret. For example, Cranfield, op.cit., 444 s~ems to prefer the more oblique statement because it concurs with Jesus' studied reticence throughout the Gnspel . But T~ A. BurKnl , op .cit., 242f, 288 prefers the more explicit reading because it concurs with the increasing tempo of messianic disclosure since the Triumphal Entry. 
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J. 
11

Son {of' God)" 

It has of'ten been said that this is the most important 

title in Mark's christology. 19 In some very important textual 

witnesses, it appears in the opening sentence of' the 

20 Gospel. Even among those scholars who question 

C '°' ""' the originality of' v1ov fnou , there are those who regard 

its scribal addition to have been entirely appropriate to 

21 Mark's purpose. Elsewhere, this title occurs at 

key points in the narrative: at Jesus' baptism . {1:11), at 

his transf'iguration (9:7), and at his death {15:39). The 

Gospel begins and the passion ends with Jesus regarded as 

the Son of' God. 

In every instance, except one, whenever Jesus is 

addressed as Son (of' God), it is by supernatu~al voices: 

God himself' addresses Jesus as his Beloved Son {1:11) and 

presents him thus to the inner circle of' disciples {9 : 7). 

Between these divine witnesses occur two demonic testimonies 
22 

(3:11, 5:7) . "Thus, the opposite sides of' the spiritual 

19 . Cullmann, op . cit ., 294. Best , op . cit . , 167 , V . 
Taylor , op . cit ., 120 . 

20 . Cranf'ield , op . cit ., 38 has marshalled weighty 
arg uments i n f'a v or of' the origin a l i ty o f' ofov Btov • 

2 1. E . g . N. Perrin , "Christology" ., 182 n . 22 . 
22 . o &tios TOU frteu ( 1 : 24) should be classed 

h ere as we ll. 



world ••• agree in their witness. 1123 It is only at the end of' 

the Gospel, at Jesus' death, that for the first time a man, 

a Gentile centuri/~, confesses that Jesus was the Son of ~o 

Goa. 24 
In two of the three remaining occurrences, Jesus 

\ \ :, I 
uses VIOS. (o<y~TT'1fro5) obliquely at 

~6 ambiguously at 13:32, and affirmatively .(if' only 

indirectly) in his answer to the High Priest, who asks if' 
C X ' ( . <, ,.. ? ,.. he is O e1rros O lJLOS TOU £.uAo)'"l}TDV (14:61f). 

This designation of Jesus is, as Ernest Best observes, "••• 

pre-eminently the title of confession. 1127 It is, first and 

foremost, . al 28 a predicate rather than a f'unctionAterm, telling 

who Jesus is, not what he does.· 

The latter point will be important in the subsequent 

discussion about the meaning of this designation of Jesus 

in Mark. We need only note that, as a title of confession, 

it is found either in private circumstances or is suppressed. 

23. Best, op,.cit., 168. 
24. Eduard Schweizer, "u\os 11 (in the New Testament), 

TDNT, v.8 (1972), 379. Hereafter, . this essay will be cited 
as Son. See below p. -- , / 25. o< 4ot lT11 1 o.s is also found in the divine address 
to Jesus (1:11) and to the disciples (9:7). This is the only 
time that he . uses it in Mark. 

26. Schweizer, Son, 372 thinks that this is rooted 
in the Son of Man christology. He notes that Mk. 8:38 and 
par. have the triad, the Father, the Son of Man, and 
the angels and that both passages occur in apocalyptic contexts. 

27. Best, loc. cit. · 
28. Against Vielhauer's thesis that a pattern of 

apotheosis (1:lV, presentation (9:7), and enthronement 
(15:39) underlies Mark's gospel, "Christologie", 166-69, 
Schweizer, Son, 379 n. 324, argues that "· •• it is doubtful 
whether Mk. takes the Son of God title so functionally that 
divine sonship only begins with institution to office [i.e. 
the crucifixion) . But the main point is that Jesus has already 
been proclaimed as Son of God by God and the demons." 
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At the baptism, apparently only Jesus hears the divine voice. 

Subsequently, only Peter, James and John hear it (9:2, 7) 

when they witness Jesus' transfiguration. Afterwards, Jesus 

forbids them to tell anyone about what they have seen 

until the Son of' Man has arisen from the dead (9:9). 

Furthermore, whenever the demons address Jesus as the Son (or 

Holy One) of' God, they are enjoined to silence (1:24f', 34; 

3:llf'). 

B. The Son of' God and the Son of' Man in Mark 

\ 

1. The Issues 

Having shown that Mark does not confuse these 

major christological categories, we now turn to a closer 

examination of the significance of' the Son of' God and the 

Son of' Man christologies in the Gospel. 

There is a vigorous debate and a mountain of' 

29 II " 
literature on the meaning of' the Son of' God in Hebrew and 

Greek thought and on its history in hellenistic Judaism, in 
, 

Jewish Chri~tianity (both Aramaic-and Greek-speaking), and 

· 30 school 
in Gentile Christianity. One~holds that in the Gentile 

29. The issues and the relevant literature are dis
cv~s~d in the following authoritative works: Cullmann, Chris to

logy, 270-314; Ha hn , Titles of Jesus, 279-346; R.H. Fuller , 
Foundations, Jlff', 65, 68-72, 114f, 164-67, i87f, 192-197, 
2Jlf; W. von MartLtz, G. Eohrer, E. Schweizer, E. Lohse, 

"v16s, uio&~~(°' ", TDNT, v. 8 (1972), 334-392. 
JO. Scholars are coming to recognize how artificia l 

these distinctions are. We retain them solely for the 
convenience of discussion. For a recent discussion of' 

the issues, see I. Howard Marshall, "Palestinian and Hellen-



community for which Mark wrote, the title would have taken on 

31 the reference to Jesus' nature. Another school, in direct 

opposition to this ontological understanding of the term, 

maintains that in the synoptic tradition and in the Gospel 

of Mark itself, the OT and Jewish notion of relationship 

still predominates. 

A prominent exponent of the latter view is Oscar 

Cullmann, who insists that "the Son of God 11 is to be 

understood as an expression of obedient, suffering sonship 

as this is epitomized in the role of the Suffering Servant. 32 

Although Cullmann attempts to ascertain Jesus' self

consciousness as expressed throughout the synoptic 

gospels in his investigation of these terms, he does maintain 

that Mark, though not himself stressing the ebed Yahweh 

title or role, nevertheless reproduces .tradition which 

does. 33 At the baptism, the voice from heaven says: 

"You are my only Son; you must fulfill the role of the 

ebed Yahweh. 1134 Admittedly, "Jesus did not designate himself 

istic Christianity: Some Critical Comments", NTS, 19.3 
(April 1973), 271-287. ~ 

Jl. E.g., Hahn, op.cit., JOOff, JOSf. 
32 . C~llmann, op.cit., 65-58, 79, 276, 283. 
JJ. Ibid. , 69f. 
J4. Ibid., 284. A key point in the exclusivist 

view of Cullmann, Jeremias and othersis that the Gentile 
church prior to Mark had made explicit .with v\os the 
sonship implied in 1To(tS , which can mean "child" as well 
as "servant ~" Cf . n . 49 below . However, an examination 
of the full text of Is. 42: 1 and the use of Tfo(7s in subsequent 
servant songs indicates that in these contexts, the more 

4 'l ' t - ,. probable meaning is "servant. " , Is . 2:1 reads, rit..K.W/J o1Tot1Spov~ ) l "' d, ? .-. ., /(r/}-./. ' ·, ' :, \ ' r I f:. " ' , t' <XvT(l'~rOµ<X'. ( c(UTC)U, -r--'l t O ~Kf\~kTO~ µ.c-u, rr.:in: 3·£.:c,ixTO d..1f-rov 'Jj VA>)l'l-\ F· It is significant that nowhere in this section of Isaiah ~ ' I does ·rroll.S occur in connection with vto<;; • In fact, uf6s in the sin g u la r fails entirely. However, ck?vAoJ 
is used i n terchan geably wi th TTcil<; and precis e ly in con n ect ion 



by the title, 'Suffering Servant, 1 ••• 
1135 Fundamental 

though the concept was, especially in explaining his 

death as the "central act of' salvation", it did not 

encompass his whole work?
6 

Jesus did, however, 

incorporate the idea of' the Suffering Servant with 

the title, 11Son of' Man 11 [sic] , 37 

to himself', 38 because, 

the only one he applied 

The Son of' Man idea is more comprehensive . It both 
refers to Jesus' future work, and at the same time, 
with regard to his work as the incarnate one, visual
izes his humanity as such. It was therefore more 
appropriate to subordinate [underlining mini] the 
ebed Yahweh concept to that of' the Son of' Man. Jesus 
did this in such a way that the vocation of' the ebed 
becomes, so to speak, the main content of' the Son of' 
Man I s work. 39 

< ,, /' with "Isra~l" and "Jacob ':" We find in 48:20, ff?v<roCiD KflCf 
~v SuGA,o\r ""-JTOu ~ Ii1.~t.Uf:., • More striking are statements · 
in the early i:>art of chapter 49: SoGAo.t _,.uou : e1' ov ,l<rprx,{A. 
(v.3). L1o GAo! appears even where child imagery is · 
explicit: oiTW ,\{0~1 i.,,,6p,t!?S,1 rrAd..<rc1..S )lf £K Koi:.A(o<.~ &>uAov 

( ..... ,-.. . 
~o£lJT~ ••• (v '. 5). When 7rollS does occur in the 

f'ollow,ing verse, it is within this context that it should 
be understood: µ4-ot: (fl)l fo·n' --roe .d1, t>11vD£ 1 ~ Tio4 Jot ,,uou. 
(v. 6) . Therefore, while ''child" is a possible meaning for r,c,1.~ , "servant" is the more probable one in these · 
contexts. 

3 5 • Ibid • , 7 9 • J 6 • Ibid • , 8 2 • 
37 . Ibid . Nearly everyone, except perhaps C. F~ D. Moule, fails to note the almost exclusively articular form 

of' this expression in the gospels . Thus , the term in • C <, ,.. ? £). I -rr d t Greek is o u1 0S ,ov O(VvfW 110U an ·mus 
be rendered "the Son of' Man." Everywhere in the Old 
Testament (including the LXX) it is anarthrous . Cf'. 
Prof'. Moule's essay, "Neglected Features in the Problem 
of' 'the Son of' Man,'" in Neues Testament und Kirche. Festschrif't f'llr Rudolf' Schnackenbur, herausg. J. Gnilka 
forthcoming , 19f'. Herea,:;f'ter, this ess o..y will be 

referred to as "Neglected Features ". 
JS. Ibid., 137. 
39. Ibid. , 161. 

that the merging of' the 
the Son of' Man is to be 
10:45, the latter being 

Cullmann , with others, shares 
Servant role with .the title of 
seen most clearly at Mark 8:31 
regarded as "classical" (160). 

the view 

and 



The same sort of concession is made regarding the 

Son of God. After reviewing the OT and Jewish understanding 

of sonship, Cullmann concludes that it is, 

••• essentially characterised not by the gift of a 
particular power, nor by a substantial relationship 
with God by virtue of divine conception; but by the 
idea of election to participation in divine work 
through the execution of a particular commission, 
and by the idea of strict obedience to the God who 
elects.40 

The synoptic emphasis regarding Jesus' sonship is similar: 

not " • • • primarily miraculous power, but the absolute 

obedience of a son in the execution of the divine 

commission. 1141 The same sentiments are expressed by 

Lewis Hay, who relies heavily on Cullmann but writes 

specifically on _ the Son of God in Mark: "To be God's 

Son means to be obedient to God. 1142 

However, c. K. Barrett, after making a detailed examination 
of 10:45, concludes that neither the linguistic nor the 
ideological details are explicit enough to link this verse 
directly with Isaiah. Rather, they represent ideas which are· 
widespread in the OT. See "The Background of Mark 10:45", 
in New Testament Essays, Studies in Memor of Thomas Walter 
Manson, ed. A. J.B. Higgins 1959, 7, 9. Morna Hooker, 
(cf. n. 49) comes to similar conclusions with regard to the 

f"\"'.~ consciousness of Jesus andANew Testament in general. 
4 0 • Ibid • , 2 7 5 • 41. Ibid • , 2 7 6 • 
42 . Hay, op . cit ., 108, cf . 110 . Hay stresses 

obedience to the extent of humiliation (108), but 
completely neglects the title when it occurs in divine 
and demonic addresses. 



Although stating his position so absolutely, Cullmann 

feels obliged to qualify it, but fails to notice the serious 

implications of his qualification: 

Jesus usually prefers the title 1 Son of Man', to 
1 Son of God' because the former expresses in a more 
unmistakable way what is important to him in the 
latter; that is, 1 Son of Man' also points to the 
complete identity of Jesus' will with that of the 
Father as expressed in his obedience to the divine 
plan, but unlike I Son of God I it is not so likely to be wrongly misunderstood by the disciples and the 
people as a majestic claim only 11 43 (!.11 underlining 
mine] • 

This statement immediately gives rise to a host of 

questions. If sonship in the OT and in Jewish thought 

describes a filial relationship based upon obedience, 

and if "Son of God" epitomises this relationship, why 

should another term convey this idea more unmistakably, 

and why should it be liable to misunderstanding as a I 

majestic claim? Cullmann apparently feels that·, so far 

as the people and even the disciples were c0ncerned, 

th~ title primarily conveyed something other than filial 

obedience. That this seems to be the only conclusion is 

apparent in a subsequent statement about the reason for 

Jesus ' reserve about the title (i.e. his infrequent 

use of it and his suppression of demonic addresses): 

"• • • he did not want his consciousness o·f sonship to be 

included among analogous psychiatric 1 cases 1 11 44 

4J. Cullmann, op. cit., 282. 4 4 • Ibid • , 2 8 3 • 



[. " i.e., ••• the large class of miracle workers who could 

openly proclaim themselves as such to be 1 Sons of God 111].
45 

Again, we must ask why this should be problematical if 

"Son of God" simply meant filial consciousness? Why 

should"••• the secret that he is related to God as no 

other man is 11 ,
46 if defined in filial and functional 

terms rather than metaphysical, produce this sort of reaction 

if divulged? Why should something which in principle was 

possible for any Israelite and Jew be so jealously guarded? 

There is good reason for Cullmann 1 s ambivalence, 

for the understanding of the Son of God which he advocates 

does not fit the data of Mark neatly. In fact, Cullmann 

could only have arrived at his conclusions by failing to take 

into account the contexts of the passages which he adduced 

in support and by virtually ignoring the accounts of exorcism 

where the Son of God title appears so prominently. 

Without denying the possible influence of ideas 

associated with the Isaianic Suffering Servant (esp . 42:1) 47 
or with an Abraham-Isaac typology, 48 

our bipartite 

45 

thesis is that in its Markan context, °the Son o_f God 11 identi
fies Jesus prim~rily as a transcendent, royal-eschatological 

figure, especially when he is addressed by supernatural beings~ 
but that it is not the primary means of conveying the idea 

45. Ibid . 46. Ibid. 
47. See note 49. 
48. Best, op. cit., 169-73 and n. 87 below. 



of obedient, suffering sonship, an idea which is better 
ll " expressed by the Son of Mart. 

2. The Supernatural Son of God 

The Baptism and the Temptation (1:9-13) 

'u' ,.. ( "' ( 7 I > ' ? C / ( 1 11 ) £.. fr o V\OS jJ.O\J O ~~~lT}lro5, [V <n:>C. fllgOK1,a--c,I... : 

Evidence for the royal features of the Son is not 
limited to the possible influence of Ps. 2:7, which was 

\' . ) / originally addressed to the king ( \JloS. _)AOlJ rt <TV ) , 49 

but is to be found also in the close connection between Jesus• 
baptism and temptation (1:12f), when according to Mark, 

49. The most detailed argument in favour of the exclusive influence of Is. 42:1 is presented by Joachim Jeremias in The Servant of God (ET, 1957 of the article, "1rc[i'5 ~ ou " in TWNT, v. 5 (1952), 636-713, written in conjunc-tion with W. Zimmerli), SO ff . The translation also .appears in TDNT, v. 5 (1967), 636-717. Oscar Cullmann, op. cit., (seen. 29), 276-90. Some scholars who remain unconvinced of the exclusive influence of Is. 42:l are Ev ald L5vestam , Son and Savio~r (1961), 94- 96; E. Schweizer, Son1 367f; I. Howard Marshall, "Son of God or Servant of Yahweh? A Reconsideration of Mark 1.11", NTS, 15 (1968), 326-36. Morna Hooker in Jesus and the Servant--rT959), lOlf, in extreme opposition to Jeremias 1 position, virtually denies the influence of the Isaiani c serv ant songs in the thinking of Jesus himself and in the gospels . Cf . pp . 7lf for her comments on 1:11 and 9:7 . 



47 

· the Kingdom of God had drawn near. In support of this 

contention, we point to James M. Robinson's observation that 

Jesus begins his proclamation of the Good News by referring 

to events which, as t .he perfect tenses indicate, have already ., taken place: the time has been fulfilled ( . Trf'lrA.17pwT'1(.( ) 
. and .the Kingdom of God has nearly arrivect50 (1n'/K~V , 1: 14f). 

51 

Since vv. 2-3 contain a prophecy which is fulfilled in the 
· 5/ /2 ministry of John the Baptist (vv. 4-8), the Kingdom's near-

arrival must be depicted in vv. 9-13, in the baptism and 

temptation of Jesus. These events are so intimately 

connected that perhaps it would be too artificial to segre-

93te them in attempting to locate the precise moment of the 

Kingdom's near-arrival. But it might be helpful, for the 

purposes of analysis, to regard the baptism as the identifi-

cation and divine equipping of the King~om's agent for the 

struggle with Satan, whose significance Robinson ·interprets 

thus: "In this initial encounter between the eschatological 

Spirit and the ruler of the present evil aeon, the Kingdom 

of God draws near. 1153 Therefore, it seems wholly justifiable 

50. The term is C. K. Barrett I s. See his essay, "Conversion and Conformity': the Freedom of the Spirit and the Insti~utional Church", in Christ and Spirit in the New Testament, Studies in Honour of C. F. D. Moule, ed. B. Linda rs and S. s. Smalley (1973), 364. 
51. James M. Robinson, The Problem of History in Mark (1957), 24 . Ambrozic, op. cit ., ~lf, strangely regards the irmA,fr)u)ToLI.. clause as looking backward to fulfilment, while the '1od"'l{£:.V clause. looks to the. present and futur:. 52 . Robinson, op. cit., 24f. 53. Ibid., 32 .• 



to see in the divine address a royal significance. 

Furthermore, whatever the range of meaning the title, 

"Son of God•" possessed in the minds of Mark and his readers, 

it seems that the transcendent and divine predominate here. 

Once again we are indebted to James Robinson for calling 

attention to what he calls the "cosmic language" surrounding 

these events: 

•••• we find the heavens . splitting [ <5"}((; f:..<f" !?O( (, 
v. 10J) the Spirit descending like a dove, a 
voice from heaven, God's son, the Spirit driving 
him into the wilderness, Satan tempting with the wild 
beasts and ministering angels.54 

Eduard Schweizer is surely correct in observing that in 

this account, " ••• Mark depicts ••• the divine dimension 

in which the life and passion of Jesus will be enacted." 55 

This aspect of Jesus' baptism is ignored by Cullmann and Hay. 

Moreover, these events, especially the sending of the 

Spirit and the conflict with Satan, bear eschatological signif-

icance. Several writers have called attention to the descrip-

tion of the eschatological high priest in the Testament of 

Levi 18:56 

54. Ibid., 27. 
55. Schweizer, Son, 378. Also sharing this view are 

Vincent Taylor op. cit., 12.1: "The Markan Son of God is a 
Divine Being who appears in human form •••• " Dennis Nineham, 
op. cit., 148, understands this title as referring to " ••• a 
superna tura 1 being of di vine origin •••• " 

56. Best, op. cit., 170; Robinson, op. cit., 27; 
Schweizer, Son, 368f; Vielhauer, "Christologie", 161. 



l ' ... , / J 57 The heavens shall be opened OI..VOl riO-OVjol(.. , 
and from the temple of glory shall come upon him 
sanctification, with the Father's voice as from 
Abraham to Isaac. And the glory of the Most High 
shall be uttered over him, and the spirit of 
understanding and sanctification shall rest upon him. 
{vv. 6f') 

And he shall open the gates of' paradise, and shall 
remove the threatening sword against Adam. And 
he shall give to the saints to eat from the tree 
of life, and the spirit of holiness shall be on 
them. And Beliar shall be bound by him,58 and 
he shall give power to his children to tread upon the 
evil spirits {vv. lOff).59 

49 

This passage, in particular the reference to Abraham and Isaac, 

has been adduced as a possible source, both for the 

divine address in Mark and for the role of obedient 

60 sonship which Jesus fulfills in the Gospel. But it 

must be pointed out that nothing is made of that role. 

The description stresses the priest's extra-ordinary 

qualities: the one who makes possible the return to 

paradise and the one who binds Beliar. 61 
Therefore, it 

is legitimate to conclude that, in its Markan context the 

Son of God at 1:11 is primarily a royal, 62 transcendent, 

57. R.H. Charles, The Greek Versions of the Testa
ments of the Twelve Patria .-<;hS (1908), 62. 

58. Beliar is cast into the fire in the Testament of' 
Judah 25:J. 

59. The translation is by R.H. Charles in Apocrypha 
and Pseudepigrapha, v. 2 Pseudepigrapha_ ( 1913), J14f. 

60 . Best, loc.cit. develops this theme, though he is 
aware of the problem of date. See below (n.87). 

61 . There is even a possible royal aspect to this 
priestly figure. Cf. v. J: 1'And his star shall arise in 
heaven as of a king." 

62 . Minette de Tillesse, op.cit., J48ff, claims 
that the concept of a celestial Son of God is at home in 
semitic thought. He cites Job 1:6, Genesis 6:2, Ps. 82 :1. 
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eschatological figure. 

The Exorcisms 

The 11 cosmic 11 dimension, both of Jesus' true nature 

and of his initial struggle with Satan, is extended into 

his ministry, especially in tbe exorcism of demons and 

unclean spirits. These are interpreted in J:20-29 in terms 

of the struggle begun in the temptation. There is not only 

a verbal similarity between the opponents, the Spirit (v. 29) 

and Satan (v. 26) 6 3 but also a thematic connection between 

the binding of the strong one (the temptation) and the plunder 

of his house (the exorcisms).
64 

The same powerful spirit 

which "drives" ( ~l(~~A.A'i:.\V ) Jesus into the wilderness 

(1:12) drives out the demons (J:22ff, 29) 6
5 who, as 

supernatural beings, address Jesus as the "Holy One of 

God" (1:24), "the Son of God" (J:11), and the "Son of God 

Most _High" (5:7). These are not simply honorific titles; 
j 

they have "ominous implioations" for the demons, revealing 
. 66 his role: "you have come to destroy us" (1:24). Once 

again, the .connotation is less the obedient Son of God than 

63. Robinson, op.cit., JO. 64., Ibid., Jl. 
65. Ibid . , 29. Robinson observes in n. 4, "This is 

the normal Marean term for exorcisms ': performed by Jesus: 
1.34; 7.26; by disciples: J.15; 6.lJ; 9.18, 28, J8." 

., 66. Ibid., 37. De Tillesse, op.cit. 357 concurs: "Le 
demon, itre c~leste dichu, reconna~t imm~diaiement le "Saint 
de Dieu" et 1, mission de jugement intimement associ~e a' 
son essence celeste." 



the supernatural, eschatological King. This evidence, 

too, tends to be · ignored by those who advocate obedient 

sonship as the primary significance of' "Son of' God". 

The Transfiguration (9:2-8) 

,.. " ? < ,, l ' . , 
o&-ros 'i.(fTf\l D v,os J>OV O ett111..tr11ToS (v. 7) 

51 

The transfiguration marks a climax to the other-worldly 

phenomena begun with the account of' Jesus' baptism and 

temptation. 

the baptism. 

It is really a more "dramatic" occasion than 

Although that event was accompanied by the 

tearing apart of' the heavens and the descent of' the Spirit 

in the f'orm of' a dove, it is portrayed as Jesus' solitary 

experience. In this instance, however, there is an audience, 

a select group of' disciples, who not only hear God present 

Jesus to them as his beloved Son, but who also .receive a 

vision of' his transcendent nature. Moreover, it is he who 

is to be obeyed, and the knowledge of' his true identity 

must be temporarily kept secret (v. 9). 

The appeal to vv. 9, 11-13 as evidence of' obedient 

sonship,
67 

with their stress upon great suf'f'ering and death, 

is legitimate only if' it be noted that it is as the Son of' 

Man that Jesus, the divine Son of' God 1 obeys. This distinction 

should be kept because, as we have seen, Mark does not confuse 

his christological categories, even though he believed that 

Jesus was the Messiah, the Son of God, and the Son of Man. 

67. Hay, op.cit., 110. 



/ 
In Mark, as we saw, neither Xf 1<T'fO.S 110, v1~s ( 0£.oO ) are 

directly associated with the themes of suffering and 

obedience. After enjoining the disciples not to tell 

any~ne that he was the Chris~ {8 : JO) and not to tell anyone 

about their vision of him as the divine Son of God (9:9), 

Jesus does not say that the Messiah or the Son of God.must 

suffer in obedience to God 9 s will . These themes are 

mediated in terms of the Son of Man . 

The Parable of the Rejected Son (12:1-12:) 

It may be that this passage will have to be regarded 

as an exception to our negative thesis , for the beloved 

son {cf . 1:11 and 9:7) is killed {v. 8). If so, then it 

shoul d be noticed that Jesus ' teaching about the Soni~ 

given obliquely, parabolically {vv . 1 , 12) . Furthermore , 

Psalm 118 : 22f, which is subsequently quoted as an 

i nte r pretation of the Son' s fate , con tain s the themes of 

r ejection and v indication : the rejected stone has become 

( ) 68 
t h e cornerstone or keyston e v. 10 . Thi.s i s p r ecise l y 

68 . In an extreme l y stimulat i ng essay, Matth e w Bl a ck 
h as sugges t e d that p arable and scripture citation are 
connected not only by the theme of rejection but al s o by means 
o f t he wel l-known wo r d play on I~~ a n d l * . Ac c or d i n g to 
Bla ck, the parable of the rejected Son is a midra sh on the 
Psalm which concerns the rejected stone. See "The Christolog
ical Use of the Old Testament in the New Te stament", NTS , 18.1 
(Oct. 1971), 12ff. ~ 



the emphasis of' the "passion predictions" about the Son of' 

Man (8:Jl, 9:9, 12, Jl; 10:JJf'), especially at 8:31 where 

' ,, <r the same term for rejection is used ( OC1io&oK.LJUl.JflV , 

cf'. 9:12b and £$OU~'i:..V'ilV ). 

Trial Before the Sanhedrin {14:61) 69 

~ rl -~ xr1rrG? ~ u\'os TOV ·fiAor11rou; 

Since 
/ ><e I (f'" T l>.$ here is being used in its Jewish-

C \.' messianic sense, it is likely that o UlOS 
be,'n9 ~ 
~circumlocution for God), in apposition -to 

to be regarded as Jewish-messianic, so far as Caiaphas is 

concerned.70 It may be argued that it is even inapprc{'riate 

on his lips, since "Son of' God'.' does not seem to have been 

a messianic title in Judaism, even though certain statements 

in which the Israelite king was addressed by Go_d as "my 

son" (e.g . Ps. 2:7 and 2 Sam. 7:14) were later clearly given 

71 messianic significance at Qumran. However, it has been 

recently announced 72 that the :.: f'irst instance of' a titular 

.use in pre-Christian times has been identified in an apoca-

lyptic text from Qumran , showing that " ••• the titles (bereh 

SJ 

69 . We omit from consideration 13:32, since the saying 
seems to be rooted in the Son of' Man christology . Seen. 26. 

70. See p. 35"". 
71. John Allegro named the relevant texts, 11 4Q 

Florilegium" , and published them in JBL,15( 1956) , 176f'; 
77(1958), 350- 54 ; and in DJD , 5 (1968}"";" 5Jf'f'. 

72. By J. T. Milik in a lecture at Harvard in Dec.·, 
1972 to be publish ed in a forthcoming number of' HTR . Milik 
has designated the document as l-1-Q ps Dan Aa. Hisdiscovery 
wa~ reported to the SNTS meeting in Southampton, Eng fand on 
31 August 1973 by J~seph Fitzmyer in a paper entitled , 
"The Contribution of' Qumran Aramaic to the Study of' the New 

·Testament." 



dt 'El, bar 'Elyon) were clearly in use in Palestinian 

Aramaic writing."73 

The Centurion's Confession (15:39) 

'?_ C )/ b. 
o vros o KV'upw1ras 

At first sight, this passage seems straightforward 

enough. Usually it is taken to signify the first instance 

of a man's perceiving what hitherto had been known only to 

the demons. 74 It may be that this is indeed the correct 

interpretation, one which we shall consider more fully in 

the next chapter. But two other interpretations deserve 

to be mentioned. 

Eva.ld L8vestam7 5 regards both this statement and 

the Lukan version ("Certainly this Lman] was just" ( S;'" Kac. I OS 

27:54)), as allusions to the description of the righteous 
. . 
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one of Wisd. 2:lOff who bears certain features of the Servant 

in Isa. 53.
76 The passage reads, in L&vestam•s translation: 

"Let us see if his words be true, and let us prove what shall 

( <o happen in the end of him. For if the just man 

be a Son of_ God ( v1J:s 9-foV ), he will help him •••• " 

(cf. the mocking at Mk. 15:32). 

73. From p. 1 of a type_d summary by Fi tzmyer _cf '.. his. 
address. It should be noted, too, that the High Priest asks 
Jesus if he is the Christ, the Son of God; he neither knows 
nor believes it. (f. L:_;vestam, op.cit., 104 n. 2 (see note 
49 above). · . 74. See p. 3 1 above. 

75. Lgvestam, op.cit., (n.49), 104 n. 2. 
76. Lgvestam cites J. M. Suggs' essay, "Wisdom of' 

Solomon 2:10- 5: a Homily Based on the Fourth Servant Song" , 
JBL, 76 (1957), 26-33. 
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P~ilip~ Vielhauer77 maintains, for contextual reasons, 

that the expression v~J.s &eou in this instance should bear 

a royal rather than~metaphysical connotation. The Roman 

titulus on the cro~s (15:26) identifies Jesus as the King 

of the Jews. The Jews mockingly address him as the 

Messiah, the king of Israel (15:32). 

J. The Obedient Son of Man 

55 

In order to avoid misunderstanding, it must be affirmed 

that neither the appropriateness of Cullmann 1 s and others' 

analyses of the OT and Jewish- concept of sonship78 nor its 

presence in Mark is here denied. Our point is that the 

title, "Son of God", is not the primary means of conveying 

it. Rather, whenever the idea of obedience is found associ

ated with a specific christology, it is the Son of Man 

christology which one finds. 

The first example of this association may be found 

in the interchange between Jesus and his disciples at 

Caesarea Philippi. In response to Peter's confessing him 

as the Chri.st, Jesus taught his disciples about the necessity 

(rfl) of the Son of Man's suffering , death , and resurrection 

(8:Jl). Now , H. E . Tgdt , 79 among others,
80 

has argued that 

77. Vielhauer, "Chris tologie" , 1~4f. 
78. The same view had earlier been expressed by T. W. 

Manson, The Teaching of Jesus (1935 2
), 89-94 •. See also the 

discussion arid OT texts cited by Schweizer, Son, 352. 
79. H. E . Tgdt, The Son of Man in the~noptic Tradi

tion (ET 1963, of Der Menschensohn in der synoptischen Trad
ition, 19632

), 191. 
80. Morna Hooker, Son of Man, 107 and n. 2 cites 



tne seemingly deterministic "must" has the same meaning as 
/ 

the 'lf'c-'t f tt TfTt/.. ( of 9:12b: "The reason for the 1 must' of the 

. Son of Man's suffering is ••• God 1 s will as revealed in 
· · · - · · .. · · 81 

Scripture." Although Todt relies on the above Markan 

passage and on other synoptic evidence in support of this 

interpretation, it is in fact verified by v. 33: the destiny 

of the Son of Man which Jesus outlines is in accordance with 

"minding (</>f61/£..1V) the things of God" rather than the things 

56' 

82 of men. Thus, the criterion of sonship, obedience to God's 

will, which here specifically involves suffering and death, 

is epitomized in the vocation of the Son of Man. 

The next significant confluence of obedience, sonship, 

suffering and the Son of Man christology occurs in the account 

of Jesus' ordeal at Gethsemane (14:32-42). 83 
Contrary to 

E. Fascher, "Theologische Beobachtungen 
tamentliche Studien Fur Rudolf Bultmann, 
(1954), 228-54. 

zu $se1 ", Neutes-
Beihefte zur ZNW, 21 

81. T8dt, loc. cit. The passion "predictions" are 
therefore not really predictions, nor are they part of a mes- = 

sianic or Son of Man secret. 
82. The contrast between God's way and man's occurs 

elsewhere in the Gospel, e.g.: the command of God vs. the 
traditions of men (7:7ff), things impossible with men are 
possible wit~ God (10 : 27), the nature of worldly authority 
and the nature of authority in the community for whom the Son 
of Man is the example (10:42-45); baptism from heaven vs. that 
from men (11:30); God's vindicating the stone which the build
ers had rejected (12:lOf); Kncwledge of God's power vs. the 
ignorance and deceip t of the learned (12:24) • 

. 83 . Of course , the o ther passion predictions (9 : 31, 
10:33f) as well as 9:9, 12b and 14:21 belong here by implic -
ation. 
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what one might expect and is sometimes led to believe, the Son 

of God title does not appear. That Jesus is the Son is clear 

'A 0..' C , from his address to God, n~r'lll o TI"llt.TJ'jp ( V • J6) • But the only 

christological expression which we find in this passage is , 

the Son· of Man 84 
(v. 41). Under attack in the experience is 

s. the very bcl,il-S of Jesus' sonship. The temptation with which 

he is confronted is to avoid drinking the cup, i.e., under~ 

going the impending suffering, the destiny which he had so 

resolutely embraced earlier in the face of Peter's satanic 

temptation (8:3lff). Now he is alone, with neither 

angels (as in the temptation by Satan, 1:13) nor friends 

to support him. The issue is whether he will follow his 

ow~will or whether he will choose God's way and the great cost 

which it involves (vv. 35ff). The victory is not won with. 

the first resolution to obey. Three times he undergoes the 

agony of competing wills (vv. 39, 41).
8

5 With the disciples 

asleep, " ••• at the end Jesus stood alone as the one fully 

86 obedient to God, i.e. as the Son of Man." 

84. Robin Barbour, "Gethsemane in the Tradition of the 
Passion", NTS, 16(1970), 236, 242, 247 shows a refreshing 
sensitivity to these christological distinctions. 

85. See Barbour's penetrating theo=logical discussion, 
ibid., esp. 242-51. 
--- 86. J. L. Clark, "A Re;xamina tion of the Problem of the 
Messianic Secret in Mark in its Relationship to the Synoptic 
Son of Man Sayings" , in his unpublished PhP. dissertation 
(Yale: 1962), 116 paraphrasing T. W. Manson is view in !'Re.al- . 

1zed Eschatology and the Messianic Secret", Stµdies in the 
Gospels, 216. 



Thus, at crucial points in the narrative, Jesus' obedient 

sonship . is christologically expressed in terms of the Son of 

Man: at the first announcement of his destiny (8:31, and by 

implication, 9:31 , 10:JJf, 14:21) and at the severest test· 

of his resolution to fulful it. 8 7 

87. Best, op. cit., 17lf, in seeking a more direct link between sonship and death than the Suffering Servant Christology provides, argues that in, Mark 1 s portrayal Jesus might be viewed " ••• as an only (i.ll;ix.7) and obedient (xiv.J2ff.) son who goes willingly to his death like Isaac, and whose death is a sacrifice for the sins of men." Again, not wishing to deny absolutely the presence of an Isaac typology, it is still important to note that Mark consistently associates Jesus' suffering and obedience with the Son of Man. 



CHAPI'ER III. 

THE OffiISTOLJ:X,Y OF MARK: REIATIONSHIPS 

The question which we shall attempt to answer in this chapter 
is this: "DJes Mark's care in maintaining certain christological 
distinctions rrean that he also presupposed a relationship arcong 
them?" OUr answer, as might be expected, is,"Yes ". We shall suggest 
that there is a natural, fundarrental relationship that is rooted in 
certain aspects of the Kingdan therre in theGospel and in its ITOVE!rellt 
fran the baptism to the crucifixion. The great danger is, of course, 
to force consistency and hanrony upon materials and ideas which may 
be quite irreconcilable. But perhaps the values gained in studying 
therres in concert which have heretofore been analyzed in isolation will 
override the disadvantages and anissions which may occur along the 
way. Before examining the Gospel itself, hc:Mever, we shall attanpt 
to shcM that the oook of Daniel has much to contribute to our quest. 

A. Ideological Antecedents: Son of Man and Son of God in Daniel · 

In Chapter II, it was argued that the Son of Man christology in 
Mark is the primary expression of suffering, obedient sonship. But why 
should this be so? What led Mark (and Jesus?) to interpret it thus? 
It has been suggested by a number of scholars that the Danielic son 
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of man symbolizes the Saints of the M:>st High, who, through suffering as 
a result of their utter loyalty to God, are destined to be vindicatea. 1 

1. Earlier writers include T. w. Manson, "The Son of Man in Daniel, Enoch, and the Gospels", BJRL 32.2 (1950), 171-193, reprinted in Studies in the Gospels andEpistles, ed. M. Black (1962), 124-45. And c-:H~ccording to t.lie-scriptures (1952) , 116ff. More recent writers who adopt tlilsbasic position are ~-brna Hooker, The Son of Man, esp. 27-30, and C. F. D. Moule, in nFran ~fendent to Judge=ancrDellverer: .An Inquiry into the Use and Limitations of the Therre of Vindication in 



While accepting this interpretation, it is our thesis that the Danielic 

son of man is therefore a symbol of obedience, the hallmark of the Cir 

2 
and Jewish coJ11cept of sonship. He is in effect a son-of-9ocl symbol. 

fust scholars regard the Danielic son of man as a supernatural 
3 

being, a nember of the heavenly court. NCM, there is no doubt that 

the Son of Man in later apocalyptic literature tended to be portrayed 
4 

in this way. Hc:Mever, the phenarena of the · book itself suggest that 

neither the animal-like figures nor the one like a son of man are supernat,.., 

v ral realities which act as counterparts to historical entities and events. 

'!hey are, rather, symbols of those events and of the attitudes which nations 

and their rulers adopt tc:Mard God. Since this view hardly ccmnands 
5 . universal acceptance, it will be necessary to present the main argurrents 

in its support during the defence of the thesis advanced above. 

The symbolic character of the beasts is uncontestably established 

by the interpretive carments of vv. 17£: "These great beasts are four 

kingdans which will perish [Qf~ «TTo>.ouvT.cl] f~ the earth, and the 

Saints of the Most High shall take the J<ingdan and shall possess the 

the New Testament", Bulletin of the Studiorum Novi Testairenti Societas, 
n. III . (1952), 40-53and reprintedm The Phenarenon of tfie°New Testarrent 
(1967), 82-99 and, mst recently, in "Neglected Features", 413-28. 
Of course, each of these writers differs fran the others in certain 
details. 

2. Hooker, The Son of Man, has stressed the importance of obedi- · 
ence as a characteristic of the Saints of the Most High and, therefore, 
of their symbol, the one like a son of man. However, she neither argued 
this fran the· earlier chapters of Daniel nor did she make the connection 
between obedience and sonship. 

3. E.g., Todt, op. cit., 23f and the literature cited there. 
Recent dissenting opinlons m addition to those in n. 1 , have been 
expressed by R. I.eivestad, "Der apokalyptische Menschensohn ein Theo
logisches Phantom", ASTI, 6 (1968), 49ff . An English surrmary of this 
essay, "Exit the Apocalyptic Son of Man," appeared in NI'S, 18 (1972), 
243-267. R. Longenecker, The Christology of Early Jewisli Christianity 
(1970), 82- 87. 

4. Moule, "Neglected Features", argues that, unlike Daniel 7, 
neither 1 Enoch 37-71 ( 'the Similitudes') nor 4 E"r..ra 13 can 11 

••• be 
proved early enough to have been used by the Evangelists, let alone 
by Jesus. " Norman Perrin, fran a very different perspective, holds 
that the imagery of Dan. 7 is very different fran that in 1 Enoch 
and 4Ezra ., which along with the gospels, represent independent inter-

· pretations of that chapter. See his Rediscovering the Teaching of · 
Jesus (1967), 166ff, 172. 
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6 Kmgdan fer ever and ever." After this interpretive surrmary there 
follows . a.· fuller . explanation given in answer to Daniel' s query about 
the fourth, nost dreadful beast. Again, the reply indicates that 
historical realities are being symbolized: "And he told :rre about the fourth 
beast: a fourth kingdcm shall be upon the earth ••• ; and regarding the 

ten horns of the kingdan [of the fourth beast, v. 7], ten kings shall 
arise ••• " (v. 24). Furthenrore, the vindication of the Saints of the 
Most High, like the "beasts'" opposition, does not occur in the heavenly 
realm but is historical, although eschatological (v. 18 and esp. v. 27). 

But why is it that these nations are symbolized as beasts? Whence 
is the imagery derived and what does it signify?

7 
Elsewhere in the ar, 

the connection is made between man's rebellious self-sufficiency and the 

irrationality and insensitivity of animal existence. saretirres the imagery 
is applied to man in general, as in Ps. 73:21f, where the psalmist confesses 
that bitterness and stupidity had made him like a beast before God. 

8 In Ps. 49:20 (21), the arrogant man is like the beasts that perish. 
More specifically, he is a sheep, whose shepherd, death, · 1eads him to 

5. Although nost aspects of this position would be shared by the scholars :rrentioned in n. 1 , they find their nost explicit and sharpened expression in the writin gs of c. F. D. Moule. 6. It is important to consult both the Mr and the Septuagintal text of Daniel. We would have expected the fonrer to have been the primary influence on Jesus and the earliest church. The LXX would have influenced any subsequent developnent of the Son of ~..an theme in the Greek-speaking church prior to and contemporary with Mark. But perhaps Mark himself would have been conversant with both. Since our exclusive concern is with his portrait of Jesus which hellenistic Jews and Gentiles would have read, our primary text for this study is the Greek OT, although the Mr is not ignored. The nost recent critical edition of the LXX is SEPTUAGINI'A, Vetus Testarrentum Graecum, ed. Joseph Ziegler. Volurce 16, part 2, Susanna, Daniel/ Bel et Draco, ,,ms published in 1954 (Gottin- /> gen). Since this edition departs fran the rrore familiar pattern of versification, the Greek follCMed by the MT in parenthesis, we shall use the edition prepared by Rahlfs, without, mvever, neglecting Ziegler's. · 7. It will becane evident in subsequent discussion and notes hcM indebted we are to Dr. Hooker's illuminating treab!Ent of this subject. Differences will occur in the arrangerrent and interpretation of sarre of the data which she has put forward. . 8. Hooker, op. cit., 16. 



Sheol (v. 14(13)). By contrast, the psalmist is confident that God 

will deliver him (v. 19(14)). 

On other occasions, the beast imagery is applied to Israel's 
enemies. In Ps.80 (79 in the LXX): 18, for example, Israel (v. 16), 
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or perhaps the king as its representative, is described as "the man of 
your right hand, the son of man whan you have made strong for yourself." 
Imrediately preceding this verse, Israel had been described as a vine 

9 planted in a vineyard ravaged by a wild boar. In similar fashion, 
in Ezekiel 34, the prophet refers to Israel as sheep which had fallen 
prey to wild beasts (hostile nations) because they had been left \lll
attended and exploited by their~ shepherds (Israel's leaders, cf. 
vv. 1-5, 8). The final verse in the MI' reads, "You are my sheep, the 

sheep of my pasture: you are rcen, and I am your God." Morna Hooker 
suggests that 

It may well be that the prophet felt that ultirna.tely his metaphor [i.e. of the sheep], while representing fairly the treabrent the ~ple had received fran their neighbors and rul.ers1was inadequate to express Israel's true relationship to Yahweh. .u ·. 

It is entirely within this tradition that Israel's enemies are 
depicted as wild beasts, not only in Dan. 7 but also in chs. 4 and a,11 

whereas Israel itself is represented by one who looked like a son of 
man. Because Nebuchadnezzar attributed the splendour of his kingdcm to 
himself rather than to God, he was driven fran human society to live 

12 13 with wild animals. His human mind was changed to a beast's so that 

9. Ibid., 19. In the LXX (Ps 79, here) the "strengthening" of the son of man appears also at v. 16, where the MI' has only, ''son." 10. Ib±a. 
11. Ibid. , 15f. The follc:Ming observations about Nebuchadnezzar in eh. 4 and the beasts in eh. 8 are essentially Dr. Hooker's, but references to andc:c:rments on features in the Greek versions are mine. , ,., 12. Literallr, "hi~ heart:', "1*!? . Theod. has 4 Kolpi(o<. ~vr~u, but the LXX omits this detail. 
13. 4:16(13) . 



14 
he looked and behaved like an animal. This condition was to remain 

until he cane to recognize that the fust High rules the kingdan (sing

ular) of rren and gives it to wharever he wills (vv. 17(14); 25(22)
15

; 

26(23) 16; 32(29)
17

; 5:2118). It was at the ~t that he lifted 
19 . 20 

his eyes to heaven that his reason retumed and he blessed the 
21 

fust High. 

On the other side of eh. 7, in eh. 8, the sarre connection between 

the royal arrogance of Israel's oppressors ~d beastliness appears. 

The animals and horns repeatedly magnify themselves (vv. 4, 8, 11, 25). 

The last, rrost pc:Merful king will "destroy mighty men and the people 

of the Saints" (v. 24). This language is reminiscent of what is said 

about the fourth, rrost ferocious beast in eh. 7, who will "speak 

words against the M:>st High and shall wear out [make war with (vv. 9, 

21) and prevail over (v. 21)] the Saints of the fust High (v. 25).
22 

In view of these phenarena, Moma Hooker seems entirely justified in 

concluding that 

The fundarrental basis of the antithesis between human and 
beastly in Daniel would thus seem to be man's attitude to 
God. Those who recognize his daninion and are subservient 
to his will can be described as having human characteristics, 
while ~~se who rebel against his authority are akin to 
beasts. 

14 . 4:1S(12),4:23 c20, Theod.) 4:32f(29f). 
15. The Greek is given only by Theodotian. 
16. Although the there of God ' s sovereignty over the kingdan 

appears , his detennining its ruler is absent. 
17. 4:31 in the LXX 
18. Daniel recounts Nebuchadnezzar's experiences to Belshazzar, 

who had ignored the l essons learned so painfully by his father. 
19. The LXX has, "begged [}ii1{fh7v ] the God of gods" concerning 

his ignorance and sins (4:30a , c) . · 
20 . Only Theod. and the MI' : 4:34(31) , 36(33). 
21. 4: 37 (34) • . Note especially the elaborately extended prayer in 

the LXX 
22. Both Theod. and the LXX anit the reference in v. 25 to the kingis 

daring to attack "the Prince of princes" . The LXX has him still pursuing 
the Saints. 

23 . Hooker, op. cit., 17. Farrer, St. Mark, 257 also makes the 
connection betweenarrogance and brutalizat i on:--



Having e.xamined the beastly side of the symbols in Daniel 7, 
,;-re nCM tum to the human dirrension as represented by the one who looked 
like a son of man. Put in the fonn of a thesis, one can say that just 
as the beasts symbolize the attitude of nations which rebel against 
the fust High and oppre'ss his Saints, so the one who looked like a son 
of man symbolizes the loyalty of the Saints and their experiences 
under the "beasts". The symbolization of their experiences is rrost 
apparent in at least eight points of alitost direct correspondence 

24 between the vision and its interpretation. The Ancient of Days (vv. 9, 
22) arrives to give judgement (vv. 10, 22, 26). The beasts are deprived 

.of their authority (vv. 12, 16), and it is transferred (vv. 14, 18, 
22, 27) to one who looked like a son of man (v. 14)/ the Saints 
of the fust High (vv. 18, 22, 27 (M'f ~l 't' ) ) • Their authority or 
kingdan (vv. 14, 18, 22, 27) is historical (vv. 14, 27) and eternal 
(vv. 14, 18, 27), and they are to receive universal obedience and service 25 
(vv. 14, 27) . 

NCM it may be objected that these points of correspondence occur 
only at the m:::>rrent of vindication and that nothing is said about obedience 
either in the vision or the interpretation. Austin Farrer, for instance, 

24 . The primary vision is recorded in vv. 2-14, followed by a surrmary interpretation (vv. l 7f) • Daniel then relates an expanded versi on of the primary vision concerning the fourth beast (vv. 19-22) , which is interpret ed in vv. 23-27 . It is actually incorrect to speak of "the 11 Son of Man here , for the expression is anarthous, and it is preceded by the cornparati ve particle , ~s • See the Excursus which fol lCMs for a discussion of a rrore precise definition of this expression. 25 . This close correspondence makes it lllllikely that at this stage the one like a son of man was meant to be a messi anic f i gure , for he has no role as an intenrediary between the Ancient of Days and the Saints of the r-bst Hi gh. T'nis figure , like t.'he Saints, is passive. It is the Ancient of Days himself who vindicates "him" and them (vv. 13f, 21f). The author and his readers are not subsequently concerned with the role of the son of man as an agent, but simply with the fortlllles of Israel: and this is hcM the interpr etation ends (vv. 27f ). This i s a far cry fran the picture of the active eschatological judge of sinners and champion of ti."1e righteous which on finds for example in 1 EnOC!1l 46, 62, 69 . 



maintains that the Saints only " ••• beccxre the Son of Man in being 

. f th di . which th. t 1126 enthroned; or, Son of Man in the name o e gnity ey pu on. 

But Morna Hooker observes that there is no indication of a rnetam::>rphosis 

having occurred and, more iroportant, 

••• in v. 13, where the Son of Man is actual! y mentioned, 
he has not yet beeri glorified: ••• so that it would seem that 
the Son of Man represents the Saints of the Most High before 
their glorification as well as after.27 

Furtherrcore, it is the Saints' obedience before their glorification 

which is represented. If Nebuchadnezzar illustrated that worldly 

arrogance which in Hebrew thinking was appropriately characterized as 

"beastly", then Daniel and his three friends, Shadrach, Meshach, 

and Abednego epitanize the contrary attitude: sul:mission to the 

sovereignty and will of God. They are really the heroes of the Saints 

of the Most High, as.one can surmise fran the ccmronly suggested situation 

in which the book was written and fran the narrative in chs. 1-6. 

If it is correct to date Daniel in the Maccabeean pericx:1, during the 

persecution of Jewish loyalists, then, so far as the readers are con

cerned, the horn of the fourth and most terrible beast of the vision 

is yet making war with and wearing out the Saints (vv. 8, 21, 25). 

As a means of encouraging loyalty in his readers, the author tells a 

story to show that such devotion was realized in the lives of these four 

Hebrew exiles. They exemplify that utter loyalty to God, are "worn out" 

by a succession -of kings, one of whan, as we scM, was portrayed as 

becaning virtually a beast because of his vanity. Furtherrrore, the 

26. The view of Austin Farrer, St. Mark, 260, quoted by Moma 
Hooker, op. cit., 28. In the same vein, Farrer remarks that the original · 
author 11::-.interprets the Son of Man not of the saints as such, but 
of the saints as glorified." 

27. Hooker, op. cit. 28. Furtherrrore,as we shall suggest in the 
Excursus which appears at the end of this discussion, the tenn, "son 
of man", may refer to a lowly figure who, in receiving judg,rrent, is 
subsequently exalted. 



eschatological vindication of these Saints is repeatedly anticipated 
28 . by a series of vindicatory experiences in which they find favor 

despite hostility and political flux, as :pc:Mer is rerroved fran one king 

or nation and is transferred to another (5:11, 29; 6:1-4). 

6(-J 

The first indication of their loyalty occurs early, in their resolve 

not to defile themselves with the king's fcxxl (1:8). As a result, God 

gave them intellectual pravess and wisdan, while Daniel possessed 

understanding of visions and dreams (v. 17). The king found them to be 

ten tines rrore carpetent than the best which Babylon had to offer (v. 20). 

SUbsequently, because Daniel both told Nebuchadnezzar his dream (2:31-

35, cf. 2:9ff) and interpreted it (vv. 36-45), he was honoured with 

gifts, greater administrative authority, and charge over the wise nen 

of the kingdan (v. 48). Furthenrore, the king granted Daniel 's request 

of prarotions for his friends, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego (v. 49). 

However, it is not long before they are put to the test by the 

fickle king. In defiance of orders to worship his newly-erected golden 

image, they VONed to serve God who would rescue them fran the furnace 
~ . 

(3:17f). Every sc::hool child kncMs what happened; and Nebuchadnezzar 

himself payed hanage to God: 

Blessed be the IDrd, t.li.e God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, 
who has sent his angel and saved his servants, who trusted in 
him [,ovs EArt(O""oNT.iS "m' o<Jnfv ] and set aside the king's ccmnand, 
and yielded up their bodies to be burned rather than serve and 
worship any god except their CMn God (v. 95).~ 0 

After issuing a decree against profaning their God, the king praroted 

28. Farrer, St. Mark, 253, canes to a similar conclusion but 
limits his observatlons to a single instance: 11The ultimate vindication 
and enthronerrent of the Saints over the whole world is prefigured -in 
the de~i:'erance of.the three children frcrn the furnace, in the king's 
recogru.tion of their God, and in his prarotion of them over the affairs 
of Babylon. " 

29. The LXX is not as tentative as the Ml' or 'llieod. 
30. Ml', v. 29 



these three once rrore (vv. 96f) • 

The final example of loyalty, put to the test and vindicated, 
appears in chapter 6, just before the vision which we have said symbolizes 
the faithfulness of the Saints of the M:>st High in general and that of 
these figures in particular. Out of envy, a plot is hatched by jealous 
peers to pit Daniel against an irrevocable law which King Darius, against 
his better judgement, had endorsed (vv. 3-13). But Daniel, who served 

God continually (vv. 17, 21),
31 

was rescued fran the lions, to the king's 
delight, because he was fotmd blarreless both before God and the king 
(v. 23) • By royal decree, rren were required to reverence Daniel' s God 

(vv. 26-28), and Daniel himself prospered throughout the reigns of Darius 
and Cyrus (v. 29). 

This historical struggle reflected in chs. 1-6 between the "beastly" 
attitude of Israel's enemies and the "human" attitude of the obedient 
Saints who were exiled (and of those who read Daniel in the later periods) 
anticipates the decisive conflict between them envisioned in eh. 7. 
Here the symbolism portraying this eschatological struggle and its after-

th tains tif . . . . . myth l 32 1-•• ma con m:> s origmatmg l.I1 creation o ogy. 0JJv10US 

points of contact between the myth and eh. 7 are "the emergence of the 
beasts frcm the sea, their defeat by Yahweh, and the bestCMal of daninion 

· 33 
on a human figure ••• !' 

While Babylonian influence on this pattern of thought is possible , 
there is nothing here which was not already integral to Hebrew thought by 

34 
the tirre that Daniel was written. The myth of Yahweh' s defeat of the 

. ·, 

31. Mr, vv. 16, 20. The subsequent verses in the Ml' are numbered one less than the LXX versification given in the discussion. . 32. Once again, we are indebted to Dr. Hooker, this tine for her succmct surrmary of widely held views, op. cit., 17. 
33. Ibid. 34. Ibid., 18. 
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35 sea and dragon, Rahab and Leviathan, first applied to represent creation, 

was subsequently extended to symbolize the enancipation of Israel fran 
36 its enemies in various historical situations, and finally came to 

37 represent Yahweh's ultimate deliverance of Israel fran its oppressors 

in tenns of the restoration of all things to that condition which prevailed 
38 

in the original creation. The Saints of the Most High, symbolized by 

one who looked like a son of man, inherit, because of their obedience 

to God, that 'which the first man forfeited by his disobedience--daninion 
39 

over the creation. 

Applying the symbol of the one who looked like a son of man to 

represent the Saints before their vindication is therefore entirely 

appropriate, for it represents not only the event of vindication but also 

the attitude which was its necessary ground. The beast i.rcagery is not 

appropriate to the four empires only at their judgerrent. It symbolizes 

an attitude 'which deserved that judgerrent. Just as Israel's oppressors 

had to be "beastly" (i.e. arrogant and rebellious tcMards God) in order 

to be judged, so the one who resembled a son of man represents what the 

Saints had to be (obedient to God) in order to be vindicated. He is a 

symbol of the loyal remnant of Israel in its historical attitudes and 

experiences and of man in his eschatological restoration, as he was 

originally intended to be--loyal and obedient to God, a son of God. 

This pers~ve on the vision seems to provide further ground for 

believing that the one who had the appearance of a son of man symbolizes 

the Saints' suffering , for it is not simply obedience which he represents , 

but obedience put to the t est, as seen both in the experiences of Daniel and 

35. Ibid., 20 , ci ting Job 9: 8, 13; 26:12. 
36. IE'ia., citing Ps 74:12-17 and 89 :10 (9)f ; I sa. 51:9f. 
37. Ibid., citing Isa. 27:l; Jer. 51:34-7; Ezek. 29:3f. 38. Ibid., 25. . 39. Ibid. , 71. 



his friends and in the experiences of the readers of the l:xx>k, against 
whan the fourth beast was even then making war. And it is this primacy 
of obedience which should be stressed, for suffering may be ignoble, or 
deserved, or simply natural, that is, a result of man's rrortality and 

vulnerability. Suffering, then, may serve as an index of the extent of 
obedience, as the ultimate consequence of one's loyalty to God. 

Finally, in answer to the question posed at the beginning of this 
discussion, we may say that if it is correct to define the essence of 

sonship in the or and Judaism as unswerving obedience to God, then the 

Saints of the M::>st High in Dan. 7 are primary examples of that relation
ship. Consequently, the one who looked like a son of man, in representing 
them, is a symbol of suffering, obedient sonship. He is a son of God, 

par excellence. It is not surprising, then that we find in Mark the 

Son of Man functioning as the primary expression of Jesus' vocation of 

obedience to God's will. It bears this sense because this is the connotation 
of the tenn in the Gospel's (and Jesus'?) rrost relevant ideological 
antecedent, Dan. 7. 

EXaJRSUS: On the Meaning of 'd~i 1 :;)_ and uios ~vGJt>~iroLl in Dan. 7 

A possible, if not probable , case might be made for interpreting 

as an expression of man in his lowliness and rrortality. In 

this case, it would not be a symbol of a status to which one is raised. 
Rather, it would mean that Israel, represented as a lowly man, is vindicated 
and exalted to exercise universal and eternal daninion. In other words, 
idJ~ '") :l 

T' :: -
of itself does not connote exaltation; this is provided solely 

by the context. 

In support of this contention, we shall present certain linguistic 
and theological data. Although other words for man may be found to oonvey 



40 
the sane notion, the use of the Hebrew equivalent of this expression 

in the ar, · n , X -11 , seems to be t11e primary term for conveying the idea 
T T \' . 41 

of man in his lowliness and nortality. outside the book of Ezekiel 

(where it occurs 87 tines in the vocative), the expression is rare in the 
42 ar, being used chiefly in synonynous parallelism. Of the twelve instances 

43 
where it is so used, at least seven tines the phrase has the sense of 

44 weakness and frailty in contrast to the might and character of God. 

The actual proportion, hcMever, may be greater, since four of the remaining 

five passages--all in Jeremiah--seem to be repetitions of a single 
45 

refrain. 

Two of these instances call for special attention. Ps. 8: 5 may be 

thought to contain a "neutral" sense, where man is viewed in true 
46 perspective: lc:Mer than God but over the created order (v. 6). But 

a closer look at this passage may show that it is nearer to the "negative" 

sense suggested above. It is when he stands in er/le at the majesty and 

vastness of the universe (v. 4) that the psalmist exclaims, "What is 

man that thou visitest him?" In other words, the idea seems to be, God 

visits man despite his quantitative insignificance as canpared to the 

40. Ibid., 31, n. 1: e.g. Job 9:32, 32:13; Hos . 11:9 (vf,){. ) ; 
2 Chron. 14:10(11); Job 9:2, 10:4f, 33:12; Ps. 9:20f (19f), 103:15 (efiJt ); Job 12:21, 34 :18 (.ZP+, 1~ ) . •:: 

41. Mr. John W. BcMker, in lectures during the Lent Tenn (1974) 
at Cambridge (and in an abstract prepared by Prof. c. F. D • .Moule approved 
by Mr. BcMker), suggests the expression, "man born to die". See n. +~. 

42. Ibid., 30. 
43. Ibid., n. 3: with vi" '>! in Num. 23:19; Job 35:8~ Ps 80:18; 

Jer. 49:18, 33; 50:40; 51:43; with tv'lJ~ in Job 25:6· Ps 8·5· Is 51·12· 
56:2; ai:ia ~th D''.+ ,.1-t in Ps. 146:3 • .,.An example of this

0 

lite~ary· • ' 
convention m Aramaic may be found -in the Targi.mlic rendering of one 
of the~e instances, Is. 51:12: ;{wx 1iu1 .. , X''YV.J~6 • · The Targum 
of Isaiah, ed. and transl. J. F. Stenning (1949) 175. 

44. Ibid., n. 5: Num 23:19; Job 25:6, 35:8; Ps. 8:5, 146:3; Isa. 51: 
12. Ps. 80:18 should belong in this list because the son of man has had 
to be "strenqthened". 

45. !Did. 46. Ibid. 31. 



\llliverse. It is this apparently insignificant one whan he has crowned 

with glory and honor and to whan he has given daninion over the creation 

(vv. 6f). 

Before going further, we should . stop to indicate hcM the vocative 

use of son of man in Ezekiel may be explained in light of the discussion 

thus far. 'Ihe prophet is first addressed by God as "son of man'' (2:3) 

imrediately after his vision of God's glory (1:4-28)~ 'Ihe sane vocative 

use occurs in Dan. 8: 17. Dr. Hooker observes that 

••• it is noteworthy that it is applied to tv.u rren who have 
had visions of heavenly things, a fact which suggests that 
this special use arises quite naturally out of those features 
which are characteristic of its use elsewhere in the Old 
Testarcent--narrely its poetic m.ture and its expression of the contrast between man and God.47 

Ps. 80 (LXX, 79) contains several details which are strikingly like 

scree of those in Dan. 7. We saw earlier hc::M Israel's enemies are represent

ed as wild beasts (a wild boar and scavangers) which ravaged and devoured 

the vine (Israel) that God had planted (vv. 9-13, 14). '!here is also 

the definite note of suffering (esp. vv. 6, 17a). Furthenrore, the nation, 

referred to as the stock of .the vine which God's right hand had planted 

(vv. 15f), seems to be spoken of in the next verse as "the son [of man, 

LXX] whan thou hast strengthened for thyself" (v. 16). Two verses 

later, this corporate reference is particularized in the king, who, in 

very similar language, is called "the man of thy right hand, the son of 

man whan thou hast made strong for thyself" (v. 18). This statement, 

and the context of the entire chapter, fit well the usage described 

above. 'Ihe son of man (like Israel, the ravaged vine) is apparently 

. pc,.verless because he requires strengthening. supporting .this \lllderstand-
· ... ~ .... -------

47 . · Ibid. -



ing is the appeal to God, repeated four tines, for restoration (w. 

4, 8, 15, 20). 
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The contacts between this psalm and Dan. 7 are perhaps already 
apparent: the son of man represents Israel, which is -weak and harrassed 
by its enemies (described as beasts) and requires strengthening and 48 
restoration. Moreover, he is a royal figure, a point which, in the 
case of the Danielic vision, will becare clearer shortly. 

That the figure being vindicated in Daniel's vision is humble 
and of low estate is further supported by the theology of God's sovereignty 
over the affairs of iren which penreates chs. 1-6. Early on, Daniel 
infonns Nebuchadnezzar that God has given him his kingdan and authority 
(2:37). A tine is caning when the kingdans which have oppressed Israel 

will have run their destined courses, and "the God of Heaven will set up 
a kingdan which shall never be destroyed ••• and it shall stand forever" 

48. Bowker, op. ci t. , discerns three main uses of II son of man" in the Cir: in Ezekiel, it is used in direct address as an individual designation; in Daniel it refers to the persecuted who are ·vindicated; elsewhere it occurs in circumstances " ••• emphasizing man's situation, 

I 

in contrast to t..~e angels (and God), as one who has to die. 11 This is often the sense in Jewish literature. · Bowker notes that in the targums, where the context suggests man's frailty and nortality, there is a strong tendency to substitute "son of man" for other words for man and, in synonyrrous parallelism, to give both references to man as "son of man". I\ This is the sense lying behind the circumlocutory idicm in Hebrew and Aramaic whereby a speaker refers to himself or to another in an oblique II way. For the nost recent, full discussion of this idian see G. Ve:rrres, "The Use of VJ 11//tv.JJ Yl in Jewish Aramaic", in An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (1967) by M. Black, 310-28. Mr. Bowker, in conversation II with the writer, agrees that the three-fold distinction which he has noted seems to be detennined :rrore by context than by slightly different nuances which the expression itself bears. Thus· the individualistic sense does not inhere in Ezekiel's use but ererges simply because the prophet, frail and nortal in canparison with God's majesty, is so addressed. In paniel, the thanes of persecution and vindication do not inhere in \uy:i~ ,~ , but are given by the context; i.e. ,it seems rather that the idea is: one who looked like a lowly man, "a man borne to die", was vindicated. 



(2:44). Until that tirre, it is God who deposes rulers and raises 
them up (2:21) according to his sovereign will. 

This is the resounding iressage which is brought hare to the king 

73 

in eh. 4: it is God who rules the kingdan of rren and gives it to wharever 
he wills (p.b2f and the notes there). Ordinarily, the succession of ironarchs 
occurs in a straightfo:rward fashion: one king follCMS another either 
through inheritance or because a nore powerful successor deposes his 

49 
predecessor. However, saretirres the transfer of authority is not 
necessarily to the irost powerful or likeliest candidate. sanet.ines God 

sets upon the throne the lowliest of rren: ;:p l ~ JP P ~ D, 'f!j ~ ? 9 0,} 50 . . . 51 ~ (4:17(14)). Although the LXX does not translate this statarent, 
it does have a very similar one later on for which there is no equivalent 
in the MI'. Nebuchadnezzar is told, 

~ ~rx.~1A'i..(r:1. t3ix~v.,\:3 vos J~1P>-i To(( rou / ,... ,, 
\(C(\ ~n'o~ b (~o1"oU, l~ouStvl1,M{vf.4) ivB'pw1T't' {v ~ o,~'f f"O\J• , ~ J [ t , ' ' ' ' "(.. \ ... " ' l~ov '-~\, l(~!h!S"1'l\M.l ot.v,ov tfh 'T'l'\s ~<XG""ll\H'C.S rov, KG\1. r'lJV i~olJ r(oc.\l trolJ l(d.~ f~V i;o5o<v f'OU l(ol( 1i°o1 ifV~'fV ~\J 
rrc1..p~A~/J.'fETc1..l, ••• (4:31). 

In this passage, there are a number of elerrents which recur in eh. 7. · 
The four beasts (who represent nations and their kings) are deprived of 
their authority (vv. 11, 26); then this authority, or kingdan, is given 
( ,,~ouv) to one who resembled a lowly man (v. 14) • The Saints of the 

Most High, whan he symbolizes, are said to receive it (rro1..pcx.A~~Vftv 
in v. 18). 

It is perhaps already obvious that in both of these instances, 

49. See the significance of the various iretals canprising the image in Nebuchadnezzar's dream in 2:26-45 and the reasons given for the fortunes of the kings in 8:20-25. 
50. s. R. Driver, one of the fe,, conmentators who notices this phrase argues that "lowest", "in rank and position, not in character" is the force of 7 ~ ~/ here. The Book of Daniel. The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges (1905), 51. · , ? ' / 1 1"s/ ' ,, , 51. Theod. renders it K, f~oLJS~V>'J_µ" o(v r:pwrrwv c,(Vo<<rT>,4'"fc Elf 0<IIT">J'/ • Only twice does is,wJ[vr;}Jri occur in the LXX, translating ill} , "to · despise", at Ps. 21 (22)6 and D1! (?), "to pour, flood" at Ps. 89(90)5. 



the sane language of transfer appears in the use of ~ ,SoGv and 
52 

tro1.pcl.A~µ.~~~ 1v • Furthenrore, that which is transferred is the sarre, 
, ,- r ., ,, r ,, 53 . especially in 4:31 and 7:14: "t ~otir1,\~1oe., 11 t5ovo,cx, 11 ~o~cx.. But the 
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nost important elercent in this pattern is the subject to whan this transfer 
? r o. ,. > , . 54 is to be made: f ::>ouveV1(_µtvtf c(vepw11'f, to a rejected man (N.B. 

;:1i~\) Jf'jl~ U.,'t./J~ 7~V'·l in 4:17(14)} and, if~ are correct, to one who -~ . . 
looked like a lc,.,.rly man (\'l..lX 1).:) 

- T~I - i 

( c, ) (1 / and WS 1110.$ 'liVCl('WTrOU in 7:14). 

. Thus, in the light of the linguistic and theological argurcaits put 

forward, it seans appropriate to regard these terms as expressions of man's 

lCMliness and nortality. Gerl. gives the kingdan to whanever he wills, and 

this is not always to the nost pcMerful or nost likely candidate. This 

dictum was extremely pertinent to the situation of the readers of the · 

book. The nation of Israel, as represented by the captives in Babylon 

and by the Maccabeean loyalists, were at the rrercy of their powerful 

oppressors. But a tbre was caning when the tables "v.10uld turn and they, 
the least likely arrong nations, would becane the recipients of universal 

·~-. · ....... _ 

52. In the Ml', the "v.10rds for giving and receiving are J. TI ~ and 11 p • In similar language, Daniel tells Belshazzar, !!Your kingdan is about "' to be given [H~oTeH] to the Medes and Persians" (5:28). SUbsequently, the kingdan was taken away fran the Chaldeans and was given ( ~cS-o'9"1) to the Medes and Persians (5:30); and Artaxepces received Crtlllf£A«\3~) the kingdan (6:1). · 
53. In 7:27, .LtCcrclAfl6~T~ appears instead of Stfot. 
54. The verb ' form, lgoua£.voGv Clsev8tvo~v), nost often translates i?t:l (14 tbres) and o;sD'1 "to reject" (10 tines). Only at 4:31 I.e.. doe; the verb occur in the LXX of Daniel (Hatch and ~path overlook it), /' where it has no Aramaic original . At 11:21, where the author foresees the caning to pcMer of a despised person, the Hebrew, il .t :J..) , is rendered in the LXX by t0K.d.TC(Qif)bV'1JT0S , "easy to be despised, contemptible, despicable", and in Theod. by l~ovhv,~e-.., (which is made nore srrooth . in one manuscript by the future passive form) • This limited data rrakes it impossible to determine hCM the fonner translator would have rendered t....g • 

/h~ 



55 
and eternal daninion. 

7S 

Before leaving Daniel, it is necessary to underscore :rrore specifically 
the relationship between these therres and that of the Kingdan of God. 
The issue with which the four Hebrew youths and the readers of the book 
were faced is this: to whose rule should Israel be ol:edient? to God's 
or to man's? The narrative of chs. 1-6 shows that though the loyalty of 
rnmiel and his friends was put to the test during a succession of several 
earthly kingdans, it was vindicated each t.irre, even to the extent that they 
rose to positions of great :paver over the kingdans. 

However, both Nebuchadnezzar's dream in eh. 2 and Daniel's vision 
in eh. 7 show that there is to cane an ultimate eschatological vindi
cation of this loyalty. God's sovereign Rule, which controls the destiny 
of t..'1-ie kingdan of men, is to becare manifest in history. When the earthly 
kingdans have . run their courses, Nebuchadnezzar is told, the God of heaven -
will set up an eternal Kingdan which shall supplant all others (2:45). 
This Kingdan is in fact that stone in the king's vision which had been 

cut without hands fran the :rrountain, which struck dcMn the great image, 
and which itself became a great rrountain that filled the entire earth {vv. 
31-35). 

What is forecast in Nebuchadnezzar's dream in ei.11. 2 is given fuller 
symbolization in Daniel' s vision in eh. 7. With the "beasts" (i.e. the 
earthly kingdans) defeated, the Jdngdan is granted to the Saints of the 

Most High (symbolized by . the one like a son of man) on the basis of 
· their obedience to the prmacy of God's Rule . in the face of great 

55. That the symbol of one who looked like a lowly man has royal connotations is apparent both from his being given dominion and authority and from what appears to be a common way of recounting the transfer of authority from one ruler to t another. It is therefore not surprising that the Son of Man judging the nations in Mt. 25:31 is called o {Jc>i.cr-1)...f0s in v.34. Furthermore, scholars have long noticed parallel themes in :·; certain royal psalms where the king is promised great author-·1ty and the defeat of his enemies (see esp. Ps. 2:lff, 6ff; 110:1, 5). 
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suffering. By virtue of their loyalty, the Saints (representing ideal · 

Israel and represented by the one who 1ooked like a son ?f man) epitani.ze 

the ideal of sonship which qualifies them to be called sons of God. 

There is therefore a natural and recognizable relationship between son 
56 

of man, son of God, and the kingdom of God .in Daniel. 

B. Kingdan and Christology in Mark 

The data frcrn Daniel are important in at least two ways. They 

sean to provide an ideological basis for our observations in eh. II 

that the Son of Man christology in .Mark is the primary symbol of Jesus' 

obedient, suffering sonship. Moreover, they suggest that there might 

. be value in exploring the relationship between the major christological 

titles and the Kingdom of God, a relationship which, to our knowledge, 

has not yet been examined in the Gospel. 

Although he does not pursue it further, Dennis Nineham has set 

forth a sirrple, yet fundamental truth about this relationship which 

merits nore detailed consideration. 
57 . Just as different apocalyptists had different pictures of 

what the Kingdcrn of God would be like , so they pictured in 
very different ways the intermediary (if any) wham God would 
send to bring it into existence. If their picture of the 
Kingdom was of an essentially earthly kingdcrn, they naturally 
tended to think of an earthly king raised up by God to found 
it, possibly by force of anns. 

Those, however , who looked for nore radical action on the part 
of God and a purely supernatural kingdam, tended to have their 
own narenclature . '!'hey usual ly believed that the agent 
through whcrn the kingdam would be brought in would be a 

56 • .M. Black, op. cit. , 12 refers briefly to P~ carrington ' s 
suspi cion that, gi ven the wel l-knOivn Hebr ew word play on 11>: and l*X , 
the stone in Dan. 2 conc~uls the word for son , and t.1-ius i s a cryptogram 
for Israel. But since Israel is represented in eh. 7 by one who looked 
like a son of man, t.l-iere i s a correspondence between son of God and son 
of man57 Cf. carrington's According t o Mark (1960) , 249f. 

• The basic point is valid, eveficnough "apocalyptists" 
. is being used more broadly than one might wish. 
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transcendent figure, specially sent fran heaven, where he had 
previously existed at God's side, and possessed of P~"'.er to I 'i 
carry through his work by purely supernatural rreans.,8 

What Nineham finds to be true of "apocalyptic" expectation in general 

is, in fact, particularly true in.Mark's Gospel: each of the major 

titles reflects a different aspect of the Kingdan of God. 

1. The Kingdon of God and the Son of God, l: 11-3: 27, 5: 1-20 (cf 7: 24-30) 

a . '!he Supernatural Dimension 

Much of our discussion of the Son of God in eh. II (pp. 46-f5 ) / 5' 

is relevant here and need _only be highlighted to avoid repetition. 

Jclm=s M. Robinson seerced to be entirely justified in concluding that 

the phencmena surr01.mding the occasion of the baptism, terrptation, 

and the conflict with the derronic forces in the exorcisms pointed to 

the suprarmmdane character of Jesus' identity and role. 

Either this aspect of the Son of God christology has been ignored 

by interpreters such as Cullmarul, Jerernias, and Hay or, as we shall 

see in nore detail in eh. V, it has been assigned to a christology which 

has been allegedly influenced by a hellenistic Divine Man notif. But 

an examination of Mark ' s understanding of the Kingdan in" these chapters 

shows both of these attitudes to be unwarranted. Jesus appears as the 

supernatural Son in the early part of the Gospel because it is precisely 

the supernatural aspect of the Kingdan of God which cares to the fore 
'···><·· ... ::··.. · ......... ··,. ··. ·.··'··. 

58 . Nineham, op. cit_., 46f . T. W. Manson, in The Teaching 
of Je~ (1935), 211, held that Jesus ' theology is the fundarrental 
fact or: "The f act with which we have to reckon-at al l t iires is that in 
~ e ~ching of Jesus his conception of God determines everything, 
mcluding the conception of the Kingdan and the Messiah. " It is signifi
cant that, according t o Luke, t..1-ie content of Jesus' teaching during the 
forty days follCMing his resurrection pertained to the Kingdcm of God 
and that it was this which the disciples still misunderstood (Acts 1:3, 6). 
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in the accoi.mts of the baptism, temptation and exorcisms. The character 

of the Kingdan's agent reflects the character of the Kingdan. It is 

supernatural, not only because it is God's Kingdan but also because it 

is in conflict with another supernatural realm--Satan' s. Al though the 

struggle takes place on the plane of history and involves historical 

persons, the real protagonists in the drama are the divine and the 

denonic. Therefore, the Son of God christology in these chapters is 

not a reflection of an alien, hellenistic eel() s ~v{p rrotif' but of a 

particular theology of the Kingdan. 

b. The Historical Ambiguity 

1) The r.fystery of the Kingdan of Goc1
59 

. _/ 

Despite the cosmic language and phenarena which appear within the 

ministry of Jesus, the Kingdan of God is mysterious. Its near arrival 

is not generally perceived; it needs to be annoi.mced (1:14f) and eluci

dated in parables (4:33). Its mystery, even though it has been divinely 

"given" to a select group (4:10), is not perceived (v. 13; 7:18). 

This ambiguous nature of the Kingdan penreates the entire Gospel. 

Although it will be manifest to all (4:22) in power (9:1), its origin 

is insignificant (4:31). Its grCMth is both imperceptible to man and 

incapable of being controlled by rum (4:27f). · Only those with the 

attitude of infants may receive it (10:14f); for this reason the rich 

will find access to the Kingdan difficult (10:23-27). · Not everyone 

gives his allegiance to the Kingdan, and even many of those who initially 

59. A detailed treatment of this subject and of that which 
follCMS in 2) , may be foi.md in the next chapter· but its main conclusions 
will be anticipated here. ' 



do, later fall away (4:14-20). No direct reason is given for this 

ambiguity. But one may be hazarded. Since the Kingdcm of God has not 

yet arrived in paver but has only drawn near, the mystery which has 

60 
always shrouded the activity and purposes of God remains, even though 

they may be described as becaning more manifest. 

2) The Secret of the Son of God 

79 

'Ihis christological secret shc:Ms signs both of continuity and 

discontinuity with the foregoing observations. The derrons know that their 

adversary, Jesus of Nazareth, is the divine Son of God and address 

him as such. Jesus, however, repeatedly and consistently attarpts to 

keep his identity as the divine Son of God fran being made public. 

Apparently, he achieves sare success because the scribes interpret 

Jesus' exorcistic activity to mean that he is possessed by an uncJean 

spirit and that he is himself in league with Satan (3:22). In other 

words, Jesus' reserve about his identity results in the fact that it was 

not clear, at least to Jewish officialdcm, that he was doing God's 

work and not Satan's. While it is true that Jesus attempts to correct 

this misunderstanding, he does not give the sort of explanation that the 

divine and the derronic worlds have given; Jesus replied £V mqcj roA 0(($ 

(3:23). Here-again the character of-the Kingdan in Mark detennines to 

sare extent the characta:-of the Kingdan's representative, i.e., as a 

mystery. 

There are, ~ver, two important points of discontinuity whose 

significance will be examined later (eh. IV) • Apparently, since 

60. Rayrrond BrcMil maintains that " ••• it is no novelty to Hebrew 
thol_lg~t that the varied success of God's kingdan on earth is seen as 
a divine mystery." · The Semitic-Background-of the Tenn "Mystery" in 

· the New Testarrent (ITGaT;-35. - _ · - ·-



the mystery of the Kingdan of God can only be divinely given, it cannot 

be divulged in the same way that a secret can. Only those who have the 

eyes and ears to see and hear may ~ceive it whereas others may not 

· (4:llf). This seems to be borne out by the fact that no injunction 

ever occurs with teaching which the disciples receive about the 

Kingdan. But injunctions about keeping Jesus' identity secret are 

camon. Although the Son of God secret may be divulged after the Son 

of Man has arisen from the dead ( 9: 7, 9) , the mystery of the Kingdan 

of God will persist until the parousia. 

2. The Kingdon and th~ Son of Man (1), 2:1 - 3:6 

In his book, The Kingdan of God and the Son of Man, Rudolf 

Otto placed a great deal of emphasis upon 

••• the relationship between the message of .•• a kingdan of 
salvation and the eschatological person himself who is 
accanpanied by the kingdan in its present dawning~ Poth 
belong together. That they do so is not apparent on the basis 
of scree psychological.reconstruction, but on that of eschat
ological logic itself. For the Son of Man belongs to the 
kingdan of _God.61 

Once again, .here is an affinration of the "logical" connection 

between Kingdon and christology. The task of spelling this out in 

Mark's Gospel-is divided into two parts for the sake of follCMing 

the course of the Gospel's plan as closely as possible. In the 

second part (pp. 87ff ) , the relationship is sanewhat clearer 

and may justify a good deal of what is said here. 

No explicit link exists between the Son of Man and the Kingdan 

in this section. There are, however, implicit ones. The first 

errerges fran a consideration of the ideological antecedents to the 

61.. otto, op. cit., 148. 

Bo 



expression, "the Son of Man," which, as }bma Hooker has argued 
so successfully, are to be fmmd in Daniel 7. We recall that Dr. 
Hooker concentrated primarily on the connection between the (one 
like a) Son of Man and his f5cvir(o< , which appear so closely 
associated both in Daniel 7 (vv. 14, 27) and in Mark 2:lOb: "'!he 
Son of Man has authority to forgive sins upon the earth" and 2:28: 

62 · "The Son of Man is I.Drd even over the· Sabbath. " 

However, it should be noticed that just as praninent as 
f~o\Jr(o( in Daniel 7 is the Kingdan, , ~01.a-1>.i(cx., which also is granted 
to t..11e one who resembled a son of man (7: 14) and to those whan he 
represents (7:27) • . Therefore, when oneencounters in 2:10 and 28 . 
the twin therres of the Son of Man and his authority, it is natural, 
in the light of their ideological background, to think of the 
Kingdan. 

It is appropriate, then, for these two sayings to appear in 
a context daninated by reports of exorcisms (1:22-27, 34; (2:10, 
28); 3:11, 20-30), which, as we saw, are linked directly with the 
near-arrival of the Kingdan. The dem:ms knCM that Jesus of Nazareth, 
the one who manifests his ~sou(f(o( against them (cf. 1:27), is 

81 

none other than the divine Son of God. But Jesus, in characteristic 
fashion, suppresses their acclamations and speaks here of his forgiving 
sins and interpreting the Law as an expression of the Son of Man's 
authority. 

62. Hooker, The Son of Man, 81-93, 108-114. Besides llllplying author~ty ~ram thEz C:OOtext, K6p1·os and KlJp1n~<z.1v often translate the adJective, l.1 1 ·7'0 ,whose noun fonn, lt1 ~\lJ ,is regularly rendered by hovo-,.x.- (e.g. 7:14, 27). The phrase, )!.'1 'y )! CXil?X ,5:21l t1 1 ?0 , is translated in 4(17) 14 as ~6 ,6; f\'f;;;·:: b 6''imrToS(Theod:) and ••• TOV KVptoV TOV ovp~vov )~o~na<.V lXf(V (Origen); in 4(25) 22 and 4(32) 29 by k\.lptf0H O ij~l4"T05 (Theod.) and at 5:21 by K\Jrl~OH. ·o·{hos ~ ~'Vl~TOS. 
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Nc:M, is there IrOre to this link between the divine Son of God 

and the Son of .Man than their joint :possession and manifestation of 

authority? Bearing in mind the danger of over-analyzing matters which 

might not have been distinguished by the Evangelist or his readers, we 

might tentatively suggest the following. On the one hand, the conflict 

between the Son of God and satanic forces reflects the cosmic aspects of 

Jesus' ministry and has a basically negative character. Although the 

struggle is waged on the plane of history involving human beings, it 

is pitched between opponents in the spirit world. In freeing men fran the 

control of the derronic, the divine Son of God deprives Satan of his 

authority; he pltmders his house (3 :27). On the other hand, the Son of 
63 . .Man is the agent of restoration. Jesus' first words to the paralytic 

pronounce the forgiveness of his sins (2:7); the subsequent cure is a 

confinnation of this authority to restore the man to God (2:10). But 

Jesus also claims the Son of .Man to be the ground and canon of the new 

authority which replaces the old. CUrrently, it was believed that 

certain activity was unlawful on the sabbath. But the Son of .Man is 
/ " also l<Vr10.S even (K(Y.\.) of the Sabbath (2:28). Furthenrore, he not only 

sanctions his disciples' unlawfully picking grain on that day, but also 

dem:mstrates his sovereignty over it by healing in the synagogue (3:1-5). 

This is hcM on~ may keep the Sabbath: by doing good, by saving life (v. 4). 

This teaching is so ·new that old categories and institutions burst 

when they try to contain or catprehend it {2:21, 22). It is, like the new 

teaching in capernaum' s synagogue { the scene of Jesus' first rnighty .. ::' ... ior~, 

an exorcism) : S, ~o1..X.1l ''°'lv;, KoL-T ') £ 5ou~(Dlv (1: 27). Tragically, instead of 

63. That the distinction should not be pressed too rigidly 
is apparent in the exorcising of the denon, "Legion" (5:1-20), for the 
:possessed man was found to be clothed, in his right mind (v. 15), and 

. bent on remaining with Jesus (v. 18) • 
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gaining acceptance, this manifestation of the Kingdcin in the Son of Man's 
f~oV (TlO( is rejected (3:2, 6), in anticipation of the ultirrate rejection 
in Jerusalem (8:31). 

3. The Kingdan, the Messiah, and the Son of Man (1), 8:27-33 

. near-
If it is correct to view 1:1-8:26 as a description of thef.arrival, 64 

expansion, and nature of the Kingdan of God (even though this may 
not say everything) whose mystery is revealed to the disciples, then it 
is appropriate to regard 8:27-16:8 as a portrait of the nature of messiah
ship, whose mystery is revealed chiefly to the disciples'. 'Ihe pattern 
of its revelation is similar in both halves: Jesus is ih effect saying, 
"'Ihe Kingdan of God has nearly-arrived (1:14f); it is like this ••• " , 
(4:26, 30). "I am the Messiah; but messiahship is like this: the Son 
of Man must suffer ••• " (8:29ff). 'Ihe issue at Caesarea Philippi is, 
to use T. W. Manson' s words, not who is the Messiah, but· what is 

. ah hi 65 . eh . ' messi s p? It is not so mu a matter of identity as of role, and 
that role is predicated upon the nature of the Kingdan of God. Consequent
ly, we must include it as the ftmdalrental theological element in the 
christologically-focussed situation in 8:27-33. 

Morna Hooker has argued that the suffering of the Son of Man is 
the inevitable result of opposing and rejecting his God-given authority.

66 

Although we have no serious objection to this _position, we still find it 
important to ask, "M"ly was it rejected?". 'Ihe answer seems to be that 

' ·,." ·-.. : 

64. 'Ihis theme of expansion will be treated rrore fully below • . 65. T. W •. Manson, in his review of Die Gleichnisse Jesu by Joachim Jererru.as. (1952) in NI'S, 1 (1954) , 58: " .•• the real messianic secret in the Gospels is the answer not to the question 'Who is the Messiah?' but to the questio11 'h1hat is Messiahship?' • " . 66. Hooker, 'Ihe Son of Man, 108-114. 



rren are not willing to accept God's way, to subject themselves to the 
conditions upon which God's Kingdan is to be manifested. '11his is precisely 
the point which Jesus makes in his rebuke of Peter, who repudiated the 

? , e ... ,,..\, , .... concept of the Messiah' s suffering: ou cf,pov£~S Tot -roG £Du "' "ll(. ral rwv 
7 " / 67 . o<vc,pwrrwv (v. 33). The reason , then, for Jesus' refusal to pe:rnu.t 
publicising him as .Messiah was -that, though it correctly identified 
him, it represented an inauthentic view of the Kingdan of God and 
consequently misrepresented the :::nature of his role. The Son of Man, 

on the other hand, represented it well. In his derronstration of author
ity, his suffering and vindication, the divine purpose will be achieved; 
and this is sufficiently important to the Evangelist that he makes the 
Son of Man the dominant christological emphasis of the rest of his 

. . 68 gospel, as we have already mdicated. 

4. The Kingdan and the Son of Man (2), 8:34- 9:1 

At 8:38 and 9:1, we encounter the rrost explicit association of these 
69 therres in the Gospel. Although the emphasis at 8: 38 and 9: 1 is triumphal. 

and eschatological, each has a corresponding historical implication. 
Jesus is saying, in effect, that one's attitude to the earthly Son of 
Man and his \'JOrds .f aboub 'lllhich embarrassrrent and sharre are possible) 
will detennine the response of the Son of Man when his vindication is 
apparent to all. Furthenmre) sincef this is the only instance in which /) 

67. For the contrast between God's way and man's elsewhere in Mark, see eh. II, n. 82. 
68. See section 11 611 belCM and eh. VI for further discussion. 69. An even closer association appears at Lk. 17:20-25. Jesus tells the Pharisees that one cannot say of the Kingdan's coming, 7Sou a;SE -,;' El<.i.1 (v. 21). But he warns his disciples against follCMing those who say of the Son of Man, i5o~ iidi , t~ ()0 i£GE (v. 23). The variations in word order do not effect the point being made here. 



the Kingdan's caning fV SuvJ.fH is rrentioned, there nay be an implicit 
70 

suggestion that now, before that tiire, it is present but not '' in pc:Mer". 

To this, the nost explicit occw;ence of these two themes in Mark, 

we shall return shortly. But there· is yet another, nore intimate connection 

between them which has not been noted. It is this: to follCM Jesus, 

' ' 8 34 37 ' . ' th Kin' . dan 71 the Son of Man, in the way described m : - , 1.s to receive e g • 

The demands made upon those in 8:34 (the crowd with Jesus' disciples) 

are essentially those ma.de upon t.rie rich man· in 10:17 -22, who failed 
. . dan (' ,/ to rece1 ve the King w.s "TroL l ~ 1 o v • To derronstrate this, we shall have 

to canpare certain parallel elerrents in each passage. However, a \oJOrd 

must first be said about the structure and setting of 10:13-31. 

The enc01.mter between Jesus and the rich man (vv. 17-22) is preceded 

in v. 15a by Jesus' pronouncement that receiving the Kingdan of God 

as a child is a condition for entering it (v. 15f). In vv. 23-27, 

Jesus and those around him discuss the implication of the ruler's refusal 

to ireet the conditions for "entering into the Kingdan. 11 Whereas 

receiving the Kingdan .Ss TlcH S (o v is present possibility, entering it 
72 

is eschatological (vv. 30f). In vv. 28-31, Jesus assures Peter that 

all who, unlike the ruler, leave everything for his sake and the gospel's 

(v. 29) will be rewarded both in this life and in the next (v. 30). 

The parallels between following the Son of Man and receiving the 

70. otto, op. cit., 147. 
71. Manson-,--in 'l.'eaching, 205, makes a ·similar point, assembling 

data from the synoptic sources as a whole, although anitting sef:fc:'l //ve.r 
of the parallels adduced here: "The demands which God, according to Jesus, 
makes on a would-be citizen of his Kingdan and those which Jesus makes 
on a would-be disciple are practically.identical." 

72. Entering the Kingdan is an equivalent of eternal life which . to be 'ved , ~ 7.., - ' I' , is ~ce1 . fv ~ oe:, ':"v l ''t' tpX.oJiz. vi-1 (v. 30). The decision of 
the ruler 1s not._only an instance of one's not receiving the Kingdan 
c.&s mt~(cv , but'.,:perhaps also an illustration of how riches and cares 
of the age choke the word of the Kingdan s0 that it does not bare 
fruit (4:19). 



Kingdan have perhaps already becane obvious. There are four significant 

!X)ints in which they are congruent, saretimes verbally, saretirres 

tharatically: 

(1) The goal - salvation 

~Cftl ~UT~v I!: ,Vu)(71v] (8 :35c) Jw~v (j,;~Mov k1'"1povo1-4{ro.1(lO: 17b,30) 

(2) The negative condition 
' , / ( , q 

C{lT"'-~"111"<X(l'8-w [rAllTO\/ (8:34c) 0(!"o(. Kx:rn, rri:,,\1j lfOV 1<.So.sfr.J1nJJxoi's (10:21b) 

(3) . The !X)Si ti ve condition 

(8 :34d) ' C" ' ' If\. K<H ll't.Upo c(K.O/\OtJ C7t.l ).IOl (10:21c) · 

(4) The l"eference 

( / [ 
7 

" J ' ' ~ / (/ ' ... (/ , ,, (10 29 ) CVf.l<i:v 9'01.1 !(, T. tudnt.J1V!ll(8: 35c) cVE.l.(tV f._)AoV I{. 1:Vt.Kt..V T. ev°'6(u\lOU : C • 

Several points need to be made to clarify these phenarena. 

The ruler's desire to inherit eternal life (1) is defined subsequently 

as to be saved, <fv.>8~VcJ..l (v. 26) and to enter the Kingdan of God (vv. 

23ff). The negative condition (2) in 8:34c is understood, at least in 

part, in material tenns: KE.~S~lfo(l Tijv Kbopov ~1\ cv (8:36), which 

correS!X)nds to the reason given for the ruler's negative response: 
.J ' ')/ I , I 
'IV ~c,1,p r:X,.WV K,Tl1f~Tc;x rfOf\\0( (10:22). Although "the reference" (4) 

does not appear specifically in Jesus' conversation with him, it does 

in his subsequent general carment to Peter, where precisely the sane 

theme of forsaking everything to folla-1 Jesus occurs. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the call to follCM 

Jesus, the Son of Man, in 8:34-37 is a call to receive the Kingdan. 

Verses 8:38 and 9:1 may then be viewed as both a warning and an 

encouragement to persevere in this way. The Son of Man and the Kingdan, 

liable to sharre and ambiguity, will soon 11 manifest in majesty, 

judg:nent, and pcmer. 

86 
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s. The Kingdan and the Son of Man (3), 9:30-10:45 

The question of concern here is, "How does following the Son of 

Man (receiving the Kingdan) affect inter-personal relationships?" 

In other words, "What are the ethics of the Kingdan, and on what 

basis are they grounded?" 

The issue of hcM rank am::mg the citizens of the Kingdan is to be 

established arises in~ fonnally similar accounts, the second of 

87 

which is fuller. Each begins with Jesus' attempts to teach his disciples 

about the Son of Man's imninent death and resurrection (9:30-32, 

10:32-34). But they are preoccupied with questions of rank: at 9:34 

they debate who should be the greatest. At 10: 35, 37, Janes and John 

· th hi f 1 · th · · · Kin' d 73 
In his desire e c e paces rn e coming mess1aru.c g an. 

response, Jesus shifts their attention away frcm future gloz:y to the 

prospects of their sharing his destiny. Having gained their allegiance, 

Jesus adds that Gerl alone has the prerogative of determining one's 

status in the future Kingdan (10:38-40). 

In both passages, in very similar language, Jesus announces the 

principle of authority which is to operate arrong them: f? TI$ ()[AH 
" ,' Cl )\ /l ,;, ,- ,, ·trpwros ~IVoL( (9:35b)/os cl.I/ 8z:f'~ ••• E.IV~l lffv.J TOS (10:44a); t(JTixl 

/ '/ X ' I (' / ")/ C • - I 
TToi.VTWV {~ r.<ros l(oH 1Te<YTWV ~l~l<OV05 (9:35c)/ t4"Td..( up.wv £ioL l~oVDS (10:43c). 

This is .. vastly_ different frcm the kind of authority exercised by the 

rulers of this world (i<o(Tc<l(up1-c.0i:1V and ~c<Ti;~OV(Jl~,5E IV 'v. 42). Until 

the future gloz:y appears, the criterion for seniority anong those 

who follow Jesus is the Son of Man. ' I For even he ( l<d.t ~r'f ) , · contraz:y to 

their expectations, cane not to be served but to serve -and to givehis 

73. This is hcM Cranfield, op. cit~, 337 interprets So'5°' • 



74 life a ransan for many (10:45). 

Shortly after the first discussion about rank (9:33-35), there 

follCMs further ethical teaching. Its demands are incumbent upon 
. - ) those who already belong to Christ (v. 41, Xf1<Y1ov t(fTf), i.e. who have 

received the Kingdan (cf. 10:15, 17-31 and the discussion above) and 
. 75 . who anticipate entering it at the eschaton (v. 47, eqw.valent to 

cf<S"tt\6{i'v tis T~v ;w-nv iri vv. 43, 45}. These are not merely individual 

matters; they have carmunal implications: the offense against the younger 

or less mature who trust in Christ (v. 42} is obvious enough. Sins 

of the l.irru::>s ( vv. 43, 45) and eyes (v. 47} may refer obliquely to 

sexual sins which are not rrerely individual, or there may be a rrore 

general reference to sins of coveting, which, of course, involve one's 

brother. 

In concluding sections 11 311 to "5", it is important to stress that, 

although it is correct to see in 8:27-10:45 the Evangelist's three.::. 

fold attempt to teach a Son of Man christology and a corresponding 
. . . 76 . th rrode of discipleship, it should be rertEtnbered that both of ese 

are predicated upon a certain understanding of the Kingdan of God.
77 

74. C. K. Barrett calls attention to the strong contrast implied in the ov-J.), .. "?-,';;. caTlbination in "The Background of Mark 10:45", in New . Testament Essays. Studies in Merrory of Thanas Walter Manson, ed.A:- J.B. Higgins (1959), 8. 
75. This seems to be demanded by the references to <3ehenna 

(vv. 43, 45, 47) and the fire (vv. 43, 48). 
76. For recent analyses, see Perrin, "Christology", 14-30 

and his latest book, The New Testament. An Introduction (1974), 155-58. 77. T. W . .Manson made a smlar point m "Realized Eschatology 
and the Messianic Secret",216, " ••• there is a deep-seated difference between his conception of the kingdan of God and the Messiahship 
and that of his follCMers." Arrong recent writers, only Werner Kelber 
has noted, and only in passing, that the three kingdan sayings in 10:23-27 correspond to the three passion-resurrection predictions. See The Y~gdan in Mark (1974), 88f and n. 7. But this numerical correspondence rnayr:ie" fortuitous. More important is the fact that follCMing each 
"prediction", the issues discussed are rooted in a concept of the Kingdan of God. 
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6. The Kingdan, the Messiah, and the Son of Man (2), 10:46-16:8 

One could get the impression on the basis of Jesus' "reinterpreta-:-:: 
tion", if not outright rejection, of the rressianic ideals which Peter 
expressed (8:24-33) that they are simply dross which is worthy only 
of being discarded. Havever, Jesus (and of course the Evangelist) 
sareti.nes alnost seems to contradict the refined rressianic doctrine 
which Peter and his fellCM-disciples find such difficulty in perceiving 
and accepting. 

In eh. V, a rationale will be given for Jesus' consistent attE!rpts 
to keep his identity as the divine Son of God secret. At the present 
tine, we need only recall that at 8:30 Jesus strongly charged his 
disciples not to· ;let it be known that he was the Messiah and severely 
rebuked Peter who rejected the kind of rressianic role which Jesus began 
to teach. And we noted rrost recently hCM Jesus subsequently set the 
conditions both for becaning a disciple and for living in camn:mity 
according to the ethical standards of God's Rule. This teaching achieved 
its christological climax at 10:45, when the vocation of the Son of 
Man was presented as the ultimate criterion. 

But at 10:46, Jesus begins to behave and speak in a manner which 
seems to undennine everything which he has taught thus far. He appears 
to tolerate at least sane aspects of current expectation about the 
Messiah and the Kingdom, thereby risking the sort of public misconception. 
which he had tried to prevent his disciples from instigat4ig, 

The first instance of this tolerance occurs in the healing of 
blind Bartimaeus (10:46-52), which happens to be the last miracle of 
the Gospel. Within the hearing of the large entourage which had left 
Jericho with Jesus (10: 46a) , Bartimaeus twice addresses him as VI~ s 

I 

\ 1 

I 



Llcxu(S (vv. 46ff). This is the only instance of sareone's addressing 
78 

Jesus messianically other than Peter (8:29). Significantly, Jesus 

neither silences Bartimaeus, as he had silenced Peter, nor does he 

renove . 'Bartiroaeus fran public view to perfonn the cure as . he had the 

blind man fran Bethsaida (8:23). Jesus tacitly accepts this address 

and pennits Bartilnaeus to join the trek to Jerusalen ~10:52). Since 

this all happens publicly, the messianic secret is in effect broken. 

In the scene which inm:rliately follows, Jesus not only tolerates 

popular messianic acclaim; he seems to invite it. Having secured a colt 

for the entry into Jerusalen, he. does nothing to prevent the crcm:l 

travelling with him fran addressing him in messianic tenns (11: 9f) • 

Scholars have argued that there is nothing explicitly messianic about 
79 

this occasion. Yet, the question, is, How did Mark intend to portray 

it? 

At first sight, the enthusiastic acclamation based in part on 

the ar, seens neutral enough: "Blessed is the one who cares in the narre 

of the Lord [Ps. 118:25]; ble.ssed is the caning kingdan of our father 

David" (ll:9f). Here, the Kingdon theme clearly appears in its Jewish 

sense, being linked to David and not to God, who is the object of 

Jesus' proclamation and teaching (1:15; 4:26; 30). And what of the 

relationship of the "One who cares in the narre of the Lord" to this 

kingdan? Jesus is not specifically called the Son of David here. Yet, 

several factors warrant just such a connection. Three passages in ad

joining chapters are linked thematically by scrre reference to Jesus 

78. See eh. N, n. '34. 
79. See eh. N, p. 118. 



and David. We have seGn that Bartimaeus had twice hailed Jesus as the 

Son of David (10:46ff}. In 12:35ff (a passage to which we shall 

return}, Jesus rhetorically raises the question about the Messiah's 

true status, arguing on the basis of David's ON11 Spirit-inspired 

utterance in Ps. 110:1 that he is not David's Son but David's lord. 

Here it is clear that Jesus sets right current :rressianic doctrine held 

by the scribes (v. 35) . Flanked contextually by two such clear 

references to Jewish-:rressianic views, it seems entirely legitimate to 

,interpret both Jesus' entcy and the acclamation which he receives in 

the sa:rce light. 

Another reason for taking this :position is that those who address 

Jesus thus are not the :population of Jerusalem. Rather, it is the 

entourage (including crowd and disciples} which had been travelling 

with Jesus at least since Jericho, which had heard Bartimaeus call 

Jesus ui~.s .1olu1S and which he had subsequently joined (11:9a, 10:46 

and cf. v. 32). 

Furtherm::>re, in Ps. 118 itself the one who carres is an agent 

of God's salvation (v, 25). Apparently he cares to the TE!rtple ("the 

house of the I.Drd , " v. 26) just as Jesus does in 11:11, the exclusive 

locus of his subsequent public teac.lting (vv. 15, 27, 12: 35, cf. 14; 

49). It should also be noted that Jesus ended his parable about the 

rejected Son (12:1-10), by quoting Ps . 118:22f, which is about the 

rejected stone that has becare the head of the comer (12:llff). 
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Thus, it seems that, so far as Mark was concerned , the entcy into 

Jerusalem had significant christological (here, nessianic) connotations , 

connotations which, though cast in tenns of current expectations about 

the Messiah and the Kingdan, were not totally rejected. 

'Ihe third instance of this largely-overlooked phenarenon neets 

us in 12:35ff. Nav, it is often alleged that here Jesus finally rejects 



80 
the Son of David messianism of his contemporaries (and allegedly 

81 
of Mark's theological opponents). But, all Jesus does is to elevate 

the .Messiah's status fran being in sare sense David's junior to 

being his senior, his divine I.Drd • . Furthenrore, we noted that although 

Jesus had charged his .disciples not to tell anyone about his being the 

Christ, he failed to suppress Bartimaeus' rcessianic address. With the 

sane apparent tmconcern for popular misconception, Jesus teaches publicly, 

in the temple, about the Messiah's superior status without any rrention 

of his need to suffer, even though he had been at pains to impress 

this teaching upon his disciples. In all of these events, Jesus seans 

to be reversing publicly all that he had .tried without success to 

convey privately to his disciples. Apparently, Mark did not envision 

an absolute break with current views about the Messiah and the Kingdan. 

Sorething about Jesus' behavior and teaching led Peter, Bartiroaeus, 

and Caiaphas to see in him the characteristics of a rressianic clairrant. 

Thus, Jesus neither rejects the title, "Christ" (8:30) nor does he 

reinterpret it so drastically that he totally rejects everything that 

the title might have implied to his contemporaries about the Messiah's 

role. To be sure, Jesus subsequently resumes his tendency to let the 

Son of Man have the last wprd, as it were; but this is not so much a 

matter of supplanting "Christ" as it is canplexrenting it. 

Before d.em:mstrating this in rrore detail, it is necessary to pick 

up the there of the Kingdan again . Unfortunately, explicit references 

to it are few, and these are arrong the rrost difficult to interpret. 

There is material which by implication could be coi{trued as related 

to the Kingdcm therre, but is the sort which tempts one (the author at 

80. E. 9. Cullrnann, ·Christology, 132f. 
81. Joseph B. Tyson·, "The Blindness of the Disciples in Mark" J'BL 

80 (1961), 266 and n. 17. · · ' --
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least! ) to see "Kingdan" everywhere. Furthenrore, it is often difficult 

to discern a clear and natural link with the nearest specific christology. 

But for the sake of canpleteness we proceed with great caution. 
I 

The account of the temple cleansing (11:12-16) seems to have as 
~ 

its point"Jesus' teaching about the merchants' trading in the Temple 

had prevented God's will fran being irrg;>lerrented, i.e. that all nations 

might worship therein (v. 17). If this act is to be taken in conjunction 

with the interpretation of the entry which we offered, then it nay 

perhaps be understood as derronstrating that the caning Kingdan is to 

be genuinely .universal. 

This assertion of authority is not left unchallenged. When Jesus 

visits the city on the follCMing day, the chief priests, scribes, and 

elders demand to know what authority lay behind his provocative actions 

(vv. 27f). Jesus does not give a direct answer to their query but asks 

a counter-question about their estimate of John the Baptist's ministry. 

Was it divinely authorized, or were its roots rrerely human (v. 30)? 

To avoid responding in such a way as to recognize both John's authority 

as a prophet and Jesus' greater authority, they plead ignorance (v. 33a). 

Nc:111 , if one is looking for intimations about the Kingdan, it is very 

tempting to associate f 5ovo-(cx. in this passage with the £Scua-(o<. and 
/ 

~c<.<J'1f\rc,o1... which are granted to the one who looked like a lowly man in 

Dan. 7:14 ( pp. ,A, 14). We did invoke this passage in our discussion 

of Mk . 2:10 , 28 earlier on (pp. 80f); but at least both authority 

and the Son of Man christology were present there . Probably it oould be 

overly subtle and too tenuous to suggest that the themes of the Kingdan 

and the Son of Man lie j ust under the surface. He111ever, it nay not be 

so f ar fetched to note that the parable of the rejected Son and stone 

(12:1- 12) continues the theire of authority begun in 11:27-33, especially . 



in the quotation of Ps. 118:22-23. '!he rejected stone has beccne the 

corner.:_stone or the keystone (v. 10) • And, as we noted earlier, these 

rrotifs here applied to the beloved son (v. 6), are otherwise associated 

with the Son of Man (cf. eh. II, pp._ 5ZF } • 

It w0uld probably be tmwarranted to regard the subsequent inter

change between Jesus and sare of the Pharisees and Herodians who were 

sent to trap him (12:13-17) as being at base about the locus of one's 

citizenship: in God's Kingdan or caesar's. 

fure pranising is the next pericope as interpreted by R. H~ 

94 

Charles who suggests that the Sadducees, in their question about the 

marital status "in the resurrection" of the wanan who had seven husbands 

(12:18-23), reflect the sensuous concept of the messianic kingdan which 

one finds in 1 Enoch 1-36. Jesus' answer (vv. 24-27), Charles maintains, 

is rrore in the spirit of chs. 91-94.
82 

T'ne rrost e..'q)licit reference to the Kingdan in this section is, 

alas, extrerrely difficult to interpret. A scribe who had heard the 

debate with the Sadduceean and Herodian agents is carrren.ded by Jesus 

for his tmderstanding of the Greatest Crnmmdrrent: he is not far fran 

the Kingdan of God (12: 34) • Since the debate on whether t.his staterrent 

refers to the Kingdan as present or future is at a stalemate, it may rcean 
that time is not the important point. A. Ambrozic seems wholly justified 

in maintaining that the purpose of the story is to show how intimate 

the connection is between love for God and one's neighbor and entry 

into the Kingdon. Were one to speculate what Mark believed the scribe 

still lacked, he might, on the analogy of 10:28-30, suggest that the 

scribe yet had to becare a follCMer of Jesus.
83 

So far as the christology 

82 . R.H. Charles, .Pseudepigra;rha (1913), 184. 
83 . Ambrozic, Hidden Kingda'n, "1:77-181. 

,_ 



is concerned, Ernst Lohrreyer's observation seems entirely appropriate: 

"'Here there speaks Sareone who knc:Ms ·who is near the I<ingdan of God 

. 84 
and who is far away from it. '" 

With eh. 13, the christology becanes explicit again. We have 

already noted in the christological overview" of eh. II (pp. 341' ) 

hCM the claims of messianic pretenders (vv. 6, 22) will be disproven 

by the heavenly appearance of the Son of Man at the end of the age 

(v. 26). In eh. 14, "The Son of Man" appears in the context of the Last 

Supper and in the Garden as the rrost appropriate symbol of Jesus' 

resolve to be the obedient Son in the face of the ultimate test of 

suffering and death (vv. 21, 41, and see pp.56ff ) • At the trial 

before the Sanhedrin, Jesus replies affinna.tively when the High Priest 

asks if he is the Messiah, the Son of the Blessed One (14:6lf). As 

usual, Jesus' affinna.tive reply culminates in a reference to the Son 

of Man. A9ain, it is not ireant as a substitution. His answer is, 

rrYes, and [not "but1
,
1

] -you will see the Son of Man sitting at the right 

hand of the PCMer and caning with the clouds of heaven." 

In eh. 15, the messianic theme is even stronger by way of the 

t \"',.. ,'1 ('/ frequent reference to Jesus as o ~Olcrtr,.fus. TwV ouaollWY (vv, 2, 

9, 12, 18, 26, 32). On the lips of the dramatis personae, the title 

bears the nationalistic connotation. This is clear in the taunting 

of the chief priests and scribes: "let the Messiah, the King of Israel 

care down from the cross nCM, so that we can see and believe in Hirn" 

(v. 32). But this tirre, there is no explicit canplerrentary reference 

to the Son of Man. There is really no need of it for two reasons. 

The context makes it abundantly clear that the Messiah suffers. 

_ 84. Ambrozic, ibid., 181, translates Lohrreyer' s carroal'lt in 
- Das Evangelium des Markus (1953), 260, 
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Furthermore , the christology of the passion narrative had 

alr eady been expressed as a Son of Man christology. Although 

the "passion predictions" were given between Caesarea Philippi 

and Jericho (8:Jl-10:JJf), they in fact have reference to and 

are ful.filled in .the final events in Jerusalem. 

C. Summary 

The most fundamental relationship between the three major 

christological expressions is this: "son of God" and "Christ" 

correctly identify Jesus, but neither adequately conveys what 

it means to be God's Son and his Anointed. But the "Son of Man" 

does. It symbolizes the vocation of utter obedience to the 

demands of God's Rule. 

However, this function of the Son of Man symbol is not new. 

We learned that the Danielic son of man symbolized the obedi

ence to the primacy of God's Rule demonstrated by the four 

Hebrew exiles in the narrative (cha. 1-6) and by the Saints of 

the Most High in the vision (eh. 7). Seen in the larger context 

of the OT and Jewish notion of sonship as unqualified obedience 

to a father's will, the Son of Man, both in its Danielic and 

Markan expressions, is therefore a Son- of-God-symbol. 

Since there had been a close connection between the Danielic 

son of man and the Kingdom of God, we examined this relationship 

in Mark, observing also that there seemed to be a correspondence 

generally, between Kingdom and christology: the description ot 

the Kingdom's representative corresponded t o t h e aspect of the 

Kingdom which was bei ng stressed. 

Early in the Gospel, it is clear that the Kingdom of God 

has a cosmic dimension. It is supernatural, more than political. 

Consequently, its agent or representative possesses a corres-
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ponding nature: he is the divine Son of God. 

Although cosmic, the Kingdom has a history. It draws near 

in the baptism and temptation of its divine representative 

(1:10-13), who thereafter heads its further advance by engaging 

the agents of Satan's hostile Kingdom in mortal combat (J:24-27). 

In these events, God's Rule subdues and replaces that of Satan. 

Although the one who heads the advance of God's Rule is 

acclaimed both by God and the demonic world as the divine Son 

of God, Jesus himself interprets his authority in terms of the 

son or Man (2:10, 28). It is in this self-designated capacity 

that he informs the notion of Messiahship and the concept of 

the Kingdom that goes with it (8:27-33). To be a citizen of 

the Kingdom is to embrace the same vocation of obedience to 

God's Rule which Jesus himself has embraced (8:34-9=1; 10:15-

32). As the Son of Man, Jesus, both by precept and his own ex

ample, establishes the principle upon which the community 

formed by those who accept the conditions will function: the 

ruler of all must be the slave of all. 

Despite these radical proposals, there is continuity with 

traditional expectations regarding the Kingdom of David and 

David's son , whom Jesus is ( l0:47f , ll:9f) . But he is also . 

David's Lord (12:3.5ff), whose regal accession nevertheless 

takes place at the cross (eh. 15) ~ 



CHAPTER N. THE MESSIANIC S:OCRE'l': THE PHENa.IBNA 

One of the chief reasons why the messianic secret is still a 

secret is that Mark nowhere tells us the reason for it. Consequently, 

scholars have been forced to infer its rreaning fran the internal 

evidence of the text and franwhatever external data might be available. 

Because of the high degree of subjectivity involved, it is i.rrp:>rtant 
. . . ctfe. 

to set out the phenarena thanselves and elucid,.. the relevant issues 

at the outset, keeping in mind the methodological rationale proposed 

in chapter I. 

A. Injllllctions and Privacy 

1. Injllllctions to Silence 

Wrede stressed two main points about the injllllctions in general: 
11 
••• the fo:rm of the ccnmands is quite stereotyped" by virtue of the 

' ,., "repeated" use of £1fLTl_}lO(v (37), and that " ••• all the various carmands 

in Mark have the same sense" (Ibid. , ); that is, 11 
••• that everywhere 

the preservation of the rnessianic secret is contemplated" (38). 

¥.ore specifi~lly, " ••• Jesus demands silence on the presupposition 

that his miracle would at once pe:rmit a conclusion about what his 

secret nature was, and his dignity" (Ibid.).~ · But these assertions 

are highly questionable. The second one is based on Wrede's claim that 

1. Wrede, Messianic Secret. Since we shall be referring to 
Wrede frequently ,-it will be desirable to minimize the number of foot
notes by putting page numbers in the text. 



all of the christologic:al titles in the Gospel are interchangeable, 
and bear full supernatural and messianic connotations in each instance 
(18, 24, 77, 74). But our analysis in eh. II has shown that this 
generalization simply cannot be sustained, for Mark did not confuse his 
christological categories. Furthenrore, the only unambiguously 
supernatural title is the "Son of God", which may be messianic in 
two instances (14:61 and 15:39). Only in one instance may "Christ" 
have supernatural connotations: at 12: 35, where Jesus argues that> 
according to David's Spirit-inspired testinony, the Messiah is really 

/ David's lord (vv. 36f). Twice
7 Xft<rTos is part of a proper nama (1:1, 

9:41). Otherwise, it bears Jewish-rressianic overtones. Moreover, 
the Danielic son of man, which influenced Mark's christology so signH -
'icantly, seems to have been nore a symbol of a role than a title 

for a person. Consequent! y, one cannot assign rressianic and supernatural 
significance to this tenn with confidence. 

Given these distinctions, it is important to note that inj1.mctions 
to silence occur consistently with "Son of God" (see below), only once 
with "Christ", and never with :'the Son of Man". Furth.e:rrcore, the 
messianic secret is broken when Jesus fails to keep Bartimaeus fran 
addressing him as "Son of David11 (10:48) ahd when Jesus admits to 
Caiaphas that ·he is the Christ (14: 61f) • It is therefore rcore 
correct to speak of a divine Son-of-God secret. 

So far as their vocabulary is concerned, there is not enough 
1.mifonnity to warrant Wrede's claim that the fonn and vocabulary of 
the ccmnand is "quite stereotypic11

• The phenarena may be rrore easily 
studied in chart fonn on the following page. 
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a. To the Derons 

2 Mark includes four accounts of exorcism and two surrnaries. 

The sumnaries state in the imperfect what regularly happened: Jesus 

"regularly prevented the derrons fran speaking because they knew him" 
3 

(1:34). "The unclean spirits used to cry out saying,. 'You are the 

Son of God,' and Jesus r~peatedly rebuked them much so that they would 

not make him known" (3:11£). As J. L. Clark points out, the four 
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accounts are consistent with these sumnaries if it is noted that Jesus 

enjoins silence only when there is the possibility of the public's hearing 

the derrons address him in divine tenns.
4 

The only tirre this possibility 

occurs is at 1:24, 'Where Jesus ccmnands the derron to be silent (cf>'}t~8-r1n). 

There is no need for an injunction at the cur:e of the Gerasene derroniac 

because no cra,ii is present and because Jesus converses with the derron. 

No injunction to silence appears in 7:24-30 because the derron possessing 

the Syrophoenecian woman's daughter is rerrote. In 9:14-29, the dem::>n, 

be . ,.. ,, _, \ ( ,I. I' 5 mg 1TV£V)tl(. r:1../v,,~ov K.1<w't'ov , v. 25), cannot speak, although he can 

shriek (v. 26). 

2. 1:23-38 (in a synagogue at Capernaurn), 5:1-20 ·(the Gerasene derroniac), 7:24-30 (the Syrophoenecian wanan's daughter), 9:14~29 
(the possessed boy); 1:34, 3:llf. 

3. Although there is sa:re strong external support for the longer rra~g, Mav> Xp1crTOV ~1'\fc{_( after d.VT"VV (arrong others, B c. <ii) f f 33 ) , B. M. Metzger holds that the longer readings might have 
been derived fran Lk. 4:41. "If anyone of the longer readings had been original in Mark, there is no reason why it should have been altered or eliminated entirely."· A Textual Crn'rrentary on the -Greek New Testament (1971) , 75. The intended- sense -might be that t.rie derronsknew Jesus to be h ~olOS TOU £noG , on the analogy of the derron Is claim, oT&O(. tTt 7/s {f in 1:25. 

4. "The Holy One of Gcxf' (1:24), ''the Son of God Most High" (5:7). 
5. J. L. Clark, in an unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, "A Reexamination of the Messianic Secret in Mark in its Relationship to the Synoptic Son of Man Sayings", (Yale, 1962), 196ff. 



Enjoining the derrons to keep silent about Jesus' divine dignity 

is therefore thema.tically quite consistent but not really unifonn in 

tenns of vocabulary. In three of the four accounts of exorcism (1:24 , 

5:8, 9:25), the ~rd of ccmnand to cane out is the sane ( tSfA~'i:.). 

Finally, it should be noted that the injunctions with exorcisms 

clearly have a christological :rcotive; that is, they function to conceal 

Jesus ' identity--here as the Holy One of God or Son of God (Most High). 

b. To the Cured 

6 So far as the nine reports and three surrmaries of healings 

are concerned, there are only two absolute injunctions (5:43, 7:36), 
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and these have not lrnnp ; v , as with the exorcisms, but ~1tq-r{Mi..<r8-c;(t. 

A less absolute injunction occurs in 1:44, where the leper is instructed 

not to tell anyone but to get his cure certified by the priest. The 

ccmnand to the blind nan fran Bethsaida _at 8:26 is problematical. 

According to sare texts , Jesus enjoins privacy or seclusion. One contains 

only an injunction against speaking to anyone. 7 
others have both. 

This analysis shcMs that less than one fourth of the healing stories 

· have clear injunctions, and these do not correspond in vocabulary with 

injunctions in exorcisms. Furthenrore, Ulrich Luz has called attention. 

6. 1:40-40 (the leper) , 2:1-12 (the paralytic), 3:1-6 (the nan with 
a withered hand), 5:25-34 (the wanan with haerrorrhage), 5:35-43 (Jairus' 

, daughter), 6:2-6 (Jesus at Nazareth), 7:31- 37 (the deaf mute), 8:22-
26 (the blind man fran Bethsaida) ; 10 :46- 52 (blmd Bartbnaeus) . Surrmari es 
are found at 1:32-34; 3: 10; 6: 53-56. 

, , 7. J-ietzg~ ~ op. cit., 99 , argues that the first r eading . (µJt~f 
f1S -n,v KWJt.''f\l f<nAe-ns )has the best textual support , with early~
r epresentatives ~f Alexandrian , caesarean , Eastern and F.gyptian text
types ( ~-c KB L f syr 5 c.opSo. , be, f-.1.y .) • The . second readmg* is supported 
onl y by i t . other s appear to be conflations and elaborations of these 
two. r eadmgs . * C /< lJ h Vt tr 1r ~ s f I!, r,; v K~f 71 v ) 



10:, 

to the fact that, unlike the surrmaries of Jesus' exorcisms, no injunctions 
8 

ever occur in the sumnary Catire11ts about Jesus' healings. In other 

words, it is not said that Jesus regularly enjoined those whan he 
9 

healed to be silent about their cure. 

Wrede asserted that " ••• everywhere the preservation of the rressianic 

secret is conterrplated" in the injunctions to silence; but he admitted 

that " ••• this is explicitly stated only in the ccmnands given to the 

derrons and in the passage 8: 30 and perhaps ['?] 9. 9" (38) • He further 

noted " ••• the peculiar capacity of the derroniacs for recognising Jesus 

as Messiah and about their peculiar .inclination to address him as such" 

(24) • HCMever, Wrede failed to notice a corresponding "peculiari ty 11 

the alnost total disinclination of those healed to address Jesus christo+:1 

logically. The only IJOSsible exception is Bartiroaeus who addresses 

Jesus as v,os .Llow~S (10:47f). But this occurs before he is healed and 
10 

he is not silenced by Jesus. Furth.encore, resIJQnses to the heal.ings 

which are not done .in private are mixed. Scree praise God (2: 12) ; 

the Pharisees and Herodians plot murder (3:6); Jesus' townsrren react with . 

astonishment, affrontery, and disbelief (6:2, 3, 6); Herod is convinced 

Jesus' powers prove him to be John the Baptist redivivus (6:14); and 
. 11 others bestow praise for the good which he has done (7:37). 

8. Ulrich Luz, "Das Gehelltlnisnntiv und die rrarkinische Christologie", 
ZNW, 56 (1965), 12f. 

9. In the Matthean parallel, 12:15f, to Mk 3:llf, it is the healed 
persons (not derroniacs) whan Jesus ccmnands Urrm._µ.";1\' ) to be silent. 
This is said to be in fulfillment of Isaiah's prophecy about the Servant 's 
humility (v. 19) • · . 

10. In Matthew's account of the healing of t."1e two blind men 
(9:27-~1), they too address him as "Son of David" , but here there is 
both wi,_thdrawal to c;l house (v. 28) and an injunction, ~etiT£ ;.t·1t!~tS 
tlVWd"k.iTl.u (v. 30). 

11. Only two public reactions are rrentioned regarding the exorcisms: 
the worshippers in the synagogue in Capemaum see it as a sign of Jesus' 
superior authority as a teacher (1:27), and 'his farce spreads throughout 
the region of Galilee (v. 28). Scribes and Pharisees fran Jerusalem 
.claim Jesus is IJQSsessed by Beelzebub, the derron ruler (3:22f) . 
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It is not to be denied absolutely that the healin~s have christological 

significance. But it should be questioned whether they are christological 
12 

in the sane sense that the e.xo:rcisms are; that is, whether it is 

as christologically important to silence those who were healed as it 

is to keep the dercons . and the disciples . silent. Although Mark does not 

provide a rrotive for any of these injunctions to the healed (as contrasted 

with the derroniacs), it might be possible to deduce the reason for one 

of them, the least absolute, narrely to the leper. Earlier, Mark had 

described Jesus' intention to avoid prolonged contact with large 

crCMds so that he could press on with his mission of preaching in as 

many to.vns as possible (1:37f). But as a consequence of the leper's 

publicising his cure, in violation of Jesus' ccmnand, Jesus was no longer 

able to enter openly into a (ny) town, but was forced to stay in open 

territory (1:45). Of course, this rrotive for secrecy cannot autanatically 

be applied elsewhere; but it does indicate that one cannot subsurre every 

injtmction tmder the sarre category and cannot impose a christological 

rrotive where none exists or where another rrotive, such as the desire to 

avoid publicity for a specific reason, may be operative. 

It might be worth noting that the only other instance of an in

jrmction's being broken follows the healing of one who had suffered 

deafness and a speech defect (7:36). Although Jesus issued an: order 

( S, £cf1 E. (,\et.To · ) that those who had brought the man say nothing to 

anyone, he had to reiterate his camiand (~,£~1{1'At:1.To ) _because they kept 

on disobeying it. Is there scree significance to the fact that only the · · 

12 7 These phenarena. have led Luz, op. cit., 17,to posit two distinct 
secrets in Mark. The healings do not belong to the rressianic secret• 
"Nicht die Messianitat oder die Gottessohnschaft Jesu sol! geheirn- · 
gehal ten werden, sondem das Geschehen der Heilung, das Wtmder. Wir 
were.en also das Geheimnisrrotiv inden Heiltmgsgeschichten besser als 
'Wundergeheimnis' bezeichnen. 11 1 

· 



injunctions to the cured, which do not involve a revelation of Jesus' 
identity, are violated? 

c. To The Disciples 

A glance at the chart reveals certain interesting and possibly 
significant phenarena. The vocabulary of injunction seems to be a 

? ~ conflation of the vocabulary characteristic of exorcisms ( £mrytoiv) 
(/ The I vr:1,.. clauses, too, seem to be 

10.5' 

extensions of those in the healing accounts. However, unlike the healing 
injunctions but like those with exorcisms these are clearly christological. 
The disciples are to tell no one concerning Jesus, the Messiah. Until 
the resurrection, they are not to tell anyone about the things which they 
have seen (i.e. Jesus transfigured and presented by God as his beloved 
Son). 

let us surrmarize our observations thus far. First, the vocabulary 
of injunction does not possess the stereotyped character which Wrede, 
and those who follCM his analysis uncritically, claimed. such 
unifonnity as exists is confined within the exorcism accounts and within 
the accounts of healing. .Mark seems to conflate this language in the 
injunctions to the disciples. Secondly, the injunctions are not the sarre 
in extent. t~ did observe a high degree of consi stency so far as the 
reports and surrmaries of exorcisms were concerned; but the situation in 
the healings was quite different. Only three of the nine accounts of 
healing had injunctions , and one of tjlese was less absolute than the 
other two , where the wording of the prohibition was alnost identical . 
In none of the three surrmari es of healings was there a ccmnand to silence. 
Finall y, only the dem:ms and the disciples were enjoined to keep Jesus ' 
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identity fran becaning known. No clear christological rrotive could 

be discerned for the healings. 

2. Privacy . 

106 

As with injunctions, the vocabulary of privacy is not stereotyped. 

a. With Exorcisms 

Privacy with exorcisms is a rarity. Even if 9:25 rreans that Jesus 
was alone with the !X)Ssessed ooy, his father, and the disciples (and 
this is not at all clear sincQ. the crc:Md had_ run to and greeted him in 
v. 15) , Jesus raised the ooy, who appeared to be dead (v. 26) , in full 

13 view of witnesses. otherwise, exorcisms take place in public: in 
a synagogue (1:23), at a house where a large crc:Md had gathered (1:33), 
and at the lake where multitudes fran many regions had cane (3:7f). 
By the very circumstances,_Jesus, his disciples, and the Gerasene 
denoniac are alone (5:2); and the Syrophoenician wanan's daughter is 
at hare when Jesus' authoritative "WOrd exorcises the denon fran afar 
(7:30). These are not exa111pl.es of intended privacy. 

b. With Healings 

In the nine re!X)rts and three surrmaries of healings, there are 
only three references to withdrawal fran public view, and the vocabulary 
is not stereotyped. Jesus, after personally evicting everyone else 

13. Robinson, op. cit. , 22f. 
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c«J-ros s,~ iK~d~Wv tr;vTJS), allCMS only the irmer circle of disciples, 
Jairus, and his wife to attend the yotmg girl's cure (5:37, 40). Later, 

. ' ,, 'll.' Jesus pn.vately heals both the deaf .and dumb man: Kol<. ~ rrol\O(vo)"fVOS 

«Jr~v ;,r~ TDV lfx}.ou ~l(T' :~roe~ ... (7:33) and the blind man from l3ethsaida: 
, / , ' 11(: ,.. / E_s-.,vf.;r&.<~v a.vrov <c,::>w T'fS Kw__µ1s(8:23). Interestingly, injnnctions to 

14 silence accarq;iany the private setting at 5:34 and 7:36, 8:26 being 
textually tmcertain. Not only are injtmctions to persons who were healed 
without christological notivation, but also withdrawal from public view 

15 seems to have had little christological significance. 

c. With Teaching 

1) Public Teaching-Private Explanation 

In both the exorcisms and the healings, the privacy notif is fairly 
weak and not stereotyped in vocabulary. But the situation is sc.mawhat 
different with teaching. The five instances where public teaching is 
followed by private explanation will be considered first.

16 
Here the . 

14. Both have ~,~cr-rt:fAc,1..To (5:43, 7:36), and the latter is disobeyed. Neither a public nor a private setting is given for the healing of the leper. 
15. Of course, fo:rm critical analysis would call attention to 

. " 

the traditional _ character of . this detail, since withdrawal from public view is a notif which may be fotmd in other biblical and in extra·-biblical miracle stories. See Rudolf Bultmann, History, 224 (227). 16. · Mk. 4:1-20 (the parable of the soils and its explanation), 4:33f (a smrrnary of Jesus' parabolic teaching) , · 9:14-29 (the healing of the possessed boy and teaching concerning faith and prayer), 7:14-23 (the parable concerning defilement), 10:1-12 (teaching on divorce). The apocalyptic discourse in eh. 13 is not strictly relevant, alt.1-iough l(c{t ? l&(r'(V and the disciples' inquiry both appear (v. 3), because Jesus' first stat.errtc>..nt, about the temple, is addressed not to the public but to the larger group of disciples (vv. lf). The private teaching is given to a srraller disciple group, Peter, Janes, John and Andrew (v. 3) • 

I , 

I 



vocabulary is :rcore stereotypic, principally in the references to Jesus' 
being alone. The :rcost frequently occurring phrase (twice) is &.<.a.T' 

108, 

., r"' ' 1 
' (, ' ' ' ' 4 34b K T' 

1 d io<v or 1<<1.T°" _µovt..s (once) : 4: 10, 1<0l1. on. E~tvffo KIC1.l fa""'"'s ; : , c< 
l$,~v ~~ n,'j_s tS[o,.s JM< 0>tToli's hr{AuEI/ Trti.Vroi. ( a sunmary staterrent} ; 

., / ·, .... , ) ( Cl. ' ? ,.. ' )( _/ ' 
9:28, /('O(~ f•<reA&ovro.s ecvrov f•S o, K.OV Ot µ«tT'JTo(L a1.11rov K«T , 0,o(v flf'J-

pwrwv o.JT/v . In three instances (including 9:28), Jesus goes into 
· · ' h' 717 ,u ~"'\/\ 

a house where the disciples interrogate l.Itl: : , l(()(.l oTf. f•r,"1:1£.v 
,. ,... , ' )/ 10 10 I/. ' ' ' ., ,, ' \ (' A-...· ,. 

flS ofKo'I curo ro'u oxiv,v ••• ; : , 11.~l flS r1v Otl-\1\XV Jr.,Cf'f\/ Ol f(Ol'.v,,ratc , , , 17 lT"tpl "n'~Tov £tf'1~WTWv' OlUTOv 

Several facts are noteworthy here: ru:Mhere, in teaching given 
partially to a larger audience and fully to a smaller group, does Jesus 
initiate the privacy for this purpose. He simply is alone or goes 
into a house.

18 
Furthenrore, in five of the six instances, it is 

rcanbers of the narrower audience who instigate the private tead1ing by 
19 asking Jesus about what he had said. In the sixth, at 4: 34, the fact 

is simply stated that Jesus explained everything privately to his CMn 

disciples. Significant is the absence of any injunctions to keep the 
. . 20 teaching a secret. 

17. 9:33ff is not parallel because, again, only disciples are involved. 18. It would seem that going into a house initiates privacy; but the point here is that t..11is is not privacy for the sake of teaching. 19. 'E'rrt.p{{)"T';v appears 25 times in Mark, epurr~,1 , 3 times. The · fo::rner is .used 5 times in these scenes, and the latter occurs at 4:10. 20. This is a feature of 4 E?rra. In eh., 12 he is deerred worthy ,to learn the interpretation (called the "mystery of the M::>st High") of a dream (vv. 35f). Then Ezra is instructed, . " ••• write all these things that thou hast seen in a book, and put them in a secret place; and thou shalt teach them to the wise of the people, whose hearts thou knowest are able to canprehend and keep these mysteries" (vv. 37ff). Two chapters later, Ezra is told to prepare to record direct, divine revelations (vv. 23ff), sane of which are to re made public and sare of which are to be camrunicated secretly to the wise (v. 26). The book concludes on a similar note. The !'bst High ccmnands Ezra to make public twenty- four books (the ar, which was read in the synagogue) which may be read by both the worthy and the unworthy. But the last seventy bcoks are to be kept and delivered to the wise arrong the people (14:45f). See R. H. Charles , Pseudepigrapha, 614f, 622, 624. 
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of course, it may be argued that each of these is implicitly 
christological because it is Jesus' authoritative teaching • . Havever, 
the point is that it is valid to make such distinctions since the issue 

·d · 21 ·th th · 
here is not about Jesus 1 entity, as wi e exorcisms. 

2) Private Teaching 

Mark does show Jesus giving ~licitly christological teaching in_ 
private. Where the privacy is rcost ~licit, there is a certain uni
fomty of vocabulary in the use of Trrl..fd.N:1-)A~;Vf.lV. At 9:2, Jesus takes 
Peter, James and John along with him to a high rcotm.tain K<LT, iJ(o<. V 
p.<!vcus. The transfiguration follCMS, and Jesus is declared to be God's ' 
Son by the heavenly voice (9:7). Fran the entourage headed for Jerusalem, 
Jesus takes the 'Iwelve (1TolA1v) and tells them what is about to happen 
to him in tenns of the terrible suffering which the Son of Man is to 
endure (10: 32ff) • Significantly, one of the two times in which Mark 
gives any reason for Jesus' injtm.ctions or privacy appears in this connection. 
In 9:30, it is said that he o.id not want his journey through Galilee 

' 7/Q.~1 C/ '°' to be knCMil (OlJk ">j cn"£V IVOl TIS tVo<. ) because he was teaching his 
22 disciples about the fate of the Son of Man (9: 30f) . The third and final 

instance where 1n,t,pc1.Ac<pfJdVt1v occurs in a oontext in which privacy instituted 
by Jesus and christological teaching appear together is at 14:32ff. 
Jesus instructs his disciples at Gethsemane to remain at a certain point 
while he prays (v. 32). But he takes the inner .circle with him (v. 33), 
requesting them to stay and watch, while he prayed a little distance away . 
(vv. 34f). 

21. 
JBL, 92.1 

22. 
knew him. 

Had they been alert, they would have observed the agony of 

Schuyler Brown, "'The Secret of the Kingdan of God' (Mark 4:11)", (1972) , 70, makes the same point. · ·-· In 1:34, Jesus did not pei:mit the derrons to speak because they 
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the Son of God (.A~p<.t ~ rr1.n{p, v. 36) who finally embraces his father's 

will. The scene ends with Jesus' declaration . of the Son of Man's 

imninent betrayal (v. 41). 

In surrmary, it has been shc:Mn that in every instance in which 

Jesus institutes private teaching, it is christological. But it is not 

rcessianic, in the strict sense. It is about the suffering and vindication 

of t11e Son of Man (9:30f, 10:32ff, and 8:31 by implication) and about 

the glory and testing of the Son of God (9:2".'."8; 14:32-42). _ No injunction 
/ 

follCMS private teaching about the forner, although a temporary one 

follCMS the latter (9:9). When the disciples institute a discussion 

privately after Jesus .,,makes a public pronouncement, his reply is not 

christological, i.e. does- not concern his identity or his destiny. 

3. Parabolic Teaching 

Wrede interpreted the closing verses of Jesus' parabolic discourse 

(4:33f) thus: "In this text is expressed wit11 perfect clarity that Jesus 

is veiling himself fran t.lie people by his parabolic teaching'' (56). 

This confidence, however, was based solely UJX)n an inference which Wrede 

had made regarding Jesus' earlier staterrent to those who.asked him the 

rneanfug Of the parable Of the soils ( Ot 1Tfrt «Jrov f"VV iO~ ~~ )'~
1 

1) C ,,.. ' / ("I'( .- 12 l ;' r- e- '"' 4: 0 : Opc'I' TO }(lJ_fT'l-fpU>\/ 0£,~0Tel(. pts vQ{<flf'-f\-".$ T?>L> fOu • Yet, Wrede 

himself admitted that the Evangelist did not say what the secret of the 

Kingdon of God was; " ••• the content and scope of the concept is ••• 

undefined" (59) • Its exact sense , Wrede clairred, , 'COuld be dete:rmined 

II•• .only in accordance With his total view'' (60} 
0 

The mystery Qf the 

Kingdan of God is " ••• that Jesus is the Messiah, tl1e Son of God" (ibid.), 

for_"if according to Mark Jesus conceals himself as Messiah , we are 

' 
I 

I 

11 

11 1 



entitled to interpret the mysterion tes basileias tou theou by this 

fact" (ibid.). 23 

In order to sustain this position, Wredi.l felt obliged to deny 

that the "secret" of the Kingdan of Gcx:l had anything to do with its 

mysterious nature as it is elucidated in certain parables about the 

Kingdan. 

What is the secret of the kingdan of God? 
It has been said to mean the mysterious nature of the 

kingdan of God as the parables of Jesus have it (cf. the parable of the sower wh.Ich preceoesffie reference-in the text) , 
i.e. the doctrine which is concealed in the parables of the 
kingdcrn of heaven. There is absolutely no special relationship between the general staterrents of 4:10-12 and specific 
parables. Even if Mark had not reported a single parable 
and if he had only given a general accotmt of Jesus' 
teaching in parables it ~uld have been possible to write 
exactly in the same way (58) • 

lll 

Unless this distinction were maintained, the phrase,.~ _µlJa-,....;p,ov 
T'iS ~ll-'1"1A t(«.s 1l'~ fnou would simply refer to an ambiguous, theological 

phencmencm rather than to a point of christological infonnation. 

Wrede's preference for the latter seems to be reflected in the way that 

he uses Geheironi~ to rrean "secret" rather than "mystery". J. L. Clark 

has observed that both the Greek, jlV<T1"{p1ov, and the Gennan, Geheironis, 

may .rrean either "secret" or "mystery". 24 The latter refers to ambiguous 
25 

or enigmatic phenartEna. or circumstances, whereas "secret" conveys the 

idea of infonnation which has been withheld. Especially clear examples 
/ / of this latter sense are to be fotmd in Toh. 12: 7, 11: p.u a-,~p 10v f,«1n}.f.WS 

""'~6v ~p6f0'.l , which the NEB renders, "A king's secret ought to be kept". 

But in the LXX of Daniel 2, )AU<1'T{rrot/ and its plural refer not only to 

23. Similarly, G. Bornkamn's definition is: " ••• Jesus Himself as Messiah". See his discussion in "µucr--r{p1ov 11
, TDNT iv (1967), 819. The senna view is held by Arnbrozic, The Hidden Kingdan 99. 24. Clark, 11Re-examination", 122. · ' 

25. So far as the English word "mystery" is concerned;\the Oxford English Dictionary, vi (1933) defines it as "A matter tmexplained", 
"A riddleoren1gm3. 11 (815). 
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the divulgence of previously unknown infonnation (the interpretation of 
Nebuchadnezzar's dream, v. 19), but to an ambiguous phenarenon, the 

26 perplexing dream itself (v. 18). 

NCM this sens~ of mystery and ambiguity is precisely what character
izes the nature of the Kingdan of God in the near and irrmediate contexts 
of 4:10. Although it has nearly-arrived, it needs to be announced 
(l:14f). In 3:23, it is not clear to the scribes fran Jerusalen whether 
Jesus' exorcisms represent the manifestation of God's Kingdan or of 
Satan's. In eh. 4 itself, the l<ingdan's nature is ambiguous enough to 

require elucidation by :ireans of parables, as sha-m by 4:26-29 (the man does 
not know how it grows) and 4:30 (it needs to be likened to sanething). 
Finally, it might be added that the parable of the soils and its inter
pretation which flank 4:10-12 are about the Kingdan of God. According 
to 4:33, it was with many such parables (i.e. , about the Kingdan, cf. 

, I vv. 26, 30) that Jesus used to speak the word to the masses ( EJ..rtAH 
, ,.. ' \ I 

OCUTOI> TOj.- /\O~OV ) • Therefore, the seed in vv. 3-8, which in the inter-
pretation is called,'the word"(vv. 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20), is the word 
or :iressage about the Kingdom of God. 

Futthenrore, at no :point is an attempt made to identify Jesus with 
the SONer or, for that matter, with any other person or · syml:ol in the 

parables of the Kingdon in .MaDC. This is true, even when Jesus uses 
parables (or speaks parabolically) in 3:23 to clarify (albeit obliquely) 
the confusion of the scribes. There is an implicit reference to himself 

as the one who is heading the attack on Satan's kingdan (v. 27), but 

26. Similarly, in 2:27 of Origen's rescension, Daniel refers to n' / {' t /}. 1 ' C / ' ' o )}llO"P\ ~~ov o o 1-'°'<:'"iuS z:wp.i.i<£.~ • Ha-~ver, TI:eodotian..c gives ~e verb a5 tff"f.fWT'~ , rendering the Aramaic , 1"?f 'II:/.. , which canesro..,, 1 /'_I \()1 "to ask" I "to inquire". Thus,the interpretation is, as it were, the "secret" concerning the "mystery" (i.e. , the dream) • 

], 

i 

I 
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nothing is said of his identity. In ronclusion, we can say that in 

chapter 4, both the content of the mystery and of the parabolic teaching 

is clearly theological. It is neither specifically messianic nor 

christological, having nothing explicitly to do with Jesus' identity. 

We have here an exarrple of the pattern that, on occasions where private 

explanation followed public teaching, the explanation was neither initiated 

by Jesus nor was it christological in nature.
27 

It is therefore rrore true to the phenarena to distinguish between 

the mystery of the Kingdan, whic.11 is theological, and the secret of 

28 Be 'des messiahship or sonship, which is christological. si the argurrents 

just put forward, we may recall our observations earlier in this chapter 

(p. 99) that a Son of Man secret is non-existent, that the truly messianic 

secret is allowed to be broken by Jesus himself, and that the Son of God 

secret is to tenninate at the resurrection. The mystery of the Kingdan 

of God, however, will . persist until the Kingdcm canes in po;ver. 
29 

Whereas evidence for the first of these assertions is plain· 

enough, the latter requires scree justification • Those to whan the 

27. So also Schyler Brown, loc. cit. 
" 

28. Kellier, op. cit. (seen. 29), 42 points to a similar distinction 
made by Jl..J.bert SchweTtzer in The Quest of the Historical Jesus (E'T, 1910 
of Geschichte der Leben-Jesu-Fcrschung, 1906), 347 (not 349}:"He [Wrede] 
is unwilling to recognize that there-fs a second, wider circle of mystery 
,;.vhich has to do not wit."1 Jesus I Messiahship, but with his preaching of 
the Kingdan, with the mystery of the Kingdan of God in the wider sense ••• " 

29. S. Bravm, ibid., 61, distinguishes between the mystery of the 
Kingdcm of God and the iressianic secret, arguing that although the 
disciples are "given" the fonner (4:11), they only "grasp11 the latter 
at 8.29. Irrmediately follCMing the parabolic discourse, the disciples : 
still have no fait."1 after Jesus stills the stonn (v. 40) and wonder who 
he is (v. 41) • The sane lack of insight persists in 6: Slf and- 8 :-1'7- -
21, where they fail to perceive the meaning of the feedings. 
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' ,, mystery of the Kingdan has not been granted ( o, f~w , v. 11) are not simply 
deprived of info:rmatipn. The consequences of their deprivation is 
blindness and deafness which produce unbelief that leads to a loss of 
salvation (failing to tum and be forgiven, v. 12). Furthenrore, this 
apparently is not a temporary condition; the mystery is not rerroved with . 
an event such as the resurrection. Were this so, it would :rrean that 
sane would be destined for damnation simply because they had lived in 
the pre-resurrection period. It is not surprising that the church used 
this text fran Isa. 6 elsewhere (i.e. other than in the setting of 
Jesus' ministry) to give a reason for unbelief: Acts 28:26f and Ran. ·111: 
8 (in both instances, about Israel's continued unbelief). The rnystery 
of the Kingdan of God remains after the resurrection, even though the 
:rressianic and Son of God secrets have been divulged. 

We find the sane phenarenon in vv. 14-20, where another aspect 

of the mystery is described. Whereas 4:lOff give a rationale for 
persistent unbelief, vv. 14 .... 20 seem to give various reasons for apostasy 
and steadfastness. In other wurds, the interpretation has less to do 

with explaining how or why outsiders fail to care .. inside", so much 
as it explains how it is that those who are in sare sense insiders 

30 becare outsiders. Only v. 15 might be cited as an instance of why 
unbelief occurs: Satan snatches the word away. Sane hear and receive 
the word joyfully, but because they lack depth , they survive only until 
stress and persecution cane (vv. 16f). others have heard (aorist) the 
word, but deceitful riches and the cares of t.he ,age choke it so that 
fruitlessness occurs (vv. 18f) • Those, hcMever, who are scMn on good 
soiL hear and receive the word and bear fruit (v. 20). Again, one nrust 
.. --... _. 

30. J\.mbrozic, op. cit., 135 and Kelber, The Kingdan in Mark, 4lf share this view. 



ask whether these various responses tenninate at the resurrection with 

the tennination of the Son of God secret or whether they accanpany the 

word or message of the Kingdon whenever it is preached. 

Although a host of problems remains, it seems clear enough that 

4:10-12 may not be so easily subsumed tn1der the rronolithic secrecy 

theory which Wrede proposed. To speak dogmatically about the "secret" 

of the Kingdan of God and to call it "messianic" at 4,: 10 is to neglect 

important contextual and linguistic data to the contrary • 

. B. Publicity 

Wrede candidly enurrerated at least ten contradictions to the 

secrecy theory, contradictions which highlighted the public nature 

ll.5 

of Jesus ministry (70, 124ff): the many public miracles, the " ••• quite 

open messianic utterances of Jesus or items suc..11 as the messianic 

entry, " and hints to people outside t:J1e disciple group about his death 

'("the death of the Messiah") in 2:19f, 12:6ff. Furthenrore, Jesus' 

reply {v 1to<.ptt~o~«.15, to the accusation that he exorcised derrons through 

Beelzebub is presumed to have been tn1derstcxxi (3:23-27); and Mark himself 

says that the Jewish authorities perceived that Jesus had told the 

parable of the rejected Son against them (12:12). To Albert Schweitzer, 
31 

and others since, these signalled the irrplausibility of Wrede's theory. 

But Wrede himself gave them only superficial consideration, being content 

to use them as evidence for the pre-Markan origin of the secret (145f). 

The contradictions really have no positive value for Wrede except that 

they make telling the story about Jesus worthwhile . and possible. 

31. Schweitzer , op_. ~-, 341. 



Were the secrecy notif pressed to its logical conclusion, Jesus' 

life would have been incapable of description (125f) • 

But a closer look at the publicity notif shcMs that it does play 

a positive role alongside the secrecy and privacy phenarena.. 32 

Although it is relevant to consider all of the teaching and miracles 

which are done publicly,
33 

we shall concern ourselves only with those 

public events and staterrents which are clearly christological. Having 

restricted our investigation to this, the heart of the matter, let 

us be clear about what precisely is publicized or disclosed. On the 

basis of our study in eh. II, we cannot simply say that it is Jesus' 

identity and role in general or, nore specifically, his nessianic 

identity and role~ Rather, the data shcw JesU& both by word and action, 

selectively concealing and revealing various aspects of his identity 

and role. He consistently suppresses the denons who address him as 

the Son of God (cf. p. 101). Although he ccmnanded his disciples not 

to tell anyone that he was the Olrist (8:30), he allCMed Bartirnaeus 

116 

to address him as "Son of David" in public without suppressing him 

(10:48), and later admitted to Caiaphas that he was the Messiah (14:6lf). 

Although Jesus was concerned that his CMn disciples interpret the Messiah's 

role by the death and resurrection of the Son of Man (8:31), he failed 

to provide such an intei.-pretation for Bartimaeus' acclamation, his 

entry into Jerusal~, and his only explicit.,public teaching concerning 

the Messiah (12:35ff). There is a selective use of "the Son of Man" 

as well. This tenn is errployed publicly but on1 y when it refers to his 

authority (2;10, 28) and his eschatological manifestation (8:38, 14:62). 

. 32. C. F. D. 1-bule has recently attempted to put privacy and 
publicity into perspective. See "On Defining the Messianic Secret 
in Mark', in a forth-caning Festschrift for w. G. Kiirmel. 

33. For a recent treatnent of these passages, see J. D. G. 0mm, 
"The .Messianic Secret in Mark", Tynd. Bull. 21 (1970), 98ff. 

I . 



Otherwise, Jesus confines his teaching about the Son of Man's death 

and resurrection to the disciples. 

A possible exception may be his invitation to the sunnoned 

crowd and disciples to follow him (8:34-37). The conditions of self

denial and especially the cross-bearing are perhaps rreant to reflect 

the destiny of the Son of Man, first announced privately to the disciples 

just before (v. 33). Prior to this there had been an oblique public 

reference to Jesus' death in the saying about the bridegroan (2:19). 

Under 'What circumstances does Jesus disclose his identity or 

role? Before 8:27, it seems that he responds to those who have mis

understood sarething which he has done or said. Apparently, Jesus was 

so successful in preventing the derrons fran revealing that he was the 

Son of God that it was counterprcxluctive; he was placed in their camp 

(3:22) ! Thus, publicity arises out of privacy. So as to preserve the 

secret and yet rectify the misapprehension about himself Jesus tells 

the parable of the Stronger One, which portrays him as the one who has 

the power to bind Satan and plunder his possessions (3:23, 27). 

On another occasion, it was sarething Jesus had said which prcxluced 

the misapprehension. In claiming to forgive the paralytic's sins 

(2: 5, 7) , Jesus had incurred the charge of being a blaspherrer. In 

defense, he clairred that curing the paralytic vJOuld certify the Son 

of Man's authority to forgive sins. The degree of explicitness here 

seems to fit the pattern of secrecy which we have observed: strict 

_secrecy about the Son of God and openness about .the authority of _the 

Son of Man. 

Of course, there are circumstances in which the public's 

ignorance is not informed. One such instance arises in the wake of 

Jesus' first exorcism. 'Ihe 'WOrshippers in the synagogue at capemaum are 

I' 
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ast0tn1ded not at Jesus' identity as the Son of Gcx1 but at his new and 

authoritative teaching. Their question is not "Who is this?", but 

"v.1hat is this?" (1:22, 27). Likewise, Jesus' ccrnpatriots recognize 

his superior wisdan and power, but these are overshadaved because 

he is a "local l:o.i' (6:3). Instead of putting them right, Jesus points 

to the familiar phenarenon that a prophet only finds dishonor in his 

own country and arrong his family (v. 4). 

By this tine, Jesus has a~ quite a reputation. He not 

only achieves acclaim for his well-doing (7:37), but sare imagine him 

to be Elijah or one of the other prophets. However, Herod is 

convinced that Jesus is John the Baptist redivivus because of the 

miraculous power evident in his deeds (6:14ff). It is against this 

background of popular opinion that Peter confesses that Jesus is the 

Messiah (8:28f). 

After 10: 46, as we saw in section 6 of eh. III (pp. 89~~) , the 

nood changes. Earlier, publicity had seemed to be detennined . by circum

stance; but nc:111 Jesus takes the initiative in an unprecedentErl way. 

To be sure, the disclosure is not always of the same or of increasing 

explicitness; but the concentration of public disclosures follc:Ming 

Bartiroaeus' acclamation is greater than anywhere else in the Gospel: 
34 

ll8 

the entcy to Jerusalem and terrple cleansing (11:1-11 , 12-19) , teaching 

about the Messiah (12 : 35ff), the admission to caiaphas (14:6lf). 

Included in this list should be two public allusions to Jesus' 

34. R. H. Lightfoot wrote of this account, "St. Mark ' s doctrine 
of the secret .Messiahship of Jesus i s here strained t o the br eaking 
point ." History and Interpretation in the Gospel s (1934) , 121. t\Te 
"-Ould onl yadd-that b~e . strain begins at 10: 4 8. and maintain that the 
rressianic secret, or better, nessianic 11r eserve 11

, is only one aspect 
of the secrecy doctrine . 

I 11 . 
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death. The first arises in connection with the temple cleans

ing (see section 6). In the parable of the rejected son and 

the scriptural reference to the rejected and vindicated stone 

(12: 1-12), Jesus is in effect parabolically conveying to his 

opponents and the larger public the essential message of the 

passion-resurrection predictions. The beloved son•s fate cor

responds to the Son of Man's (see eh. II, p. 53). At the be

ginning of what has become known as the Passion Narrative, a 

woman anoints Jesus at Bethany in the home of Simon the leper 

(14:3-9). By her action, she indicates her anticipation of Je~ 

sus' approaching death. The deed would have remained miscon

strued (v~ 4f) had he not interpreted its significance for the 

audience. 

c. The Disciples' Ignorance35 

so far as Wrede was concerned, this phenomenon, too, be

longed to the messianic secret.36 Despite their privileged po

sition, Jesus• followers failed to perceive the significance of 

his teaching and mighty works. However, in his analysis, Wrede 

(and many since) failed to observe important distinctions in 

the data. It -was noted above (n . 16) that because of their i g

norance , t he disciples received private explanation of teaching 

which had b een given publicly . Al though there was a certain 

s t er eotypic qu ality to these account s, in no case was the ex-

35 . This theme as i t appear s i n the context of 4: 1-20 
(and 7:14- 23), is examined in detail in the EXCURSUS below. 

36. Wrede,~· cit., 93- 103, but esp. lOlff. The rele
vant p assages wilTbeaiscussed in the t ext • . 
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planation given to the disciples christological. And this is 

the crucial factor so far as the messianic secret is concerned. 

The same is true in other instances where they are the recip

ients of special instruction: 8:14-21 (the leaven of the Phar

isees and of Herod), 9:10 {confusion a.bout what "rising from 

the dead" meant), and 9:33 {concern for rank, cf. 10:37, 40). 

On other occasions, their ignorance is christological. 

They wonder who it is whom the wind and sea obey {4:41). Be

cause of their hardness of heart, it is impossible for them to 

make the connection between meeting Jesus on the lake and the 

feeding of the five thousand {6:5lf). Having perceived that 

Jesus was·the Messiah (8:29), Peter balks at his teaching a

bout the son of Man {8:32). Later, the entire group of disci

ples fails to comprehend this teaching and is afraid to ask for 

an explanation, even though Jesus traveled incognito through 

Galilee for the express purpose of instructing them about the 

impending destiny of the Son of Man (9:30ff). Finally, their 

ignorance comes to a climax in Pater's outright denial of Je

sus {14:72). 

Having sorted out the data along these lines, it is now 

incumbent upon us to interpret them. Wrede argued that the 

di sciples' ignoranc e is actually a witness to the earliest be

lief about Jesus' messiahship. Since Jesus became the Messiah 

only at the resurr ection,37 then it is only natural that his 

di sciples could not have perceived this until then. But the 

37 . I b i d ., c iting Ac ts 2: 36 , Rom. 1 :4 as support for this 
view. But~should be noted tha t Pet er r ef ers to J esus as be
ing the fruit of David's loins { 2 : 30), as b "6a-1 os of God, who 
is not to see corruption (v. 27), before the resurrection. Ac
cording to Paul in Romans,Jesus was 11 descended from David", a 
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only evidence which Wrede can find for thls theory in Mark is 

9:9 and several extra-Markan passages which allegedly support 

this view of the resurrection as the ground of the disciples' 

perception of Jesus' identity and significance.38 However, 9:9 

says nothing about Jesus I becoming the Messiah at the resurrec

tion or about perceiving his messiahship at that time. The 

point is that the disciples may then divulge what they have 

just seen: Jesus transfigured and presented by God as his be

loved Son (9:7). Both Jesus' identity as the Son of God and 

the possibility of the disciples' perception is assumed. 

Furthermore, Wrede 1 s interpretation of the extra-Markan 

~ passages breaks down. · In the synoptic gospels and Acts, it 

seems clear that neither the resurrection, nor an appearance of 

the Risen Lord is sufficient of itself in altering the disci

ples' perception. In Mark, the women at the tomb respond with 

bewilderment and fear when they learn of Jesus• resurrection 

(l6:6ff). According to Matthew, seeing Jesus did cause most of 

the eleven to worship him, but some of them doubted (28:17). 

Likewise, the two men journeying to Emmaus do not realize that 

their fellow traveller is Jesus of Nazareth, who has been the 

subject of their discussion (Lk. 24:16, 19-24). Only in the 

breaking of t~e bread are their eyes opened (vv. )Of, 35). 

Furthermore, Luke reports that before he departed, Jesus o

pened his disciples' minds so that they .could understand the 

scriptures concerning him (v. 46). Later, Luke relates that 

messianic qualification which he had before being "designated 
Son · of God in power. • • by his resurrection from the dead" 
(RSV). 

38. Ibid., 218-32 for the full discussion. For a recent 
elaborationc5I' this in terms of the nature of Christian belief, 
s~e Conzelmann, "Present and Future", 43 ( 29.5). 
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for forty days, Jesus taught them about the Kingdom of God (Acts 

1:3). Yet, even after this, the disciples seem as imperceptive 

as before (v. 6). Only after Pentecost does their uncertainty 

and ignorance disappear. For the connection between resurrec

tion and understanding, we must look to the Fourth Gospel (e.g. 

12:16, 13::7, 16:25 and er. 2:22). 

It may very well be, therefore, that the disciples~ ob

tuseness in Mark belongs to a phenomenon which persisted among 

Jesus• followers (some of them, at least) even after the res

urrection. However, there seems to be some evidence in the 

Gospel to suggest that the reason for the disciples' ignorance 

was a moral one: a lack of faith (4:41) and a hardened heart 

(6:52, 8:17f). This point will receive further attention in 

the EXCURSUS which follows. 

Before leaving this topic, it is necessary to respond to 

those scholars who interpret Mark's criticism of the disciples 

as an all-out vendetta and a total rejection of them since they 

have rejected Jesus.39 However, although it is possible to ar

gue this latter point (that they reject Jesus), it must be em

phasized that Jesus does not reject them, as J.4:28 and 16:7 

make perfectly clear: the disciples who abandoned him and Pe

ter who denied -him are to see him in Galilee. 

J9. According to some recent writers, Mark conducts this 
anti-disciple polemic against a point of view held by his theo
logical opponents. T. J. Weeden, Mark--Traditions in Conflict 
(1971), 26-.51, 54-.59. Kelber, The r.ingciom in Mark, 45f, 49f, 
63f, 82ff. ~ 

I 
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D. Summary 

Our examination of the most important evidence for secre

cy, privacy, publicity, and the disciples• ignorance has re

vealed several important points to be considered in any recon

struction of the secret•s significance in the Gospel. It is 

imperative to distinguish between a divine Son-of-God secret., 

a messianic reserve., and a selective public and private use of 

"the son of Man". 

Only the injunctions to the demons and to the disciples· 

are clearly christological. Absent was any christological mo

tive for injunctions to those who were healed of ailments not 

resulting from demonic possession. Rarely was the cure in 

these cases performed privately. In neither the exorcisms nor 

the healings, was the vocabulary so standard that it would be 

called stereotypic. 

Private explanation given to disciples of teachin.g which 

had been given publicly was not christological. The language 

was more standard in these instances and in those where Jesus 

did initiate private teaching, which was christological. Fur~ 

thermore, it was argued that the mystery of the Kingdom of God 

should not be equated with the Son of God secret. The former 

is theologicalJdescribing the ambiguity which will attend di

vine activity until the parousia. The latter is christological 

and is to terminate at the resurrection. 

The publicity phenomena should be examined alongside the 

privacy phenomena. Both indicate a selective concealing and 

revealing of various aspects of Jesus' identity and role. 
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Sometimes circumstantial- factors deterniine the ocoa.sion- and- 

the explicitness of the disclosure. After Bartimaeus I acclama- -

tion, the tempo of christological divulgence increases, until 

Jesus reveals to Caiaphas that he is indeed the Messiah. 

The data belonging to the motif of the disciples• igno

rance should be distinguished between those which are christo

logical and those which are not. The little evidence available 

seems to indicate that moral factors lie behind the disciples• 

obtuseness. 

E. EXCURSUS: The Structure of Mk. 4:1-20. 
Biblical and Extra-Biblical Analogies 

Not long after Wrede published his classic study, schol

ars began to adduce parallels to some of the secrecy phenomena, 

from contemporary Jewish and pagan literature. For example, E. 

Rohde produced evidence from the hellenistic period which 

showed that the verb cj>lp.oG'v ( "to muzzle") is a characteristic 

of binding (Kli-TolSt7v) a demon4° (cf. 1:25, c{>lfl~e11Tl ). 

Bultmann adduced examples of public withdrawal when a miracle 

was performed4l (cf. Mk. 5:40, 7:33, 8:23): 1 Kings 17:19; 

2 Kings 4:4, 33, 9:5f; and Ta•an 23b .42 More recently, David 

Daube cited and discussed instances of rabbinic teaching from 

40. Erwin Rohde, Psyche: The Cult of Souls and Belief in 
Immortality Among the Greeks (ET, 1925 of' Psyche: Seelencult 
und Unsterblich::::kei tsglaube der Griechen, 1910~,6 ) , 630f (p. 
424 of the 5th German editionj. Bultmann, History, 224-ad
duces Pap. Osl., Fasc. 1 (1925), no. 1, col. 6, I. 164. But 
this maglcaT15apyrus dates from the 4th century A.D., and the . 
imprecation is for the purpose of preventing another person's 
(not a demon 1 s} wrath. 

41. R. Bultmann, loc. cit. (seen. 40). 
42 . Bultmann, ibid., cTtes E. Bickermann, "Das Messias-



the second half' of the first (one instance), second, and third 

centuries A.D., illustrating the pattern of public pronounce

ment followed by private interpretation which one finds in Mk. 

4:1-20, 7:14-23, elsewhere in his Gospel (seen. 16), and in 

the synoptic parallels.43 

There are several ways of interpreting these traditional 

features. Bultmann held that the privacy motif should not be 

included among the secrecy phenomena.44 But it may also mean 

that Mark simply uses anything in his tradition that might 

suit his purposes.45 Our task is to call attention to bibli

cal and extra-biblical data which might shed further light on 

the Evangelist's compositional activity and his intention in 

this much-discussed passage. 

1. The Data 

a. The Markan Pattern: 4:1-20 (and 7:14-23) 

The most fundamental feature of the Markan arrangement is 

parable (vv. 3-8) followed by explanation (vv • . l4-20). Between 

these two elements lie two transitional questions. The first, 

asked by oi Trff~ t<JT~v ~V TOIS ,,.I,sE~, betrays their ignorance: 

geheimnis und die Komposition des Markuseva.ngeliums 11 , ZNW, 22 
(1923), 133, who refers to Ta 1 an 23b {R. Iona). But h~lour
ished ea. 350, rather too late for our purposes. 

43. D. Daube, "Public Pronouncement and Privat.e Explana
tion in the Gospels", ExT 57 (1946), 175ff and reprinted in 
The New Testament and Tiaobinic Judaism (1956), under the title, 
11 Puo1ic Retort and Private Explanation", 141-150. 

44. Bultmann, loc. cit. . 
· 45. sow. C. Robinson, "Wrede's Secret Messiah", 19f. 

I 
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' I ' ' ._ i ·/ ( 4 10) 11pw-ro;v ()(IJTOV,, .To<S TTo(fiX.. /;>011/)\5 : • The 

second shows Jesus' surprised and critical response to their 
, ?I ( ' A \ ' I t lack of comprehension: ovK o,c)C{Tf.. ,,v ffd...fK.,JDf'">'Jv' ,c1.ur11v, 

k()(.( ITWS ITD(O-olS T~S TTcl_frJ..~o>..'cx.s 6'Vl~<r£.<r 9 <c..; ( v. 13). 46 Thus, 

there appears the four-fold pattern: (lLparable, (2) incom

prehension, (3) critical response, and (4) explanation. 

For the purposes of this study, we need not be concerned 

with the detail that the disciples in _v. 10 inquired about the 

parablel, whereas Jesus' question implies that they asked a

bout nthis" parable, i. e. the parable of the soils or about 

his statements in vv. llr.47 The point is that both reveal 

the disciples I ignorance. Furthermore, in a formff ly similar / o...e.. 

situation in eh. 7, the same pattern recurs without this in

consistency: parable (vv. 15, 17b); incomprehension, evident 

in the disciples' request for the meaning of the parable (v. 

17); critical retort (v. 18a); interpretation of the parable 
. , 

( vv. 18'b-23). 

b. The Pattern in the OT 

r-, 

It is not difficult to find instances in the OT where el

ement s ( 1), ( 21 , and (4) occur in parabolic and ·oth er t ypes of 

teaching. Examples in Ezekiel include the parable of the boil

ing pot (24:3-14, 19 , 21-24), the prophet's vacating his house 

to symboli ze t he Exi l e (12: 3-7, 9-16), and the symbol of t he 

st icks ( 37: 15-28). I n Zachariah, this three-fold pattern oc-

46 . Se e n. 52. 
47. See G. H. Boobyer, "The Redaction of Mark IV.1-34", 

NTS 8 (1961- 62), 67 rr. 

. I 
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curs in the visions of the variously-colored horses (1:8-11), 

the four horns (vv. 18-21), the ephah (5:5-11), and the four 

chariots (6:1-8). 

However, so far as the author has been able to determine 

in this preliminary study, the full, four-part pattern is less 

common. The earliest example of it occurs in Ezekiel 17. Now 

it has been noted that the image of the tree in whose shade 

birds will nest and under whose boughs all kinds of beasts 

will dwell (v. 23, cf. 31:6) is reflected in Mk. 4:3348 • How

ever, no NT scholar and only a few OT scholars have noticed, 

and only in passing, that between the parable of the Eagles 

and the Vine (vv. 3-10)49 and its explanation (vv. 12b-24), 

there appears the same sort of critical retort (v. 12a) as one 

finds in Mk. 4:13a50. Here, as in Mk. 4, the retort strongly 

implies the audience's incomprehension. The full, structural 

similarity may be more clearly displayed in chart form: 

48. For a recent evaluation of the influence of Ezek. 
17:23 and similar motifs in Jl:5f, Daniel 4:12 (MT, 4:9) and 
4:21 (MT, 4:18) on the imagery of Mark 4:32 and par., see H.K. 
McArthur, "The Parable of the Mustard Seed", CBQ 33.2 ( April 
1971), 202-05. See also R. W. Funk, "The Lookllig-Glass Tree 
is for the Birds", Int~ 27.1 (Jan. 1973), 3-9. · 

49. It may be"'"'valid, on the basis of external criteria, 
to call this llallegoryff, but it should be kept in mind that 
nowhere iri the -Greek OT. does C::1\A'">'Jyop{o<.. or &~i\~,rop(i'v occur • . 
Only once does ei tre r of these appear in the NT: in Galatians 
4:24, Paul uses a participial form. The passage in Ezek. is 
inti;oduced in the LXX ( v •• 2) .bY. fi'l] y17<J~( S~11¥1l}L~ l{o<'.( ~f'n-ov tfu({J~
fJo}..11v and in the MT by '7~ Q 1•1U r,J~ TI -r 7J l"•l"n. 

50. G. A. Cooke remarked only that "Teaching by parable 
is meant to set peopie thinking". See The Book of Ezekiel 

L. (1936), 187. Mpr e recently, w. Zimrn~rli, Ezechiel (1969), 384 
/w compar,ed the t'fo passages with others in Ez ek. where a questio~ 

comes oetween a parable or symbolic act and its interpretation: 
12:9; 21:5, 12; 24:19; 37:18. Strictly speaking, however , these 
instances are not really as comparable to 17:12a and Mk. 4:13a 
as they are to Mk. 4: 10, since the audience (part of it in the 
latter instance) requests the interpre!ation, whereas in Ezek .17:12a 



(1) Parable 

( 2) Incompre-
hension 

(3) Critical 
Retort 

(4) Interpre-
tation 

Ezek. 17:1-?!J: 

Parable of the Eagles 
and the Vine 

vv. 3-10 

) / ) ' ( implied: 11pw-rwv ~UTOV ., ...... ) 
Tl ~" Tc<.0Tot. 

Parable Explained 
vv. 12b-24 

Mk. y_: 1-20 

Parable of the Soils 
vv. 3-8 
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' , ' \ ( implied: l"Jl)WTuJ\/ o(VTOv T. m,1.-
( r, ' J ' f"'f3o)..l)v, f. v. \O: ripwTW'I cf ToV ••• 

T~S ,rotpoe~oAo(S.) 

0J1< o'(l,11,Tf. -r; 1ro1po1~o~~v Tc(~'/;52 
v. lJa 

Parable Explained 
vv. 14-20 

Two further instances of this pattern appear in their full 

form in zechar.iah.53 

(1) Revela
tion 

(2) Incompre
hension 

(3) Critical 
Retort 

(4) Interpre
tation 

• 

Zechariah 4 
( a) 

Vision of the Golden 
Lampstand 
(vv. 2bf) 

/ ) ...... I' 
T( €0-TIV TiAUT"'-, 1<up1(·, 

(v. 4) 

n~f n~n-n!? .l;\¥1~ xi1-q 
1 / I } "' ov y1vwr~c.lS 1l f.,:STIV fc(VTa(; 

(v. 5a) 

Vision Explained 
·. (vv. 5b-10) 

(b) 

(A D.etail of the Vision) 

Concerning the Olive 
Trees {vv. llf) 

il~~-nn .A~rP xi'?n 
._.,.. T ,- : -T -: 

' .. , , l "' 01.JK- of Od.5 Tl ~TI\/ TOC.\IT.at.; 
{ V • lJ) 

Detail Explained 
(v. 14) 

and Mk. 4:lJa, it is the giver of the parable who responds to 
their request with a question which is critical in tone. 

51. In the LXX, frr10-T°'O"'Gcxl , like Ef £[vo,:.( 
and r._ 1vl-0d"""Ki.i v , chiefly translates Y T ~ : 

52. This may, of course, be either a question or a state
ment. Taylor, op. cit., 259, notes -that Luther took it as the· 
latter. If only th"e""Greek were available, Ezek. 17:12a could 
be read as a statement as well. 3ut the Hebrew Vorlage demands 
a question. Furthermore, if the pat.tern in Mark does reflect 
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Noteworthy here is that, in the Hebrew, the wording of -( 3) --·-

in each case (more a surprised rather than critical retort) is 

almost identical to the question in Ezekiel. Not as exact, but 

still very close, is the rendering of the LXX. In Zech. 4:4, 
)I(' / 

13, Otdoi and )'1\/WQ""K.w seem to be interc_hangeable, a 

fact which is not surprising since each, like 

translates ~ 1 7 most often. Furthermore, the appearance of - .,. 
the pattern in a vision shows that it is not confined to para-

bolic teaching. Consequently, category (1) may be broadened 

to include revelation or teaching in a more general sense. 

c. Later NT Instances 

Matthew retains. the pattern of Mk. 7:14-23 at 15:10-20 

but omits Jesus' critical retort (4:13) from his parallel ac

count (13:1-23). Luke retains only elements (l} and (4)-

parable and explanation--in his version of Mk. 4 and fails to 

reproduce 7:14-23 altoge.ther. 

' 

Still later, and outside the synoptic tradition, our four

fold pattern emerges in the Fourth Gospe1.54 

that of Ezekiel, then there is additional support for taking 
4:13a as a question, as most editors and commentato~s do.-

53. I should like to thank the Rev. Prof. c. F. D. Moule 
for calling my attention to the first of these. 

54 . I wish to thank Dr . Graydon Snyder for calling my 
attention to this pattern in John J. 

-I 



{ 1) . Teaching 

\. 

(2) Incompre
hension 

{ 3) Critical 
Retort 

(4) Explana
tic>n 

Gospel of John 

Birth from Above 
3: 3, 5-8 

c , ,, e 
1T"W5 OUVo<.To(L O(V' pv.J7T0S y£vv71-

8~V'1. \ x{pLJv WV, (v .4) 
C / / I ,t:,,. 

TTWS ovVo(Tol( ToWTo( \/£V£\i17c(l; 
v. 9 ° ' 

it Ef ~ ~,~o(~l<~,\os Tov ~k
poc..Y}I\ K. Tot.'v-ra1. oJ y1vLVlfl< f:157 

v. 10 

Explanation 
vv. 11-21(?) 

d. Post-NT Examples 
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To Know Jesus is to Know 
the Father (14: 7) 

Philip: Show Us the 
Fath er ( v. 8) 

TOO"OUTOV xpovoV µ£.e' Uj4WV K. oOK 
. tyvwKd.5 pe,<p(,\mTT€.; 

(v. 9a, of. 9c, lOa) 

He who has seen me has 
seen the Father 

(v. 9b, of. lObf) 

Two instances from the Shepherd of Hermas indicate that 

the pattern survived into the middle of the second century, oc

curring both in a parable and a vision. 

(l) Teaching 

(2) Incompre-
hension 

{ 3) Critical 
Retort 

(4) Interpre-
tation 

Shepherd of Hermas55 

Parable of the Vineyard 
55{V:·2) :1-11 

Vision of the Tower: 
White and Round Stones 

lO(III:2):8 
'' ,, ' · , ) / 
tyw T«vTo<s 1"'s rro<pi;.e~>.ti(.s ov y,vwrKw Concerning their Ill-

56( V: 3): 156 Fit l4{III:6):5a 
- /'\ ' /(. -, -1fowovpros f.7 K. (.(Ueo(ol)S, (TTEPuJTWY 

T~ t1T1>.64'£1S Twv notpo<."o>,~v. 

58(V:5) :157 

Parable Explained58 
58(V:5): 2-
59(V:6) :8 

f/r- / ' ~ ~ / 
cws rroTf pwpos E:1 J<, ti(!'vv£Tos, I<. 

Tr~VT<>< Err£p(A)Tas ~. oo~h, voC.s; 

(v. 5b) 

Vision Explained59 
(vv. 5cff) 

55. The two most recent critical texts have been edited 
by Molly 'Whittaker, Der Hirt des Hermas (1967 ) and Robert Joly, 
Hermas: Le Pasteur (I958). These editiors have designated all 
of tne peragraphs as chapters, thereby transcending, but not 
obliterating, the older classification of Visions , Mandates, 
and Similitudes. The versification in this essay combines 
both systems: the number and paragraph of Vision, 
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2. Evaluation 

How sha.11 we assess the significance of these observations 

for the reda.ctional activity of the Evangelist at 4:1-20 and 

for the messianic secret theory?60 One thing may be sa.id with 

a high degree of certainty. The data presented above, espe

cially those from the OT, lead one to conclude that neither 

Mark nor a Christian predecessor (be that individual or commu

nity) created the structure of this passage~ nihilo. Such a 

four-fold pattern antedated both Mark and Jesus by more than 

500 years. 

a. The Secrecy Phenomena 

This conclusion is extremely significant for at least one 

aspect pf the secrecy theory, the disciples' ignorance despite 

their privileged position. We find this ignorance in its most 

acute form at 4:10, 13 ·(but cf. 7:18 and 8:16ff). It is 

Mandate, or Parable are given in parentheses which are set be
tween numbers indics.ting chapter and verse. 

56. Another example of this component, set within the 
same parable, appears at 57(V:4):l. . 

57. · Another instance of the critical retort also within 
this parable, may be found at 58(V:5):1. 

58. Elsewhere in the Similitudes the pattern may be found 
at 78(IX)--llO(IX:33). Of. 79(IX:2):5ff for incomprehension 
and retort. · 

59. See the three-fold vision of the woman: l8(III:10): 
3ff, incomprehension: v. 6, critical retort: vv. 7ff, explana
tion: 19-21( III: 11-13) • . 

60. In keeping with the principles set forth in eh. I, 
we attempted to demonstrate in this chapter that Wrede•s obser-
vations and . conclusions could not be sustained from the text 
of Mark itself. In this excursus, we are consciously depart
ing from our procedure in order to provide new evidence, from 
another level of inquiry, that reinforces our conclusions. 



11most acute" here because Jesus criticizes it as culpa-

ble.61 They should have been able to perceive the meaning of 

the parable(s), since the mystery of the Kingdom of God had 

(already) been given to them, . as the perfect form, ~.£&oToLC 

in v. 10 implies. As we noted, Wrede took the disciples• ob

tuseness as Mark's way of maintaining that only after and be

cause of the resurrection was it possible to ·perceive that Je

sus was the Messiah. But besides being unable to find support 

for this notion either in the Gospel itself or elsewhere in 

the New Testament, we have found several examples of a pattern 

in which the inability of privileged persons to perceive the 

significance of a revelation or teaching is regarded as being 

culpable in some sense, and this without any reference to a 

future event or date which would bring understanding. 

' 

In Ezekiel, the privileged group is Israel (e.g. 16:1-14) 

which, however, is in perpetual rebellion against God (17:12a). 

Especially instructive here is 12:2-16, where the language is 

reminiscent of Isa. 6:9f and where rebellion, failure to under

stand, and parabolic action are closely related.62 Nicodemus 

is "the" teacher of Israel who ought to have been able to per

ceive Jesus• teaching (Jn. 3:10). Although the author of the 

Fourth Gospel at times attributes the disciples' inability to 

perceive the significance of Jesus' words and actions because 

he had not yet been resurrected ( 12: i6, lJ: 7, 16: 2.5 and 2: 22), . 

it is precisely because they had been closely associated .with 

61. 4:41 and 6:52 might be included here, the latter in
stance being a comment or the Evangelist's. 

· 62. Further study is needed to determine how much these 
ideas have influenced Mk. 4:lOff. 
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Jesus for some time that he expressed incredulity at their 

failure to perceive who he was (14:9). Although it was through · 

Hermas that the revelations were to be communicated to the en

tire church, 63 he himself receives stinging rebukes for his 

moral deficiencies.64 Sometimes these are alleged to be the 

cause of his perpetual inquisitiveness. For example, at one 

point he is told that fasting will cultivate the humility 

which is required for understanding the meaning of a vision 
. . 

----( 18( III: 9): 6). On another occasion, Hermas is accused of be-

ing doubleminded and of not having a heart turned to God 

(18(III:9):9). In Mark, Jesus links the disciplesf failure to 

perceive the significance of the two feedings with the hard

ness of heart characteristic of "those outside" (cf. 8:14-21 

and 4:11). In 4:40, the Evangelist attributes the disciples' 

lack of understanding to a lack of faith. Only Zechariah 

seems blameless. The response to his ignorance is the least 

harsh of all. Thus, Wrede• s appeal to this motif as support 

for his interpretation of the secrecy phenomena is groundless. 

In both the Gospel and in other examples of the framework within 

which such dialogue between teacher and pupil occurs, there is 

a s:trong suggestion that the pupil I s ignoran.ce is morally- . . 

determined ·and is therefore culpable. 

63. A command to make the teaching known to the church 
occurs in the passage which we have cited from the Similitudes, 
58(V:5):l, Snyder, 2£• cit., 9 adduces 8(II:4):3, 16(III:8):11 
and 24(IV:3):6 from the Visions. 

64. snyder, ibid., 46 cites the following passages from 
the Visions: l(I:!T:8, 3(!:3):1, 6(II:2):2, 7(II:J):l, 
18(III:10):9. 
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b. Traditio-historical Issues 

Although the above analysis seems straightforward enough, 

there are matters pertaining to the nature and history of this 

pattern which are not yet clear. Is it possible, on the one 

hand, to interpret the apparent stability of the pattern, de

spite several variables, as evidence of its formal character? 

Or, on the other hand, when examined in larger contexts, mar 

its persistence be seen in another light? This uncertainty 

caused us to avoid the term "forni", p:referring instead more ten

tative expressions such as "pattern", "structure" or "phenomenon!-' 

So far as time is concerned, the pattern has appeared over 

a period of nearly 700 years in didactic or revelatory contexts, 

where the modes of teaching/ revelation included parable, vi

sion, and discourse. Although in each instance, as we saw a-. 

bove, the audience was in some way specially qualified to re

ceive the teaching, it varied from the largest group, Israel (E

zekiel) and the church (Hermas), to a select group, Jesus• dis

ciples (Mark and John); to individuals, Nicodemus and Zechariah. 

Now the consistency of the pattern in the midst of these 

variations might be regarded as proof of its formal character. 

However, this stability must be viewed with care and in context. 

There is some indication that the strength, and even presence, 

of the response to ignorance may be determined by the moral 

character of the recipient. 4 Ezra is instructive here. While 

it is true that the seer lacks understanding (4:2, lOf; .5:39) 6.5 

and confesses his sinfulness (4: 12), these are overshadowed by 

the worthiness which 

6.5. Ibid., 8. 



he later attains because of his humility (8:49f). 66 In fact, 

it is his righteousness and deep concern for the plight of Is

rael which merit his receiving the interpretation of the vi

sion (iv) of the disconsolate woman (10:39, 57). Instead of 

criticizing Ezra for his ignorance, the angelic reve1ator at

tempts to encourage and console him in the face of his bewil

derment and terror (10:25c-28, 30-37). Consequently, in the 

only instance of the pattern in 4 Ezra, component (3} is mod

ified accordingly: 
' 

( 1) Teaching 

( 2) Incompre
hension 

( 3) Response 

(4) Explanation 

4 Ezra67 

Vision (iv): The Disconsolate.Woman 
9:38-10:27 

11 intellectus meus alienatus erat" 
v.30 

("quoniam vidi, quae non sciebam, 
et audio quae non scio") 

v.35 

"utquid conturbatum est iiltellectum 
tuum ••• ? 11 

v.31 

Vision Explained 
10:40-57 

Perhaps the reason why element (3) of this pattern is appar

ent l y absent in 1 Enoch i s that critici sm of moral culpability 

would be unthinkable of one whose righteousness merited his 

translation to heaven (70 :1-4) and of one who himself was 

66 . Snyder, ibid., 8 c i t es 6 : 32 ; 10: 39; 12:7 as further 
ins t ances of h i s r'igEEeousness . 

67. The text is that edited by Bruno Violet, Die Esra
Apokalyp s e ( IV. Esr a ). (1910}, 302, 304 . 
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named the son.of Man (71:14)-. -

As a further precaution against positing formality too 

hastily, this pattern should be examined in relation to its 

use in each of the works cited. Clearly, the suspected "form" 

is not employed slavishly. As we saw earlier, in Ezekiel, on

ly once does the critical retort (3) appear, whereas several 

instances of parable (1), incomprehension (2), and explanation 

(4) occur. The same is true in Zechariah, where the full, 

four-part pattern appears twice, and this in regard to the 

same vision (eh. 4). In three other visions, only components 

(1), (2), and (4) are found. An examination of the Fourth 

Gospel and Hermas shows the same phenomenon to be true. Even 

in Mark, where the pattern occurs twice (4: 1-20 and 7: 14-23) 

or possibly three times {8:14-21), there are three other in

stances of teaching misunderstood by the disciples where ele-· 

ment {3) is absent: 9:14-21 {the possessed boy), 10:1-12 (the 

question of remarriage after divorce), 13:l-4f·f ·{the apocalyp

tic discourse). Seen in this contextual frame of reference, 

it must be admitted that the "form" is not employed slavishly, 

even though opportunities existed for its employment. Incom

prehension is not always followed by critical retort. This is 

especially significant·in Mark where the disciples are spared 

little by way of criticism from Jesus. 

With so little firm data to go on, ·it is extremely pre-
be 

carious toAdogmatic about the origin and history of our pat-

tern, if, indeedr it- had a history. Thu.s far; the earl;i:-es-t----

example of this framework appears in Ezekiel's own account or 

his frustrating ministry among a people who repeatedly miscon

strued and misunderstood the point of his symbolic and para

bolic teaching. The interchange between Ezekiel and Israel-



in-exile describe in the book emerges out of the prophet's 

historical experience. 

But what of the subsequent appearances of the pattern? 
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On the one hand, it may be that all of the later instances are 

directly or indirectly dependent on this account. Or, on the 

other hand, all of these passages, including the one in 
_,, 

Ezekiel, may reflect a kind of interchange between teacher 

and pupil which was so common to pedagogical experience that 

it became formalized and applied in relating teaching whose 

import was not readily perceived. 

What, then, is the origin of the pattern in Mark 4:1-20 

and 7:14-23? Did the Evangelist himself apply it to these 

traditions? If it is true, as some scholars argue, that Mark 
68 used a source which contained vv. 3-8, 10, 13-20, then the 

pattern would have come to him in the tradition. Whatever, 

the tradi tio-historic al itinerary,: is it possible that the 

interchange between teacher and student reflects, in a stereo

typed way, the historical experience of Jesus ( as it did in 

the case of Ezekiel)? Perhaps further research , will enable 

us to determine where the probability lies. 

68. Maintained,?for example, by J. Jeremias, The 
Parables of Jesus (1963-), 14, n. 11. Willi Marxsen,--nfre
daktionsgeschichtliche Erklarung der sogenannten Parabeltheorie 
des Markus 11 , ZThK 52 (Jan. 1955), 258~'63, reprinted in Der 
&"'Ceget als Tneo!oge (1968), 16-20. Minette de Tillesse,· OE• 
cTE., 155. A. Ambrozic, 2£• cit., 50-53. Of course, these 
scliolars differ from each other in their estimates of: where 
in the pre-Markan history of tradition this source took shape; 
how much additional tradition it contained; how much the Evan
gelist retouched, added, and created. Despite these differ- . 
ences, the source which each scholar has proposed reflects the 
four-fold pattern which we have been discussing. 

· 1 



01.APTER V: SECRECY AND GOSPEL 

A. From Wrede to conzelmann 

l. Wrede I s Legacy 

To criticize Wrede's position further is perhaps to beat a straw 

man,
1 

for his real legacy to rrodem scholarship is not the particular 

explanation which he suggested for the significance of the secret, 
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which no one espouses tcrlay, but the rrore general one that whatever the 

precise explanation, it is not to be sought in the history of Jesus but 

in the history of the church. Scholars since h7rede have sought either to 

refute t..1u.s tenet or to confinn it further and find a rrore suitable, 

specific explanation ti.11an Wrede offered. 

2. Post-Wredian Developments 

Simply to repeat the kind of analyses which other researchers have 

made of the alternatives and refinerrents which have been proI;XJsed for 

. 2 
the secrecy phenanena since Wrede 'i.vOuld be redtmdant. However, we would -:c: 

add to the analyses already available that in nearly every case, the 

solutions , .. hlc.ri scholars have proposed deal with only part of the data 

or treat evidence, which should be distinguished, as a tmified whole. 
3 

1. A :rrost- helpful, . recent analysis is -by--W. c. Robinson,"·Jr.-,
"The Quest for Wrede's Secret Messiah", 10-30. 

2. Kurrmel, Introduction, 66f, is still very useful. It has been 
reported that B. G. Powley is producing a detailed historical survey of 
the discussion. 

3. A rare exception is c. F. D. Moule in "Defining the secree•. 
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Those who place the locus of the rressianic secret's rreaning in the 

history of Jesus as evidence of his desire to avoid or transfonn national

istic Jewish rnessianism and those who place tJ1e locus of the secret' s 

meaning in the church as an attempt to explain why Jesus was rejected 

by his people and conderrrr1ed to die as a criminal
4 

ooth fail to see in 

Mark rrore of a rressianic resei:ve than a secret and do not account for the 

praninent Son of God secret . Furthenrore , ooth groups of scholars who 

see the secret as an expression of the nature·of divine revelation and the 

necessary human response, though differing on the Sitz im Leben .of that 

theology, share the same tendency to equate the mystery of the Kingdan of 

God which is to persist until the parousia and the .christological {i.e., 

Son of God) secret whic.l-i may be divulged at the resurrection. Finally, 

advocates of a Son of Man secret, be they proponents of its historicity 

or of its locus in the church's christology, do not recognize that there 
5 

is no Son of Man secret in Mark. 

There is yet another criticism which could be leveled consistently 

at the protagon.:Lsts in the rnessianic secret debate. Without fail, there 

is a a:::mron tendency to resort prematurely either to the history of Jesus 

or to the history of the church for explanations of the data before the 

analysis is complete. Wrede had at least attempted the ideal in stressing 

that all criticism should be based upon an examination of the text 

itself (Sf). Although he deplored those who prematurely left the "terrain 

of the evangelists" to -write their biographies of Jesus (ibid.) 'i'':VJrede 
I 

himself abandoned the text of Mark to find{' .•• the historical context in 

4. See eh. I for the survey of scholars and their views and the 
observations in eh. IV. · 

5. Sjoberg, Verborgene Menschensohn, 105, in order to sustain his 
positia.1.1 i s forced to regard 2:10, 28 as 11 accidental slips'' (zufallige 
Entgleisbngen) by the Evangelist. 
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which the idea of the secret a.rose" (209), i.e., in the histo

ry of the church's beliefs.6 The temptation to do so was proba

bly very strong, for Wrede engaged in a continuous, anti-super

natural and anti-historical polemic with the biographers of Je

sus.7 w. c. Robinson, Jr. is quite correct in observing that 

Throughout Wrede argued against the view that the Mes-
.... siah [ sic] secret had been a part of the actual histoz,y 

of Jesus, and he seemed unaware that such arg~ent is 
not the same as a pursuit of Mark's intention. 

3. Radical Wredianism 

a. Thesis 

One thing common to all of the interpretations of these

cret thus far, both historical and theological, is the supposi

tion that the secrecy phenomena belong to the fabric of the 

narrative. Whatever the purpose of the secret, the Evangelist 

used it to address a need in his community by telling a story 

about Jesus' past. But those who hold the understanding of the 

motif which we may call the "kerygmatic" deny this premise. The 

secret is not a theme integral to the narrative but an hermen

eutical device whereby the Evangelist sought to bring the un

paradoxical christology of certain miracle traditions, which 

portrayed Jesus as a thaumaturgic d,ivine man, into conformity 

with the paradoxical christology of his kerygma. Therefore, 

6. see the entire discussion through p~ 236. 
7. E.g., "Mark actually has a large share of unhistorical 

narratives in his Gospel. No critical theologian believes his 
report on the baptism of Jesus, the raising of Jairus' daughter, 
the miraculous feedings, the walking of Jesus on the water, the 
transfiguration, or the conversation with the women at the tomb, 
in the sense in which he records them" (10). This judgment is 
made against the exorcisms (49), miracles in general (50), and 
Jesus' teaching in parables (62). 
· 8. Robinson, 2.E• ~., 15. 
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the secrecy phenomena are not integrar to the story of Jesus• · . -

past. Instead, they enable the Evangelist to address his read

ers directly :in narrative which mimetically reflects the cir

cumstances, issues, and their protagonists in Mark's church. 

The disciples are made to advocate the f'alse understanding 

which the Evangelist is trying to combat; Jesus is made to ad

vocate Mark's point of view.9 In the words or Hans Conzelmann, 

the secrecy motif is 11 ••• the hermeneutical presupposition of 

the genre, 'gospel, 11 •
10 

This is Wrede 1 s theory in its most radical form. With 

Wrede, Conze1m.ann and others affirm that the Sitz im Leben of 

the secret is within the church rather than within the life of 

Jesus, but they deny that it has anything to do with the past. 

Rather, the secrecy phenomena are meant to function in the 

reader's present. 

Since this position is held by many prominent scholars and 

since it is gaining new adherents, it is important to under

stand the complex of issues which undergird it. Only then will 

it be possible to attempt an evaluation. 

1) Ideological Foundations 

Basic to· this thesis is the application of the "Kerygma

theologie11 expounded by Martin Kahler both to form-critical 

analysis of the synoptic tradition and to redaction-critical 

analysis of the gospels. Kahler, the ideological.mentor of 

9. For a succinct statement of this position by one of 
its most passionate advocates, see Perrin, Redaction Criticism, 
41r. 

10. see n. 23. 
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this group, expounded a cardinal tenet of Kerygmatheologie 

which stresses what might be termed the "pregnant individuality" 

of the traditions by and about Jesus which the church preserved: 

In jedem Tropfen der betaueten Wiese spiegelt sich wider~ 
strahlend der Sonne Licht; so tritt uns in jeder kleinen 
Geschichte die volle Person unsers Herrn entgegen.11 

Kahler's dictum that each tradition, even the smallest, re-

flects the entire person of Christ penetrated much of German 

scholarship. Gunther Bornkamm, a distinguished pupil of Rudolf 

Bultmann, and himself one of the pioneer redaction critics, 

maintains, regarding the pericopeal and anecdotal nature of the 

traditions about Jesus, "These story scenes give his story not 

only when pieced together, but each one in itself contains the 

person and history of Jesus in their entirety1112 [underlining 

mine]. Furthermore, the same applies to the transmission of Je

sus I sayings: 

Here again each word stands by itself, exhaustive in 
itself, not dependent on context for its meaning 013 requiring a comm.ent~y on it from some other word. · 

Allied with the intense emphasis upon the pregnancy and in

dividualism. of the traditions is the theory of their "kerygmatic" 

use. Once again, Bornkamm. is its most articulate spokesman. 

The tradition is not really the repetition and transmission 
of the word he [Jesu~l spoke once upon a time, but rather 
is his word today. F'rom this standpoint alone can we grasp 
tE.e different rendering of his word in the tradition. 

In the relating of past history they proclaim who he is, 
not who he was. 14= 

2) Traditio-historical Application 

It was Hans Conzelmann who rirst applied .these principles 

rigorously to 

11. Martin Kahler, Der sogenannte histo2ische Jesus und 
der geschichtliche, biblische 0nristus, ll896 ), 60£. 

12. Bor~amm, Jesus of Nazareth (ET, 1960 of Jesus von 
Nazareth, 1959 ), 25. IJ. Ibid. 14: Ibid. 

,I I 
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the Gospel of Mark in 1957. 15 The solutions to the secret which had been 

proposed by Wrede, Bulbnann and, in principle, all of the representative 

positions rrentioned earlier, were rejected as "historical constructions".
16 

Mark did not errploy _ the secret as a 1i terarJ therre for the purpose of ·. ,_) . 

overcaning the discrepancy between originally non-messianic traditions 

about Jesus and the church's belief in him as Messiah. The phenanena 

are not rreant to explain that Jesus knew himself to be the Christ but 

kept the fact secret from all but a few trusted followers. 

Against such solutions, Conzelmann rraintained that~' ••• it is not the 
\ 

non-messianic character of the units in the tradition which causes the 

evangelist trouble [Muhe], but rather their messianic character. 1117 

Mark's solution lay " ••• in his putting together a rrass of rraterial already 

understood christologically in such as way as to confo:rm to the kerygrna . 

(understood in the sense of secrecy christology).
1118 

'!\JO years later, Conze1rna.nn indicated m::>re precisely what he meant 

by "secrecy christology" of the kerygma and specified hav the Evangelist 

went about rraking his troublesare 11messianic'! tradition confonn to it. 

Sie Ithe secrecy theory] dient vielrrehr der positiven Darstellung 
eines\;i.m Sinn des Paradoxes konzipierten! - Offenbaru.11gsgedankens. 
Es ist bezeia.'111end, das sich Markus (der wohl der Schopfer 

15 . Conze1rna.nn, op. cit. , 26-44 (277·-296) • Perhaps H. J. Ebeling 
v:ould quali fy 9-S a predecessor. See Das .Messiasgeheiinnis und die 
Bot schaft des MarKus-Evangelist en (1939). In every tradition, t he Gospel 
proclairred notlring but the risen I.Drd. Cf . esp. 95- 113. 

16. 'r'rtls is the expression used by Conzelrna.nn in a later discussion 
of the sarre i ssue . See his A."1 Outline of the . Theology of the New 
Testament, (ET 1969 of Gnm.driss der Theologie des Neuen 'festaments , 
19682) , 139 . Hereafter-this work wil l be cited as outl ine . 

17. Ibid. , 42f (293£) • -
18 . Ibid. , 42 . 



der Theorie ist) mit ihrer Durchfuhrung an denjenigen 
Stellen · am meisten .Muhe geben rnuss, wo der Uberliefenmgsstoff 
(schon im vonra.rkinischen Stadium) -am starksten TmessianiscM 
durchf onnt war, zB im Zusamren..11.ang der Verklarung (.Mk 9 , 9) • 
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This, of course, is where Jesus enjoins the inner circle of disciples, 

who had seen him transfigured and presented by God himself as his SOn 

(9:7), not to recount cS,~,fvwv'Toll) what they had seen until the Son 

of Man had arisen fran the dead. Subsequently, Conzelmann proposed that 

other examples of Mark's response to christological trouble spots could 
· · 20 

be found at Peter.ls confession of Jesus as the Messiah (8:30) and at 
21 

the derrons' acclamations of Jesus as the Son of God (1:24, 34; 3:12). 

Thus, the secrecy christology of the kerygrpa refers to its paradoxical 

portrayal of Jesus. T"ne problem with the traditions is that their 

christology lacks this paradox. By joining the injunctions of the 

rressianic secret to the :rrost blantantly unambiguous assertions about 

Jesus, Mark brought them in line with the character of his kerygma. 

Furtherrcore, b11e Evangelist errployed the secrecy phenanena for a larger 

purpose. He structured his gospel into two di visions which centered 

around Galilee, the place of Tesui "concealed epiphany" and around Jerusalem, 

the place of his "public passion". In so doing 

.Mark presents no psychological developnent of the personality of 
Jesus and no biographical association of events, but depicts 
the twofold way in which b11e revelation is presented to the ~rld, 
first by rreans of the proclamation. This is directed ta.vards 
a public. But its meaning , i.e. its truth, rerrains concealed 
to sarre extent even after Easter. For even after Easter, the 
Exalted One is visible only in such a way that he is also 
recognized at the s~ tirne as the Earthly One and that rreans 
as the Crucified One. 2 · 

19. Conzelmann, "Jesus Christus", in RGG3 , iii(l959), 633. 
20. Conzelmann~ Outline, 139. 
21. Ibid., 138. 
22. Ibid., 143. 
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With this filled-out picture of Conzelmann's views we may attempt 

to interpret his fam:ms dictum that "The secrecy theory is the he.meneutical 
presupposition of the genre,'gos:pel'." 23 The principle issues being 

addressed here have to do with the I¥1ture of the kerygma, the nature of 
the pre-Markan tradition, and the relationship which the Evangelist sought 

to forge between them. If it is not overly simplistic, we may say that 

Mark used the messianic secret to relate kerygma and tradition in such a 

way that the resultant literary genre, Gospel,had the sane paradoxical 

nature as the proclaimed gospel. 

Willi Marxsen shares Conzelmann's basic stance but holds that 

christology became problematical when individual traditions, fonrerly kept 
kerygmatic (i.e. paradoxical) by the kerygma, were carpiled. With the aid 

of the secrecy phenc:mma 

••• Mark seeks to rerrove the difficulty that arises imnediately one places along side each other the kerygrnatic units that have been handed oo,m separately and so inevitably sets them out as a historical sequence. Th.is "WOuld prc:x:1uce a history of Jesus which gave an account of a pennanent, historica.lly verifiable manifestation of his Messianic nature.. bqt this is not what the evangelist. wants. His work "WOuld then no longer have been a kerygrna, but the account of a quite open and . manifest revelation. In order t.11at his work as a whole should rerr.ain what the separate traditions already were (i.e. kerygma) .Mark makes use of his theory. In this ·way he prevents hiswk frcrn becaning a historically verifiable sequence of epiphanies; instead we have secret epiphanies which n0t1 becane manifest as they are procla:ilred. Dibelius therefore described MK. 
very aptly as the book of secret epiphanies. The fact that Mark hiroself is engaged in }?Ost-Easter proclamation in no way 24 takes away fran t.riese epiphanies their secret character (N.B. ix.9}. -

Besides the danger to the kerygrna posed by verification, is the threat 

23. Coi:lzelmann, "Present and Future", 42 (294). 24. Willi VBrXsen, rn.trc:x:1uction to the New Testarrent (E'T 1968, of EinleCtung in das Neue Testament, 1964), 137. 
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of salvation's becoming an event of the past. The o::trg?ilation of tradition 

implies an interval of time between the reader and the content of the 

tradition. 

As a result of giving an account in seg:uence which is in
evitable when the rriaterial is linked, the past appears as a 
succession of events. The result of this inter.Val- and of this 
succession-is that t.l-ie keryg:ma as it was expressed in the 
earlier units of tradition, ·which was rreant to be a direct 
proclarration, succumbs to a process of 'historicising'. 
Salva~on cares to be presented as sareti.1"ling belonging to the 

. past. 

3) Religio-historical Refinements 

Later writers who shared this same view of the nature of kerygma 

and its relation to tradition in general and of Conzelmann's analysis 

of their relation in Mark in particular, sought to make rrore precise the 

kind of tradition it was and to specify its christology, the nature of 

Mark's kerygma, and the circumstances in which the Evangelist wrote. 

The answers which they provided did not errerge so much fran the text of 

the Gospel as from phenorrena in the history of pagan and Jewish religion 

in late antiquity and fran the history of Christianity itself prior to 

the tirre Mark wrote. In other words, literary phenorrena, interpreted 

first by Conzelmann in traditio-historical tenns , were subsequently given 
26 

rrore precisi on by r eligio-histori cal ones . 

NCM, it had long been held that the miracle tradition in Mark and 

the other gospels bore t.l-ie same fonn and function as collections of miracle 

stories which circulated throughout the ancient, pagan ~rld: as proofs 

25. Ibi d., 144. 
26 . Gtittgemanns , Offene Fr agen , 230 notes that in this step one has 

gone beyond the bounds of fonn criticism. 



of the divinity or special relationship to the divine , enjoyed by the 

subjects of these storit?S, who ·were called, BtlOl lviets, or divine rren. 
27 
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But only recently was it proposed by Dieter Georgi, in his Heidelberg 

dissertation (1958), that Paul's opponents· in 2 Cor. were hellenistic 

Jewish Christians who had cast Jesus in the rrold of a great Of1os ~v{f . 
Furthenrore, these II super-apostles" cla.ilred that the miraculous power 

which Jesus had exercized on earth was nowworking in them, as attested 

by on- the-spot derronstrations _of and reports of their thaumaturgic ability. 

Denied, or at least neglected, were Jesus' ignaninious suffering and death 

as in any way constitutive for christology or discipleship. In his rebuttal, 

Paul, refusing to argue on their tenns, rejected t..'1-iis theologia gloriae 

with a theologia crucis by stressing .the very aspect of Jesus' career 

which they had ignored...;-that of a Jesus cnicified in weakness--and by 

offering _his CMrl experience of suffering as the authentic index of Christian 
. ten 28 exis ce. 

Georgi further suggested that the 0-{;os G<v{f understanding of 

Jesus was actually reflected in Mark and Luke, especially in t..'1.eir use 

f th · 1 . di ' 29 
umber f chol gued th o · e rnirac e tra tions. · But a n o s ars have ar at 

Mark's redaction of this tradition actually mirrors Paul's attack on the 

purveyors of the divine man view of Jesus. 30 This is what the secrecy 

phenarrena allegedly signify. In the exorcisms accounts, .Mark makes 

Jesus silence the derrons who address him as the Son of God (supposedly a 

divine man title). He shavs Jesus camianding those whan he had cured not 

27. Bultmann, History, 239ff. 
28. Georgi, Die Gegner des Paulus im 2 Korintherbrief (1964) , esp. 219-305 • . 
29. Ibid. 213-16. 
30. E. 9. Helmut Koester and James M. lbbinson: Traje_?:Ories Through· Early Christianity (1971), 48f, 187-93, 216f f. So far as I am able to detenuine , it was J . Schreiber who first proposed that Mark criticized miracle traditions impregnated with a Oi-;'os. ~v>ip christology by rreans of the theologia cnicis. See 11Die Christologie des Markusevangeliums", ZThK 
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to make him kna,m. When his disciples confess him to be the Christ and 

when t...1-iey hear him presented by God himself as his son, they are ccmnanded, 

on the one hand, not to make him known and, on the other hand, are instructed 

about the need for the Son of ~.an to suffer. Finally, the account of 

Jesus' mighty "v.Urks is placed under the aegis of the Passion Narrative, ~', 

thereby making t,.1'le entire Gospel be daninated by a theologia crucis. 

The Sitz .im Leben of Mark is thus said to be very near to that of 

Paul in 2 Corinthians. The Evangelist faced the sarre threat in his church 

which Paul had in Corinth twenty years or so before. :tv'l..oreover, his response 

to it was fundamentally the sarre, the only difference being the fonna.t 

he adopted~ Mark by the use of narrative, chose an indirect approach, 

whereas Paul had rrounted a direct, frontal attack. 

b. Evaluation 

1). Nature of the Secret 

a) In the Injunctions 

A number of approaches could be taken in evaluating this influential 

position. ·we could point to the researches of several scholars who have 

raised fundarrental objections about the extent and character of the 
h. "' , / 31 trt.iOS a(V'1 f concept in Jewish and pagan thought contemr:orary with .Markg 

58 (1961) , 158f. Schreiber gives ConzeJ.rnann, "Present and Future", 
p. 294 credit for t,.ns view, but ConzeJ.rnann nowhere uses the tenn or idea 
of t,.t-ie eGas &:v-.{f in this article. So, apparently Schreiber i s unknavingly 
the originator. . . 

31. Sane of the rrore weighty protests have been ma.de by W. von Martitz, 
11 /ics 11

, TDNT, 8(1972), 338ff, E. Schweizer , in the sarre article, 376£, H. C. 
Kee, "Aretoiogy and a Gospel" , JBL 92.3 (Sept. 73), 402-22, David L. Tiede, 
The Charismatic Figure as Miracie1.\Torker (1972) , and rrost recently by my 
friend, Carl R. Holladay in his Cambridge Ph.D. dissertation (1974), ' 
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Fran another perspective "We could argue against the view of the relationship 

between kerygma and tradition in the pre-Markan perioo proposed by the 
32 

advocates of /(erygmatheoJ:ogie. H~ver, it might then be argued that 

t..l"1e hypothesis advocated above was still true so far as Mark himself was 

concerned. Consequently, the real test is if certain crucial phenanena 

in the Gospel can sustain the hypothesis. We are convinced that they 

cannot. 

The place to begin is with the nature of the messianic secret therre. _ __J 

Here, as perhaps nowhere else, one's explanation of the secret detennines 

his view of the Gospel. Is it fundamentally a henreneutical device, 

as Conzelmann and others hold , which serves to address the reader out of 

the narrative, or is it a literary therce having a function within the 

narrative? 

Our first objection to Conzelmann's position is that it fails to take 

into consideration 1''.fark's christological precision in general and his 

restricting of the secrecy phenanena alnnst exclusively to the Son of God 

christology in particular. Conzelmann is being too general in referring 

simply to the "christological" or ''rressianic" problem facing the Evangelist 

and in describing the function of the secret in these general tenns. 

A rrore serious strain on Conzelmann's b'1esis occurs at the point 

w'nere he alleges t..T-ie secret' s henreneutical function is rrost apparent, at 

9:9. The priviieged disciples are carmanded not to tell anyone what they 

have . seen (Jesus transfigured and presented by God as his Son, v. 7) 

until the Son of Man had arisen fran the dead. According to Conzelmann, 

"Theios Aner in Hellenistic-Judaism: A Critique of the Use of this catego:cy 
in Nevl Testarrent Chr.1.stology". 

32. As Jurgen Roloff has done in Das Kerygma und der irdische Jesus 
(1970), 52-109, 223-36. 
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the Evangelist is, m effect, saymg to his reader that the Exalted 

lord cannot be understood except as the earthly Jesus, that is, as the 

crucified one. Another way of puttmg it is that Jesus' divinity cannot 
33 

be understcxxl adequately 9part fran his suffering. 

:Eiavever, this interpretation caupletely neglects the fact that this, 

the last of the mjunctions, is temporally detennined. On Conzelmann' s 

shavmg, it must always rerriain m force. But, as Georg Strecker has 

. · . th ' 34 
"11-- whicl insisted, the secret ends at e resurrection. .1.u.a.t 1 was once 

mappropriate to divulge before this event will be appropriate afterwards. 

The injunction does not therefore serve to mvest the super-christological 

tradition with the paradoxical character of the proclamation but specifies 

the point at which the proclamation, heretofore restricted, may begm. 

Consequently, there is no way for the reader to obey Jesus' ccmnand 

to the inner circle of disciples. So far as the narrative is concerned, 

the resurrection is still future; but for t.11.e reader, the event which was 

to have marked the tenninus for the mjunction is past. For Conzelmmn's 

mterpretation to hold, this mjunction should not have been temporally 

limited. Smee it is, one cannot mamtam that it functions in the tirre 

of the reader. 

This conclusion does not go down well in the present climate of 

redaction-critical researc11, v.hlch has sought to reduce the distance 

between the t.irre -~f Jesus and the t.irre of the church for which Mark wrote. 

7'\. ' t thi .,__ d Al ' ' · has . , 35 ~gains s w.en, oys1.us Arnbroz1.c offered sare valuable correctives. 

Yet, he hirnself wonders ho.v so prcrninent a feature of t.rie Gospel as the 

messianic secret should play as limited a "kaygmatic role" as the type of 

33. See Ambrozic's expression of this view on p. 151. 
34. Strecker, 11.Messiasgeheirnnistheorie11

, 103£. 
35. Ambrozic, Hidden Ydngdan, 8-'-13. 
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36 
mterpretation suggested by Strecker allCMS. "If the messianic secret 

has lost all rreaning with the resurrection of Jesus, why does Mark stress 

it so much? 1137 With this ·question m mind, Ambrozic addresses himself to 

the terrq:ioral limitation of 9:9: 

Read .•. with contemporaneity in mind, the 'before' may be 
transcategorized into a. 'without.' Mark is thus telling us 
that we rrrust not proclaim the gospel of Jesw; Christ without 
proclaiming his

3
geath on the Cross as the supreme manifestation 

of his sonship. 

The Sirn.ilari ty to Conzelroann IS view above is obViOUS • But also 

obvious is what it takes to maintam it in Arnbrozic's "transcategorization" 
) \ ~/-

of 'c1 f"i oro(.V • Exegetical controls are dissolved and words are made to 

support whatever b."-ie exegete thin.1<.s tI:iey ought to say. 

If this injunction should be explained frau the level of the narrative, 

i.e. from within the ebb and flow of plot and between the inter-action 
· 39 of t..'he dramatis :personae, as we have argued, so should the others. 

O'-, ... herwise their emp...11.asis is rroralistic and primarily anthropocentric. 

It becares· concerned too much with the history of the reader and his 

understanding rat..11.er. than with the events alleged to have canprised the 

history of Jesus. This is not to deny that Mark intended to influence 

the reader's . history, but it is to be questioned \vhether he wished to do 

so at these points . (of the messianic secret) and in such a way as to 

. 36. Ibid., 28£. 37. Ibid., 31. 38. Ibid. 
39. The injunctions in the accounts of exorcisms themselves should 

be seen in connection with Mark's surrrnary staterrents of Jesus past 
exorcistic activity (n. b. the ittperfect tenses, 1 :-34, 3: 11) . A similar 
observation might be made regarding 4: llf, which M..arxsen sees as a direct 
address to the readers of the Gospel . In 4 : 33£, however, Mark reports hCM 
Jesus used to speak (imperfect tense again) the word to the masses with 
many such parables ( of the Kingdom) , but he used to explain everything 
to his disciples. see .Marxsen' s "Redaktionsgesclrichtliche Erklanmg 
der sogermanten Parabeltheorie des Markustl, ZThK, 52 (1955) ,266f. 
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dissolve his· narrative. Much :rrore serious consideration should be 

given to the possibility that recounting the past history of Jesus may 

be precisely the need which Mark's ccmnunity felt nost acutely. In 

1.52' 

such a situation, both the secret and the narrative as a w'nole would have 

significant, kerygrnatic import. 

b) In the Gospel Setting 

This .past-orientation of the secrecy rrotif corresponds to the past

orientation of the Gospel as a whole, a fact which may seem obvious enough 

but needs to be argued fo:qnally in response to the influential point 

of view which is being analyzed. 

Parenthetically, it may be noted that these assertions are not 

demanded by a fonn-critical analysis of the gospel tradition. Jurgen 

Roloff has argued convincingly that even in t...1-ie pre-Harkan period, there 

was a conscious retrospection to Jesus' past in the individual narratives, 

as illustrated by the Sabbath conflicts, the pericope on fasting, and the 

cleansing of the Temple. 40 And, significantly, Conzelma:nn himself 

allows this in the essay which launched the kerygmatic understanding of 
41 the secret. Furtherrrore, the instances in the NT in which Jesus 

traditions are rrost clearly eniployed, apart fran the gospels, contradict 

the claims of Kahler and Bornka.-rm that each tradition 11 
••• contains the 

person and history of Jesus in their entirety" ano. is able to stand alone, 

independent of context and c:ormentary. One need only refer to Paul's 

use of dominical logia in I Cor. 7:10 and 9:14 in order to observe that 

40. Roloff, loc. cit. 
41. Conzelma:nn, "Present and Future" , 40f (291f) . 
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they depend very much on their context for meaning and on Paul's avr1 

ccmrentpry. 42 And where is the entire person and history of Jesus? 
43 his deeds, death and resurrection? 

The data of the Gospel of Mark itself, the nost important evidence, 
militate against the "k:erygrnatic" understanding of the tradition and its 
hermeneutical function. A nost illustrative section is chapter 13, where 

several u1evels of address" are found. They range frcm the nost direct 
and explicit address to the reader to the nost general of exhortations. 

{' ) ,, ,,. Of course, the fonner type occurs at v. 14b, o D(v~{1VW<rk.wV vofnw. 

Although the chapter begins with Jesus ccmnunicating infonration about 
the end of the age to an inner circle of four disciples (v. 3), it ends 

, , c, (' , r. r, I' "' . r ("I with a nost universal utterance, 0 ~'c. V}J--lV A'c.oW 'Tflllcr'\V' t\tctw 1 rr11ror£t'T~ 
(v. 37). It is not elitest or esoteric infonna.tion. 

t'bv, this :rray appear to justify Bornkamn' s assertion that it is the 
risen Lord \vr'.O addresses his church directly through the traditions 

and the Gospel. But it must be noted that, according to v. 11, the heavenly 
address is to be given by the Holy .§P.irit when believers find the:nselves 
arraigned before :rragistrates and rulers in tirres of persecution. l'-bst 
irrportant, however, is the statement that preparedness for the advent 
of false Christs depends upon Jesus' advanced word: ~JA8.S S~ pA£lrET£..· ir_fO-

/ ( ~ r faP'l~()(. uy1v 1TdVTol (v. 23). And it is this word of the earthly Jesus 

which abides forever (v. 31). 

Even before arriving at Q'1. 13, the reader would have experienced 

varied levels of invol verrent and response. For exanple, saneone in 

42. See t.'18 recent study of these logia and their synoptic parallels by D. L. Dungan in The Sayings of Jesus in the Churches of Paul (1971). 43. See p . t4z. . The noral of t.1-iis story is that traditions are not like drops of dew. · 
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need of physical healing might have uttered with the distressed father in 

I /).. le "' ' I 9:24b:7t1a--TWW, l'-'o~ ~\),lOl T?l oln!O--TI()( • 
l l 

Furthemore, nany readers 

'WOuld have empathized with the disciples' wavering loyalty to and under

standing of Jesus. others, sympathetic and perhaps on the verge of 

becoming Christians 'WOuld have felt particularly challenged by Jesus' 

. invitation to discipleship in 8: 34ff and the rroving description of one 

'Who rejected the invitation (10:17-22). But there is no way that a 

Gentile reader in Mark's day could have obeyed Jesus' carm3Ild to the 

leper not to tell anyone of his cure but to get it certified by a priest 

(1:44). 

Not only is ·a distinction to .be rriade in the relationship between 

·the earthly Jesus, the exalted Lord, and the reader of the Gospel on what 

may be tenred the level of address, but thereare. also significant differences 

in t.J..ie content of the 9ospel which J esus preached and that which Mark 

preac.'1-ied and the notion of faith in the stories which he relates and the 
' :> / larger concept which he holds~ First, Jesus preac.li.ed To f. u.i<.~·J f;A , ov 

jOV f>t:.ov(l:14). Mark's gospel is Tb £.Vo<,rti'A1ov 'I~IIOU Xf1rrou[ ufou eroG 1 
(1:1). 44 Second, Mark is e.~emely reserved about intruding his concept 

/ of faith in Christ into the narrative. Of the five instances of ffld"TIS, 

it is qualified only once; and here it is iTl~TI.S .OV 0-Eov(ll:22). Of 

the ten instances of mcr~ 0r1v , only three have an object: in 1:15, 

44. This, like rrost all of Jesus' public preadu.ng and teaching about 
the Kingdan, is theological rather b.'1an explicitly christological. 
Kelber, The Kingdan in Jv'.ark, fails to make this distinction in his claim 
that J\lark attempts to convince his readers that Jesus preached the sane 
Gospel as they believe and proclaim (2f, 11 n. 36). But there was a 
distinct difference between the ke.rygma of Jesus and the ke.rygrna of the 
church. Although 3esus announced that the Kingdom of God -had drawn near, God's decisive act still lay in the future, · 
albeit near future. The church's preaching was theological and cbristological, concerning what God had done in raising JeSus from the dead. Cf. the kerygmatic~atements in lCo~. 15:2ff and Rom. 10:9f. 
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in 11:31, it is John the Baptist 

(!(ur,?) , where the implication is his rressage. Only at 9: 42 is there a 

reference to faith or trust in Jesus that approximates the Christian 

sense. Even if £ (~ ~f f should be ani tted fran the text, and this is by 
· . 45 , . · no means certain, m<rT'z.lJ 'i-1 v in this context would rrean rrore than faith 

in Jesus or God to heal, as rrost of the other instances inply. There is 

not the slightest reference here to healing; the "little ones" are either 

children or sincere but imnature believers. Of course, it is tr\;l.e that 

¥ark and his readers embrace the notion of faith in Jesus' or God's ix,;'ler 

to heal, but it does not constitute their primary definition and fits 

. rrore into the narrative of how people in need :?once" appealed to Jesus 

for help. Like 'c.J~00{~1o·V in 1:14., 7f1Q"T1S and fTIQ"'T£.0tiV appear at 

points where a distinction is maintained between the past of Jesus and his 
· . · 46 

current status as the exalted lord. 

Therefore, BornJ,-..anm, Marxsen and others pose false alternatives 

when they claim that t.11.e early Christians, in their use of . individual 

tracli tions and Mark in the writing of his gospel, ·were not concenied to 

tell about who Jesus was but about who he is.
47 

Putting matters this 

way confuses the distinction bebveen Jesus' identity and his role, or 

status. The identity of the Jesus who was and the lord~ is risen remains 

45. The attestation of three different text types, the Alexandrian; 
WesteTI1; and Caesarean, should caution one against rejecting this reading 
too quickly as an attempt by a scribe to assimilate it to Mt. 18:6. 

46. Instances of different levels of addres13 and response could 
be multiplied. The conditional relative, clause (11W'.."1oever wishes ••• 11 

or !ldoes ••• ") makes Jesus' appeal universal. Yet, only the original 
readers knew who Alexander and Rufus, sons of Sinon the Cyrene who carried 
Jesus' cross, were (15:21). Only Gentiles would need to have Jewish 
custans explained (7:3£) , etc. See pp . 16Jf. 

47. See p. 14.2 and .Marxsen, Introduction, 143. 
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oonstant. Therein lies the coritllluity. But, as the word ''risen• itself 

implies, there was a tirre when Jesus was not yet risen and exalted, that 

' 1· th di t' 'ty 48 
is, his status or role undenvent a change. Herein 1.es e soon mw. · 

As we shall attempt to demonstrate below, Mark is concerned 

to show how Jesus, the divine Son of God, came to be the ob-

j_ ec t of the church' s gospel. 

2. The Secret's Purpose 

Already, in discussing the nature of the secret as. understood by 

the kerygmatic interpreters, we were confronted with the secret's purpose: 

to confonn the super-christological miracle traditions to the paradoxical 

christology of the kerygma. 49 

It is alnost irrpossible to determine the validity of this thesis 

solely fra.'Il the Gospel. An hypothetical dialogue .between proponent and 

48. It is lost entirely in this paradoxical.formulation of the 
message of Mark's 9ospel vt.nich Marxsen offers: "the Risen lord (the 
glorified One, the Son of M ... =m, t.rie Son of God) goes to his Cross. 
'Ibis makes it quite clear that b'-ie story is not rreant to be read as the 
account of &"1 historical sequence of events 11 

[ ! ] . · This is Marxsen' s 
formulation of the kerygma of the Passion Narrative which he says is identi
cal to that of the Gospel (cf. - Introduction, 132 and 137}. 

49. · cf. the studies by Hans Dieter Betz, "Jesus as Divine Man" 
in Jesus and t.rie Historian, ed. F. mamas Trotter (1968), 124f; James M. 
Roblnso°rland~Helmut Koester, Trajectories, 46-66, 148- 153, 187- 193, 
216-219. Sare recent attempts to e.xplicate ti.11is thesis in specific passages 
include: on .Mk 1 :21-28, Heinz-Dieter Knigge, 11The Meaning of Mark, h j I 
Int, 22(1968), 53-70; on Mk 3:7-12, I.Bander E. Keck, "Mark 3:7-12 and 
Mark's Christology, '' JBL, 84 (1965), 341-358 ; on Mk 6 :1-6, Erich Grasser, 
''Jesus in Nazareth (Mark VI. 1·-6a) ," ~"I'S, 16(0ct,1969), 1-23; on Mk 8:27-
9;1, Norman Perrin, Redaction Criticism, 40-57; on Mk 15:20b-41, Johannes 
Schreiber, T'neologie des Vertrauens (1967), 22-49, 221~224 and n. 31. 
For a critique of Keck see T. A. Eurkill, "Mark 3:7-12 and the .Alleged 
Dualism in the Evangelist's Miracle Material, 11 JBL, 87 (1968), 409-417. 
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and .inquirer will illustrate how alrrost any point of criticism could be 

turned aside. 

OON: Sareti.rres ~..ark does not carmand a derron to be silent and rrost of 

his miracles are public. 

· POO: Well, we can't expect him to have been entirely consistent. kl.yway, 

there is the Passion Narrative which qualifies any miracle which Nark 

might have missed. 

CON: But there is such. an emphasis on the humanity of Jesus. His family 

thought he was nad at one point (3: 21) , and his ccmpatriots were 

scandalized by hlm, even though they had heard his teaching and 

observed · his mighty deeds. His pc:Mer seerred to be attenuated by 

their unbelief (6:1-6). 

PID: This is a good example of r.'.iark Is attacking the et10S . ~V'lf idea in 

another way. In fact, one of the ways in which the Evangelist. 

attenuated two miracle catenae was by dismembering-the•?l and relocating. 

the pericopae arrong the sort of traditions which you rrention. 50 

OON: Sare scholars believe that they can discern a Biios .Zv~f errphasis 

in the Passion Narrative. 51 -Would this not undennine the !X)int that 

unqualified miracle traditions were qualified by the Passion Narrative? 

50. Paul Achtemeier, "The Origin and Function of the Pre-Marean 
Miracle Catenae", JBL , 91. 2 (June 1972) , 218. 

51. Schreiber, Theologie, 41-49 (see n.49 above). l 
I 
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Pro: Not necessarily, because it is possible to see an anti-8£-:os &v{p pas-

e r ? / 52 sion narrative resisting the ~,os 0<v11.o passion narrative • . I . 

Now, it will not do to ridicule or dismiss such reasoning without 

fonnal argum::mt. 'Ihe problem is to know where to begin. Perhaps one 

· · way of doing it is to pay rrore attention to the contexts in which the 

traditions in question appear. Where the injunctions occur rrost con

sistently, i.e., with the exorcisms, the christology cannot be that of the 

divine man because it is intiJnately related to the theology of the Kingdan. 

As we saw in eh.HI, Jesus' manifestation as the divine Son of God corresponds 
to the nature of the Kingdom v-hlch is supernatural and is at war with 

Satan's kingdan. 53 

However, as we observed, this fact is not generally perceived. 

The scribes have anything but a divine man notion of Jesus (3:22). 

Lest this be construed as itself an anti - et, cs ~v { f tactic of Mark's, 

it should be noticed that Jesus' reply could be construed as itself 

leaning in that direction, for he relates the parable of t.'1e one who is 

stronger than Satan himself (v. 27). 'Ihe same may be said of 2:1-12. 

e ~ ? / Sare of the scribes accuse Jesus of blasphemy, 2:6f, an anti- "tiOS O(V">\f 

52. ·weed.en, ~aditions in Conflict, 165f, takes this position. In eh. 15, vv: 25,2?, 29a, 32c, 33, 34a, 37, 38 portray Jesus ' death as a triumph of the di vine man over his enemies. Mark countered this view by blending it with a primitive Palestinian tradition consisting of 15:20b- 22, 24, 27 and his ~m redactional creations (15:23, 29b, 30-32b-36, 39-41). 
53. Leander Keck, ''Mark 3:7-12 and !!'.:ark's Christology11

, JBL, 84(1965), sees two cycles of miracle . stories in the first half of-the Gospel. One; 11the strong man" cycle, belongs to the Kingdom t.rieology; the other contains &t10S dv'1P. features. H. c. Kee also notes t..'1e- presence--·c of the Kingdom emphasis but rnirilinizes the ex'-i-ent of the di vine man influence. See his essay, "The Tenninology of Mark's Exorcism Stories", . ir-NTS, 14.2 (Jan. 1968), 245. 
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interpretation to be sure; but Jesus clarifies t.l-ie issue christolCXJically 

and justifies it with a miracle (v. 10). His authority t.o forgive 

sins as the Son of Man would have gone lmrecognized apart £ran the cure. 

This probably could not be clainro as a M.arkan slip since it may belong 

t.o the Kingdon theology of this section (see pp. 8or.) 

In sore instances where the miracle or exorcism remains unqualified, 

it is possible to discern a point other than the miraculous pc:Mer which 

Jesus possesses. For example, the cure of a man having a withered ann 

(3:1-6) is set within a context where the issue is: what is lawful 

t.o do on the sabbath? (cf. 2:24 and 3:2). The healing is an exarrple 

of the good which one may do (v. 4). Likewise, the exorcising of the Syro

phoenician woman's daughter (7:24-30) only a::mes al:out after a dialCXJUe 

on Jewish-Gentile relations. The point is not so much that Jesus had 

the pc:Mer t.o heal as it is t..11at she had said the right thing (v. 29). 

Furthenrore, although we would not endorse Austin Farrer's elaborate 

theory of symbolic numbers and patterns, ( note_s a movement which runs j t,e . 

counter to that which a 8ETos ;v.{p interpretation -requires. 

Farrer observes that there are two sets of healing miracles, the first 

of whieh is t.o be kept secret while the other (not vice versa)is deliberately 

done in ptlblic: t.rie unclean leper is silenced . (1:44), but the unclean wanan 

is e}..posed by Jesus (5: 30ff) • Similarly, the deaf stcu"'llterer is isolated 

(7:33), ,;,-Jhereas ~ boy possessed by a deaf mute derron is deliberately 

cured in ptlblic (9:25-27). 54 

Of course, the best kind of argument is the ,positive one, one which 

attempts t.o offer a rrore satisfying explanation of the phenarena than 

any of its rivals. This is na-1 the task at hand. 

54. Farrer, st. ~' 224 . 

,--
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B .. Some New Proposals 

1. The Divine Son-of-God Secret 

a. Disclaimers 

It should be recalled that nowhere does Mark explain the 

meaning of the secrecy phenomena. The swmnary statement in 

1:34 is only a partial explanation: Jesus silenced the demons 

because they knew him (to be the Son of God). But no reason is 

given as to why this knowledge needed to be suppressed. Conse

quently, the interpretation offered here shares the hypotheti

cal, inferential nature of all the explanatic:ns which have been 

given for these phenomena heretofore. We therefore proceed 

with the utmost tentativeness and reserve. 

b. Purpose 

Already we have suggested that the secrecy phenomena, like 

other major themes in the Gospel, belong to the past story of 

Jesus. Now the question is, to what aspect of that past do 

they pertain? What purpose do they serve in the story? Two 

things are c l ear . They do not mean that Jesus did not become 

the Son of God until the resurrection. This notion is contro

verted bot h by demoni c and di vine t e stimony. Nor is the point 

that Jesus' divine sonship could not have been perceived until 

then . Otherwise , why were the demons cons i stently enjoined to 

keep silent about it? Why make it a special point or revela

tion t o the disciple s and t hen suppress it? Furthermore , i f 

th t i / .. ..J.. L r:j I Covih=S·-e oen ur on's,-;._-GUl!•&bolegy at l;):39 is to be t aken in its A · s- 1·1,., 

full, Markan sense, then here is an instance of a non-disci-
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ple•s perceiving Jesus' true identity before the resurrection. 

A possible answer may be forthcoming if we recall that 11the 

Son of God", which Jesus consistently suppresses., and "the Son 

of Man 11
, which he uses exclusively to describe his own vocation 1 

and never suppresses, ,pertain to different apsects of his son

ship. As we observed in eh. II, the former ref:eits:-to ;Jesus' 

status as the divine son of God and the prerogatives of that 

relationship (e.g., the ·authority to wage war against Satan's 

kingdom). The latter represents Jesus' vocation of obedience 

to the primacy of God's Rule. 

Interestingly enough, at 9:9, there is the conjunction of 

these two aspects of Jesus• sonship with the most important 

component of the secrecy phenomena: in 9:7, Jesus is present

ed to the three disciples by God as his divine son whom, on the 

one hand,they are to obey but, on the other hand, about whom · 

they are not to speak until the Son of Man is raised from the 

dead. And, we. recall, the resurrection is the vindication of 

that .. -hist.ory of obedience which is perfected, having passed 

the ultimate test of suffering and death. The issue, then, so 

far as secrecy and christology are concerned, is not one of 

messiahship nor simply of christology in general. Ra~er, it 

has to do with the ~ature of sonship. 

It is perhaps possible to be even more specific by noting 

that, according to Cullmann, Schweize~, and Hay (see eh. II), 

to be a son, in the thought of the OT and Judaism, is to be 

obedient. In other words, sonshi p involve s both status and 

responsibility. Perhaps the reason that Jesus ( according to 

Mark) consistently suppresses his identity as the divine Son 

of God until the Son of Man is raised from the dead is because 

to reveal only his status and its prerogatives gives an incom-
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plete or imperfect view of the nature of his sonship. Only when 

the obligations of sonship are fulfilled, i.e., when Jesus as 

the Son of Man perfectly obey~~ will it be appropriate to reveal 

the fact of his special relationship to God.56 

2. The Gospel of Mark 

Without denying that the Gospel was meant to address the 

needs of the reader, we maintained earlier in this chapter 

that Mark intended to meet those needs with a story about Je

sus• past. On the basis of our analysis of the secrecy phe

nomena, it is now necessary to say more precisely what the 

nature of that past story was and what purpose it served. 

a. Nature 

Wrede and Conzelmann both maintained that the connection 

between the secret and the Gospel was intimate. For Wrede, the 

historical reliability of the Gospel crumbled after the secrecy 

phenomena failed to endure the crucible of his radical criticism.. 

55. Minette de Tillesse, ~· cit., 363 also views the 
secret as part of Jesus' desire~o obey the will of God. How
ever, he neither defines it as a son of God secret, nor does he 
view the Son of Man as the primary symbol of this obedience. 
Perrin, "Interpretation", 49 mentions only briefly Jesus' '·'••• 
refusing to allow Son of God to be applied to him until the · 
conditions are such that it can be used properly". Unfortu
nately, Perr1n does not say what these conditions are. He does 
af'firm that the title must be interpreted by the Son of Man, 
but never says why. 

56. Since we are attempting to see if an answer to this 
question may be discerned in the text of Mark itself, it is not 
legitimate to introduce as primary evidence a very similar no
tion which Flusser and Longenecker (cf. eh. I, n. 10) have dis
cerned in certain circles of Jewish thought contemporary with 
Jesus: a reluctance, both on the part of the messianic pretend
er and his supporters, to use the term, 11Mes siah11 , until the 
messi211ic task had been accomplished. Strictly speaking, this 
phenomenon would be more relevant to the messianic reserve 
which we discerned in the Gospel. Even here, however, it would 
have to be determined if Jesus• reserve were strict enough to 
reflect this belief. 



According to Conzelmann, the connection was even more intimate 

and in a sense more important, for it concerned the very nature 

of Christian preaching of which Mark's Gospel was an extension. 

Our own proposal also takes this relationship seriously, 

but it runs counter to prevailing interpretations. Rather than 

dissolve the distinction between the time of Jesus and the time 

of the church, the secrecy phenomena, as we have analyzed them, 

help to maintain it. This assertion can be illustrated by com

paring the christology of Mark and the christology of Christian 

preaching. The Son of Man 'christology is the most important 

christology in Mark's Gospel in that it interprets the other 

titles and alone appears associated with the themes of the 

church's preaching about Jesus: his suffering, death, resurrec

tion, and parousia. Nevertheless, "the son of Man" is never 

found in examples of the church's preaching. Yet, "the Son of 

Godu, which is so much a part of the church's gospe157 is con

sistently suppressed in Mark until the resurrection {the point 

after which the church•s·proclamation of Jesus as the Son of 

God began). 

Therefore, we are led to conclude that if it is not ap

propriate to speak openly of Jesus as the Son of God before the 

resurrection, but only as the Son of Man, then there is not yet 

gospel as the church proclaimed ite In other words, that Jesus 

57. For examples from Pauline, Lukan, and Johannine lit
erature, see Rom. 1:3, 9, Acts 9:20 (cf. 8:37). er. l Jn. 4:15; 5:5, 10, 13 for the credo which mirrors the kerygma. · Of 
course, that Jesus is the Messiah, is even a more common theme 
or Christian proclamation, much more connnon than in Mark's gos
pel where, though not consistently suppressed, this title is useq with extreme reserve. 
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is the divine Son o:f God before the resurrection is true but 

not yet gospel until he has perfectly obeyed and has been vin

dicated by the resurrection. Consequently, it seems as though 

Mark represents, strictly speaking, the prolegomenon or the be

ginning of the gospel. The Evangelist was concerned to des

cribe the foundation of the church' s preaching; i. e., how the 

gospel began.58 He recounts how Jesus of Nazareth, the divine 

son of God, took upon himsel'f the vocation symbolized by the 

Son of Man, and, having perfectly obeyed God, became the object 

of the church's preaching and worship.59 

b. Purpose 

If these l.nterpretations are correct, then for whom might 

such a message have been appropriate, i.e., what Sitz im Leben 

in the church might we posit? There is, of course, no way of 

achieving any degree of certainty in one's answer. But it 

might be at least possible that a document about. ·origins or 

fundamentals might have been appropriate for beginners or, as 

c. F. D. Moule has suggested., for those who would, in evangel

ism and apologetic, minister to beginners.60 Interestingly, i:f 

not significantly, both Papias of Hierapolis (the earliest com-

8 ?A V I 5 • Perhaps the .nf"t in 1:1 doe s refer to the en-
tire Gospel. Cranfield, op. cit., 34f lists ten possible ways 
of relating 1:1 to what follows':' Among those who advocate ttµs 
verse as t he title of the entire work are Theodor Zahn, Intro
duction to the New Testament (ET 1953, of Einleit~1 in das 
Neue Tes£ament, l900}, vol~ 2 1 456-60. Vincent Tay or, .22• 
cit., 152 concurs, formulating his understanding in terms very 
similar to ours: 11Mark proposes to relate how the good news 
about Jesus Christ the son of God began". 

59. However profound it might seem to say with Marxsen 
that Jesus is the gospel (Mark, 131-138) , it is in reality an 
absurdity wnen one has regarafor the limits which language and 
grammar impose on usage. Helpful points at which to test this 
view are 1:1 and 1:15. In order to sustain Marxsen 1 s inter-
pretation, the genitive of 'I~<reG . Xp1a-roO must be re-

,.... ._, I l ,' 
garded as in apposition tO 10v ~v~rrtAlOV • While 
there is justification for the grammar, the sense is nonsense, 
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mentator on the Gospel, ea. l.40) and Clement of Alexandria 

(early third century) believed that the Gospel had been written 

for beginners. Papias, who is not as explicit as Clement, 

claims, in words all too familiar, 61 that the Gospel is not an 

orderly or systematic arrangement of the Lord's sayings but is 

a faithful record of teaching just as it was given by Peter,62 

i.e. as necessity demanded. 63 The contrast here is between the 

formal, and by implication, more profound, and the ad EE.£ or 

circumstantiai.64 
In a recently-published copy of what appears to be a 

for the statement then reads, 11 The beginning of the gospel · 
(that is) Jesus Christ" or 11 The beginning of Jesus Christ". 
Furthermore, ii' the message which Jesus preached (or preaches) 
and the message which the church preaches are one and the same, 
then l:14f, on Marxsen•s definition, also makes no sense: . "Je
sus came into Galilee· preaching the gospel [read, 11Jesus"] from 
God ••• ; repent and believe in the gospel [read, "Jesus"]. But 
it is absolutely clear from the Gospel as a whole and from the 
secrecy phenomena in particular, that the Evangelist does not 
show Jesus preaching about himself in this way. 

60. Moule, Phenomenon, 106, 110, 113. . 
61. As long ago as 1914, w. D. Allen lamented that the 

quotations from Papias preserved in Eusebius' Historia Eccles
iastica u ••• have been sifted ad nauseum, and by every man ac
cording to his ability and pre'Judicefl'. See 11 Papias and the 
Gospels'', Exp. 8th series, 8 (July-Dec. 1914), 83. The text 
widely regarded as the best critical edition is by Eduard 
Schwartz, Eusebius Werke, vol. II, pa.rt 1, ( Leipzig, 1903), 
290, 292. The passage in question appears at iii. 39. 1-17. 

62. 'Arr/pv~_,lA-c!vf.Vo-~v here and Eµv11p6vfu-
~£.v earlier are ambiguous because each can mean either "re
membered11 or 11related 11

• Consequently, it is extremely . impor
tant to determine the sense from the context. Both meanings 
may occur close to each other as in iii. 39. 3 and 4. In our 
passage 11relate 1

' or 11 recount" ( in reference to Peter) seems to 
be suggested by the context. The emphasis is up::>n Mark's re
lationship with Peter. The point is not Mark's accurate re
cording of his own recollections but of his fidelity to Peter•s 
preaching. . 

63 .... For a recent discussion of the opinion that 
netE.Tv T.1\S £i$d.crKOLA.{o<S -rrpos T:)_.f Xpf.:{<X..S 

. ~ 

refers to Peter• s casting his teaching in the form of >C('fl o(L , 
see Josef Kurzinger, 11 Das Papiaszeugnis u:hd die Erstgestalt 
des Mattha.usevangeliums", BZ, 4 (Jan. 1960}, 23, n. 7. 

64. This opinion may be considerably older if, at this 



genuine fragment of a letter by Clement of Alexandria to acer

tain Theodore, 65 a distinction is made between our canonical 

Mark and a subsequent expansion of it. Clement recounts, 

lp...s for] Mark, then, during Peter I s stay in Rome he 
wrote [an account of] th,e Lord I s doings, not., however, 
declaring all [of them], nor yet hinting at the secret 
[ones], but selecting those he thought most useful £2.!: 
increasing the faith of those who were being instruct
ed. But wfien Peter died as a martyr, Mark crune over 
1;o Alexandria, bringing both his own notes and those 
of Peter, from which he transferred to his former book 
the things suitable to whatever makes for progress to
ward knowledge [ gnosis J. [Thus] he composed a more 
sEiritual GosEe..f -for the use of those who were being 
perfected. l.i--

Thus, in Clement Is judgment, too, the Gospel according to Mark 

was a beginner's book. 

But may we say more? Is it possible to determine more 

precisely who these "beginners" were? To what stream of 

Christianity did they belong? Answering these questions is 

the task of the next chapter, which deals specifically with 

the question of the· Gospel's Sitz im Leben. 

point, Papias is still quoting a certain Elder who had been a 
follower of Jesus. Making due allowances for his age, Papias 
would probably have heard the Elder sometime in the last decade 
of the first century. 

65. Morton Smith discovered and first published this frag
ment which appears in translation in The Secret Gospel. ~ 
Discover and Interpretation of the secret Gos eI According to 
Mark (1973 , - 7. Smitn 1 s critical discussion of e-fragment 
ispublished under the title, Clement of Alexandria and a Secret 
Gospel of Mark ( 1974). , 

66. All of the underlining is ours except for "gnosis " . 



CHAPTER VI: THE SITZ IM LEBEN 

It was mentioned in the Introduction that there are many 

aspects to the notion of Sitz im Leben: time, locale, culture, 

function in church life ( the p·rimary form critic al defini

tion), 1 circumstance, and its related idea, purpose. Funda

mental to most of these aspects is the ideological; or theo

logical; and fundamental to the theological is the christolog

ical. To illustrate this point, let us take as an example a 

familiar view of the circumstances in and purpose for which 

Mark wrote as it has been concisely expressed by Norman Per-

rin. The Evangelist"••• is concerned with correcting a false 

Christology prevalent in his church and to teach both a true 

Christology and its consequences for Christian discipleship." 2 

In achieving this goal, " ••• he uses I Christ' and I Son of God.• · 

to establish rapport with his readers and then deliberately 

reinterprets and gives conceptual content to these titles by a 

· use of the Son of Man •••• 11 3 The Evangelist was able toes-

tablish rapport by means of the first two titles because they 

(especially the latter) made sense to the hellenistic Gentile, 

who would have associated Jesus with a thaumaturgic divine 

man figure allegedly known throughout the hellenistic world.4 

1. Bultmann, History, 4: 11 ••• e_very literary category 
[Gattung] has its •'!Ire situation• (Sitz im Leben: Gunkel), 
whether it be worship in its different rorms, or work, or 
hunting, or war. The Sitz im Leben is not, however, an in
dividual historical event, but a typicaT"situation or occu
pation in the life of a community 11 [_underlining mine]. Thi-s . 
form critical definition would render untenable many inter
pretations of Mark which seem to depend exclusively upon cir
cumstantial reasons for its emergence. · 

2. Perrin, "Christology 11 , 178. 
J. Ibid., 181. 
4. Ibid., 180 and 178, n. 17. 
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Here, christology ( Son of God, divine man) and :.culture (hel

lenistic, Gentile) are linked. 

In proposing an alternative suggestion for the purpose 

of Mark, we were, on the understanding above, suggesting one 

aspect of the Sitz im Leben. Now we shall attempt to specify 

it further by demonstrating how the christology of Mark can 

provide us with a clue about the kind of community for which 

he wrote. We shall do this by examining, even mo~e closely 

than we did in eh. V, the christology of Mark's 11 kerygma". 

A. The Christology of the Markan 11 Kerygma" 

1. Problems 

At the very outset, there are problems to overcome be

cause scholars are divided over the definition of and criteria 

for the kerygma. A few notable examples will illustrate the 

nature of the dilemma. In his celebrated book, The Apostolic 

Preaching and Its Developments, c. H. Dodd argued that the 

structure of Mark's gospel reflected the pattern and themes 

of a common, apostolic kerygma which could bs distilled from 

the early s~rmons in Acts and reconstructed from fragments or · 
kerygmatic and confessional formulae which may be found else

where in the NT.5 Although Dodd's arguments won many support

ers, there were other scholars, who with Rudol_pi! Bultmann, 

5. c. H. Dodd, The Apostolic Preaching and Its Develop
ments (1936), 104-118. In a chart at the back of his book, 
Dodd lists: Acts 2:14-39, 3:13-26, 4:10-12, 5:30-32, 10:36-
43, 13:17-41. 1 Thess. 1:10, Gal. l:Jf, 1 Cor. 15:1-7, Rom. 
1:1-4, 10:9f. 
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distinguished between the preaching of the earliest, Pales-
. 6 

tinian church and the later, hellenistic community. We re-

call that according to Bultmann, Mark affected 11 
••• the union 

of the Hellenistic kerygma about Christ, whose essential con

tent consists of the Ghrist myth as we learn of it in Paul 

(esp. Phil. 2:6; Rom. J:24) with the tradition of the story ot 

Jesus. 11 7 still others were inclined to see l Cor. 15:2i'r as 
. 8 

the basis or Mark's hellenistic, Pauline kerygma. 

However, Philipp Vielhauer9 and W. G. KummellO have de

nied that it was either of these hellenistic kerygmata which 
11 

informs Mark. Absent is the pre-existence motif, as Bult-

mann himself had recognised, 12 the theme of humiliation, 13 and 
14 I 

the motif or the Redeemer•s ascent rrom the cross. Further-

more, there is little reason to believe that Mark, like Paul 

and the earliest community, regarded Jesus• death as redemp-

5. 15 tive, as in l cor. 1 .3. References to the significance of 

6. Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament (ET 
1951 and 1955, of Theologie des Neuen Testaments, 1948-19.53). 
See the chapter and paragraph titles on p. viif: "The Message 
of Jesus", "The Kerygma of the Earliest Church", "The Kerygma 
of the Hellenistic Church Aside from Paul 11

, "The Theology of 
Paul". subsequent references to this work will be cited as 
Theology. 

7. Bultmann, History, 347. 
8. James M. Robinson, 11 Kerygma and History· in the New 

Testament11 , 46-.50 and Helmut Koester, "The structure and 
Criteria of Early Christian Beliefs", 226-29 in their jointly
produced book, Trajectories Through Early Christianity (1971). 
See also Ernest Best, ~- cit., 1~1. , 

9. P. Vielhauer, Christologie". 
10. w. G. Kummel, Introduction. 
11. Vielhauer, ,eE. ci t., 156. Kummel, .2£. ill•, 67. 
12. Bultmann, Histo'r'f;' 348. 
13. Ki.immel, ~· cit • ., 68. 
14. Ibid • ., 67. -
15 . "I6ici., 68 . Vielhauer,~ · cit. , 156: "Die Vorp-

s tellung vom siihnetod Jesu ••• ist nich-:e-Iconstitutiv fur die . 
markinische Christologie 11

• Best., ~. cit ., who has provided 
the most t hor ough examination of }fark •s"soteriological thought 
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Jesus' death are few (10:45, 14:24) and fail to appeEll' where 
-

one might most expect them: in the passion narrative and the 

passion predictions, which Ell'e controlled only by the divine 

necessity ( ~ft ) of Jesus' death. 16 Furthermore, the 

, which is especially characteristic of 

Paul, is missing. 17 So far as Ki.immel is concerned, "••• there 

is no demonstrable, direct connection with the Pauline form of 

Gentile Christianity" •18 The author wrote as a Jewish Chris

tian in the Gentile Christian environment of the East.19 

2. Criteria 

We need not agree with all that Kumm.al and Vielhauer have 

proposed, 20 and we need not carry the survey of opinions fur

ther in order to realize how important and unfulfilled is the 

quest for Mark's kerygma. Yet, how shall one proceed, what 

criteria are valid, for determining it more precisely? Indeed, 

our specific problem is part of a more general uncertainty 

among scholars about the meaning of the word itself. For 

example, Father Raymond Brown, contributing to a series of 

articles on the kerygm.a of various books of the Old and New 

Testaments , ·~onfessed, " ••• I am n ever quit e sure what kerygma 

means, especially when a rigid divider is placed between 

kerygma and dogmatic content 11 •
21 Taking his clue from John 

to date, would str ongly disagree. See esp_. _ his anal,:s_is __ of __ _ 
10: J8f. 45 ; 14:2Jf , 36 (pp. 140-59). 

16. Vi elhauer, .£E• cit., 156 . 
17 . Kummel, loc. cit., 68. 
18. Ibid. J-:-Schrei ber attempted t o suppor t Bult-

mann• s thesis by appealing to Mk. 12:1-12 as evidence for the 
pre-existence, sending, and exaltation of the Redeemer, and to 
1 Cor. 2:8 as the basis for the messi anic secret motif ( see 



20:31, he defined it, for the Fourth Gospel, 

tral salvific message". 22 

as 11 
••• 
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its oen-

However, the text to which Father Brown appeals contains 

more than soteriology: salvation comes in believing that "Je

sus is the Messiah, the Son of God". Therefore, it would 

seem that kerygma (whatever else it might contain) should be 

expected to include both christological and soteriological 

statements, otherwise, one has eithet' christology or soterio

logy. Obviously, as Robert Fortna rightly notes (also with 

reference to the Fourth Gospel), "There is no such thing as a 

Christology which is not also soteriological. The very con

cept of the Messiah carries with it a message of salvation'.'. 23 

Nevertheless, it is still legitimate in looking for the kerygma 

of Mark to expect to find both christological and soteriolog

ical elements, since they appear in the well-known kerygmatic· 

formulations of the NT.24 As it turns out, the criteria of 

"Die Christologie des Markusevangeliums", ZTK, 58 (1961), 154-
183). But Vielhauer finds the first argument entirely inade
quate and notes that in 1 Cor., the Redeemer was unknown to 
the demonic powers, whereas in Mark they clearly recognised 
him (p. 156). 

19. Ibid. 
20. liiparticular, it seems that Kumm.el and Vielhauer do 

less than full justice to the significance of such texts as 
10:45 and 14:24, relying more on their relative infrequency 
than on their profundity and context. Best, loc. cit., sees 
these passages influenced by the connotations~icii'"the cup 
and baptism (n.b. 10:J8f as well) had in the OT and Judaism. 
They are symbols of God's wrath and judgment which Jesus bears 
on behalf of others. 

21. Raymond Brown, "The Kerygma of the Gospel According 
to John. The Johannine View of Jesus in Modern Studies", Int• · · 
21.4 (Oct. 1967), 399, n. 25. . ---

22. Ibid., 387. Similarly, Best, EE• cit., ixf equates 
his quest for the soteriology of Mark witli t~search for his 
kerygma. · 

23. Robert Fortna, 11From Christology to Soteriology. A 
Redaction-Critical Study of Salvation in the Fourth Gospelu, 

.~, 27.1 (Jan. 1973), 33, n. 4. 
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christology and soteriology are those by which Kummel compared 

Mark and the alleged Pauline kerygmata. 

As a complement to this approach we may suggest another. 

Although it may not be as easy as it once was to maintain 

that the structure of his gospel reflects that of the earliest 

Christian preaching, 25 it is valid, for the sake of argument, 

to see in it at least the form and content of preaching in 

Mark• s own day which Luke adopted in his gospel and reproduced 

in the sermons in Acts. 26 By examining the Gospel with this 

two-fold approach, perhaps it will be possible to discern 

Mark's kerygma with more precision. Dodd 1 s approach will be 

considered first. 

3. The Kerygmatic Framework 

Dodd noted several more-or-less regularly-recurring 

24. Seen. 5. Because the soteriological element is 
absent or only implicit in Phil. 2:5-11, it might be more 
strictly regarded, if our criteria are legitimate, as prima
rily christological and only implicitly kerygmatic (bearing 
in mind Fortna•s observation). 

25. c. H. Dodd advocated this thesis in his well-known 
essay, 11 The Framework of the Gospel Narrative", ET, 43.9 
(1932), 396-400, reprinted in a collection of Dodd 1 s essays, 
New Testament Studies (1953), 1-11. Dennis Nineham subjected 
his arguments to very close scrutiny in "The Order of Events 
in st. Mark's Gospel 11 in Studies in the Gospels, ed. Nineham 
(1955), 223-39. While many of Iils cr:FE'icisms are justif'ied, 
it cannot be said that· the issue is no longer debatable. See 
c. F. D. Moule•s objections to Nineharri in his review of this . 
volume in JTS, 7 (1956), 28lf. 

26. Although the older view has taken a back seat, it is 
not without its important arguments and influential supporters. 
See, for example, C. F. D. Moule, "Jesus in N~w Testament - - -
Kerygm.a 11 , in Ver borum Veritas. Festschrift .fur Gustav Stahlin 
zum 70. Geburtstag, herausg. o. BBcher und K. Haacker (1970}, 
20-23, and the snortly-to-be-published Cambridge (1969) Ph.D. 
thesis by Moule•s former pupil , G. N. Stanton, "The Primitive 
Preaching and Jesus of Nazareth, the Origin and Nature of In-
terest in the Character of Jesus". 
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themes in the pattern: the dawning of the age of fulfillment 

promised in the scriptures, the proclamation of John the Bap

tist, Jesus• ministry of good works, his death and resurrec

tion, and his coming (age.in). 27 Risking the charge of being 

overly-redundant, we again note that even though Mark believed 

Jesus to be the Christ and son of God, these titles are not 

specifically found associated with the elements comprising 

the kerygmatic framework. Nor is it simply Jesus who is the 

subject. In fulfilment of scripture, Elijah (John the Bap

tist) has come and has restored all things, although, as 

scripture foresaw, men did to him what they would (9:13). The 

good which Jesus does in healing is a sign of the Son of Man's 

authority on earth to forgive sins ( 2:10). The Son ot Man's 

lordship over the Sabbath (2:28) 28 enables him to do good on 

that day by healing a man•s withered arm (J:1-6). It is the 

Son of Man who is to suffer, be rejected, die and be raised 

(6:31, 9:31, 10:JJf). Although these statements, by virtue of 

their being "predictions", are placed prior to the Passion 

Narrative, they refer to events in Jerusalem. And, since the 

predictions are determined exclusively by the Son of Man chris

tology, the christology of the passion, then, is a Son of Man 

27. Dodd, A~ostolic Preaching, 104-18, and the chart at 

the back of the book. 
28. Scholars who .view 2:10, 28 as generic, i.e., refer

ences to rtmanl!, must consider the significance of the f'act, 

stressed by c. F. D. Moule, that the articular use is hardly 

found outside the Christian tradition (never in the Hebrew or 

Greek Old Testament} until l Enoch and only once outside the __ _ 

Gospels {Acts 7:56}. The article, Moule suggests, might be 

accounted for by suspecting that originally it had demonstra

tive force, being a reference to the one who looked like a son 

of man in Dan. 7: 13. See "Neglected Features", 419f. 
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christology; 29 · and this i s borne out further by the implicit 

connection between the Son of Man and the Last Supper (14:21), 

the Temptation in Gethsemane (v. 41), and the trial before 

Caiaphas (v. 62). Finally., the parousia of Jesus is cast in 

terms of the coming of the Son of Man on the clouds, in great 

glory and accompanied by angels., and sitting at God's right 

hand (8:38., 13:26; 14:62). 

At this point., it may be objected that we are being more 

precise than Mark's usage would allow. But this is not the 

case, for, as we saw in eh. II., Mark does not confuse his 

christological categories.JO This point is important enough 

to warrant a brief review of our main conclusions. The 11Son of 

God11 identifies Jesus as one who has a special relationship to 
~ . . . 

God; the Christ11 identifies him in some way with the agent of 

God's salvation expected by the Jews. But neither of these 

tells what being Son of God and Messiah involves, whereas the 

Son of Man does: utter obedience to the primacy of God's 

rule.31 

Therefore., when the elements comprising the kerygmatic 

pattern in Mark are examined., they are seen to be dominated by 

the Son of Man christology. Before exploring what the implica

tions of this _may be for understanding the Sitz im Leben of the 

The term in English, then., requires the definite article. 
29. Best., op. cit • ., 164, notes that "The suffering say

ings a~e not connected with any of the other major titles., for 
example, son of God". 

30. er. Vielhauer., 2£• cit • ., 157. 
31. Not wi shing to deny absolutely the presence of an 

Isaac typology, wherein obedient sons...~ip and death are linked · 
(Best , op. cit., 171f), we should like to emphasize that Mark 
clearly--a:ssociates Jesus• suffering, death and the obedience 
which leads him there with the Son of Man. 
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Gospel within hellenistic Gentile Christianity (Part B), we 

shall apply our second set of criteria for discerning Mark .' s 

kerygma by noticing where christology and soteriology most ex

plicitly converge. 

· 4. Christology and Soteriology 

strictly speaking, Mark's soteriology cannot be conf'ined 

merely to the events of Jesus I passion and resurrection, al~ 

though they may be regarded as the climactic events of salva

tion. As Ernest Best has argued, in the most thorough exami

nation of the subject·to date, the negative aspect of salva

tion, so to speak, begins with Jesusr· decisive struggle with 

Satan at the temptation (1:13) and in the subsequent "plunder 

of his house" (3:27) in the exorcisms. Satan and his demon 

hordes are deprived of their grip upon mankind by Jesus, whom 

they know as the all-powerful Son of God.32 But more is in

volved than release from the grip or the demonic world; man 

must be restored to God through the forgiveness of his sins.33 

This "positive" side of the Evangelist's doctrine of salvation 

is expressed in his portrait or Jesus as the one who bears for 

others God's judgment upon sin.34 Clearly, on Best•s showing, 

it is impossible to maintain (with Kummel and Vielhauer) that 

the Evangelist ignored or did not a.i'firm the redemptive signif~ 

icance of Jesus' death.' 

32. Best, op. cit., See Part I or his study, pp. 3-60. 
JJ. Ibid.,-:35f-;--60, and the core or his analysis, 134-59. 
J4. Ibia., 140-59, 191. 
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Now Best equated Mark's soteriology with his kerygma,35 

judging it to be more in keeping with 1 Cor. 15:3f than with 

Phil. 2:$-11.36 However, it should be pointed out that where 

Mark's "positive" soteriology is most explicit, there one 

finds, rather consist~ntly, a link with the Son of Man chris

tology • . The first clear convergence of these two kerygmatic 

elements occurs where we first meet Jesus as the Son of Man, 

who has authority on the earth to forgive sins (2:10) and who 

is "... superior to the law which defines what sin is ( 11 • . 

28)11.37 . 

A more implicit conjunction of kerygmatic elements may be 

found in 8:34-9:1. Present here is the anthropological or 

subjective element which one sees more clearly in John 20:31, 

Rom. 10:9f, and in Acts. In other words, the response which 

one is required to make is spelled out: self-denial, cross

bearing, and following Jesus (v. 34). · It is by losing one•s 

life for Christ's sake and the gospel's that one saves it (v. 

35). However, lacking is a direct reference as to how this is 

achieved, so far as Jesus is concerned. Only by inference 

does one draw the parallel between his own cross~bearing and 

Jesus• death on the cross. Likewise, an explicit christology 

is lacking, although there is an implicit link with the Son ot 

Man, who will come as judge of those who have been ashamed of 

Jesus and his words (v. 38).38 

According to Julius Wellhausen, the gospel begins with 

8:27: "Jetzt beginnt eigentlich erst das E·~rangelium, wie es 

35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 

34) · has 
passion 

Ibid., xif. 
"IETci., 191 • . 
Ibid., 164. 
irri'e"crowd which Jesus summons 

not been privy to the teaching 
and resurrection. 

with the disciples (v. 
about the son of Man's 
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die Apostal verkundet haben; vorher merkt man wenig davon".39 

On another occasion, Wellhausen cormnented, 11Bei Markus 

erscheint ••• das Evangelimn in dem Nesten zwischen dem 

Petrusbekenntnis und der Passion eingebettet 11 .4° In a similar 

vein, Bultmann said about the passion predictions at 8:31, 

9: 31, 10: 33f, "In them we have, so to speak, a pattern or the 

christological kerygma, and we can see in the somewhat fuller 
1 

third form how the pattern could be worked out in preaching1!~4J. 
However, according to the criteria which we discerned :Crom 

other known k 1erygmatic rormulae, we should have expected to 

find some statement regarding the soteriological significance 

of Jesus I passion, death, and resurrectim • As a result of 

its absence, the so-called passion predictions remain primari

ly as christological statements about the divinely~determined 

destiny of the Son .of Man.42 

The only instance of an explicit kerygmatic statement, 

containing both christology and soteriology and referring to 
' ' (' t \ Jesus I death, is at 10:45, Kc(.l ro(f O u,os 

oJK {,Xefv S1~KOV">'\ e~v.,q k>. A~ S1o<K.0V~~ol(. 

,t"' , e / ,ov 'ii." pwrrov 
K o<.t S-ov V OC:( 

i~V fvX~Y l)(J,ov 'A&TfOV U..VTl tro/\Awv~ On this verse, 

Wellhausen observed, 
:> \I Die «noMTpw o-,s durch den Tod Jesu ragt nur hier in 

das Evangelimn hinein; unmittelbar vorher is er nicht 

39. Julius Wellhausen, Das Evangelium Marci (1903), 65, hereafter cited as Marci. 
40. J. Wellhausen, Einleitung in die drei Ersten 

Evangelien (1911 c:), 72. I owe this reference to J. M. Robin- --· 
son,~· cit., 50, n. 47, who translated the comment from the first edition ( 1905), 82. . 

41. Bultmann, Theology, 83. · 
42. so also Best, ~- cit., 139: "The predictions of 

the Passion do not tell us anything about what was achieved in 
the Passion. They make clear its importance: it was a divine 
necessity ( tezT , viii. 31, cf. ix. 12) 11 • 



fur die anderen und an ihrer statt gestorben, 
sondern ihnep vorgestorben, da.mit sie ihm 
nachsterben.4-3 
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Several things should be noted here. In keeping with our find

ings above, the christology is that of' the son of Man. The 
{ . •') ' 

soteriology expressed by AvTfov ~vn is found in the 

New Testament only here, in the exac t Matthean parallel, and 

in a 11hellenized11 form in 1 Tim. 2:5. Therefore, we have sev

eral unique or at least rare factors converging here: the 

only instance of the son of Man's death being directly asso

ciated with soteriology,44 one of the rare instances that 

soteriology is expressed thus, and the resultant, kerygmatic 

statement, as de.fined by our criteria, unique to the rest of 

the New Testament (except where Mt. depends directly on Mark). 

Purthermore, this kerygmatic saying is applied paraenetically 

by Jesus to instruct his .followers about the basis o~ the 

authority which should govern them: the greatest among them 

should be the servant and the least of all, by virtue of the 

son of Man ' s example ( vv. 4Jf; cf • 9: J Jf f) • ' 

· The .final, explicit soteriological reference is to Jesus• 
(" \ \\f""' death UTf£f iro,v wv at the Last Supper (11p24). Here the 

statement is not connected directly with any title, although 

in the im..mediate context, Jesus pronounces woe upon the man, 

present at the meal, through whom the Son of Man is about to 

be betrayed (v. 21). Later, Jesus, having resolved, as the 

43. Wellhausen, Marci, 91. 
44. Although Best discusses Mark's christological titles 

at some length (op. cit., 60-177) and notes that as the Son o~ 
Man, 11 

••• Jesus Is set"" out as the one who deals with sin either 
through forgiveness or punishment" which he bears (165), he 
does not link it with his examination of soteriology in any 
formal way. 
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v. 36), to do the Father's 

will, faces his arrest knowing that the hour has come for the 

son of Man to be betrayed into the hands of sinners { v. 41). 

Therefore, if with Dodd and his supporters, we determine 

the kerygma largely in terms of the over-all pattern of Mark's 

gospel, then we find it dominated by the Son of Man christol

ogy. If we define kerygma more strictly, that is, by noting 

where christology and soteriology converge, we find the same 

to be true. In this, Mark is unique, for nowhere else in the 

NT do we find this christology in the church's preaching or 

in its credal statements.45 Perhaps the Evangelist meant to 

emphasize the preaching of Jesus,46 which, though related, is 

not the same as the church's preaching but is rather prolegom

menon, the presupposition of the church's kerygma but not 

its content, even though it contains kerygmatic ingredients. 

Perhaps the overworked idea, kerygma, is not appropriate 

in any sense, and we are really talking about_christology, 

pure and simple, a christology which was suited more to nar

ration than to proclamation, narration which recounts when and 

how the gospel began. Whatever the precise anm~er, there is 

no denying the importance of the Son of Man christology- in 

Mark and in th~ type of Christianity in which the Gospel •· 

emerged. 

45. Only once in the NT, in John 9:35, does one encounter the idea of believing in the son of Man. Robinson and esp. 
Koester, -2.E• cit., claim that the transmission of traditions ~-- in genera1-anuof son of Man sayings in particular {in the oral period) constitutes kerygma. But this remains on the level of hypothesis since they offer no real justification for their claims. Furthermore there is a most imprecise equation of the terms 11kerygma. 11

, "symbol" , "creed1', and "belief 11. {cf. esp. 50, 68, 211- 29). 



B. The son of Man and the Christology 

of Gentile Christianity 

1. Little-Noticed Phenomena 

180 

In all or the discussion about the Sitz im Leben of 

Mark's Gospel, there is an important aspect of the Son of Man 
christology which has not received the attention that it de

serves. It. has been widely noted that the expression, "the 

son of Man;' in the NT is virtually conf,ined to the g·ospels 

and therein to the lips of Jesus.47 However, the signifi

cance of this phenomenon has been variously assessed. 

On the one hand, some scholars interpret it as proof 

that Jesus referred to himself as the Son of Man; whereas 

others attribute this scrupulousness to the early church.48 

On the other hand, the phrase's absence from the epistolary 
literature of the NT is widely understood by scholars of all 

shades of opinion, to indicate its absence in hellenistic 

Gentile Christianity.49 Bultmann thus speaks of its "dropping 

46. Public at 8: 34-9:1, but implicit., private and explicit to disciples at 10:45, l4:23. 
47. We recall that the only real exception is in Acts 7:56, where Stephen claims to see the Son of' Man standing at the right hand of God. Some scholars see in this instance another of Luke's attempts to portray Stephen's martyrdom in terms of Jesus' death. See, among others, F. H. Borsch, The Son of Man in Myth and Histor:z ( 1967), 235. In Luke 24:7-;-"the two men at the empty tomb remind the women of Jesus' prediction about the son of Man's passion and resurrection. In John 12: 34, the crowd asks Jesus to identify the Son of .Man about whom he has been speaking. Elsewhere in the NT, only the anarthrous form, ties tXv9-p.0rrou, appears: Heb. 2:6 reproduces Ps~ 8:5, 

and Rev. 1:13, J.4:14 show dependence upon Dan. 7 and 10. 48. For the former view, see Taylor,~· cit., 120; 
Cranfield, ~E.· cit., 273; Cullmann, .2E• ill•, 1'55: An advocate of the latter view is Howard M. Teeple, 11 The Origin of . 
the Son of Man Christology 11 , JBL 84 (1965), 246. . - . 
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out 11 of hellenistic Christianity.SO H. E. Todt argues that 

the Q saying in Mt. 11:19 and par. originated in the Pales

tinian church rather than in the hellenistic conununity: 

We learn from the New Testament texts that the name 
Son of Man was not current within the Hellenistic 
community but was re!laced [underlining mine] by 
other nam~i' especia ly by the titles Kyrios and 
Christos. · 

Usually, the rearo n given for its absence or replacement 
I 

has to do with its alleged incomprehensibility in a Greek

speaking milieu. Herbert Braun's comment is typical: 

In this world the Jewish titles such as Messiah and 
son of Man, which express the significance of Jesus• 
teaching and activity for salvation, are incompre
hensible, or at the very least strange. For that 
reason either they are omitted - 11 Son of Man", for 
example, has disappeared _frg, the Pauline churches -
or they are transformed••• 

However, these opinions overlook the important facts that the 

Son of Man sayings {and the tradition in general) of. the 

49. Although hard-and-fast distinctions between Pales
tinian, Hellenistic Jewish, and Hellenistic Gentile Christian
ity are being recognised by an increasing number of scholars 
as artificial and misleading, they are retained for the sake 
of discussion. The point being made here actually illustrates 
the inadequacy of the older categories. 

50. B~ltm.ann, T~eolo~, 80. · 
51. Todt, .2.E• cit., 17. · 52. Herbert Bl:>aun, "The Meaning of New Testament Chris 

tology", (ET, JThC, 5 { 1968) of 11 Der Sinn der neutestament
lichen Christologie 11

, ZTK, 54 (1957}, J50f}, 97r. Cf'. R. 
Longenecker, The Chris"to'Iogy of Early Jewish Christianity 
(1970), 91 and n. 125. R.H. 1'u1Ier seems to 'argue that the 
title was replaced by others, even in Palestinian Christianity, 
because of its virtual uselessness. 11 'SOn of man' was not a 
satisfactory term for kerygmatic proclamation, for confession 
of faith, or for use in" Christian instruction and worship. 
For it naturally lent itself to use only in sayings of Jesus". 
The Foundations of New Testament Christology {1965}, 155. The 
obvious question arises, in what setting were the sayings of' 
Jesus us.ed? 1.my were they preserved, if no use were made of 
them? -
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Aramaic-speaking, Palestinian church were translated into 

Greek and were appropriated in the oral tradition not only of 

Greek-speaking Jewish Christians but also, and more important, 

in the oral traditions of hellenistic Gentile Christians, the 

chief evidence being the Gospel of Mark itsel:r. Our examina

tion has shown that the son of Man christology plays a major, 
if not the dominant role in a document, if not written prima-

' 
rily for Gentile Christians, was at least addressed to a mixed 
congregation of Jews and Gentiles, the latter of whom needed 

to have Jewish customs explained (7:Jf, 14:12, 15:42). Yet, 

despite this, neither Mark, nor anyone in the tradition before 

~im, attempted to give an explanation of or an idiomatic 

Greek equivalent for the original Aramaic expression even 

though the Evangelist or his predecessors regularly translate 

Aramaic expressions and names: 3:17; 5:41; 7:11, 34; l4:36; 
15:22, 34.53 Concerning this phenomenon, Benjamin Bacon re

marked, "The reader receives no explanation whatever. He is 

expected to lmow why Jesus speaks of himsel:r as r the son of 

Man• ••• u54 · If 1 Tim. 2:5 contains the hellenized version of 

Mk. 10:45 ( 11 the man," Christ Jesus replacing "the Son of 

Man")55, then how is it that Mark retains the more Semitic 

53. The only exception is ll:9f. Elsewhere, Mark gives a translation without announcing it: 3:22, 9:43, 10:46, 14: 36. See Allan Menzies, The Earliest Gospel (1901), J6f. Of the semitic expressions given in the text, Luke omits them all; Matthew retains 15:22 (27:33}. Of the preceding rei'erences in the note (unannounced translations), Matthew and Luke retain only the explanation of who Beelzebub is.· Neither Mark.- .-nor Matthew translates f'-00f, • Luke omit~ the word. John, however, does translate it (1: 38) and f\\ccr-lJ"'(v<.5 (1:41). Re- . garding Mark's or his predecessors• usage, Cranfield,~· cit., 190 points out that the presence of these Aramaic words ha°s nothing to do with their being a feature of miracle stories., 
since they are translated and since only on one occasion are 



form for his Gentile readers without interpreting it? Appar

ently, even Gentile Christians had some way of making sense or 
this term, which allegedly was as"··· devoid of intelligible 

meaning in Greek as it is in English" .56 Austin Farrer be

lieves that the term would have evoked memories of the Great 

Old Testament.57 Furthermore, understanding might have been 

facilitated by hellenistic Jewish missioners58 o~ by those 

who had passed on their teaching. Whatever the reason (and 

this is not the point), Mark makes the Son of Man expression 

be the dominant christological element in the pattern and 

soteriological emphasis of his gospel. The very titles which 

are so often alleged to have been most understood in a Greek 

milieu are not used at these crucial points, although this is 

what one would have expected were intelligibility ~he issue.59 

they connected with a miracle (7:34). 
54. Benjamin Bacon, The Gospel of Mark: Its CO!l!P,Osition 

and Date (1925), 226 • 
.55. Perrin, 11Christology 11

, 179, n. 17. Several lines 
before, Perrin expresses the common opinion that the Son of 
Man 11 

••• tended not to survive the movement of the church into 
the Greek-speaking world ••• " Yet, several lines later he 
claims that 11 Mark develops the use of the Son of Man very ex
tensively". 

56. F. J. FoB~es Jackson and Kirsopp Lake, The Begin-
nin6s of Christianity, i (1939), 368. . 

.5'7. F1arrer, st. Mark, 269f. 
58. Fuller, ~. c'rr., 203, makes -an important point ',,: 

which is often ove"rlooked. 11 It is not the converts who did 
the translating of the Jewish-Hellenistic kerygma into their 
own terms, but the missionaries themselves. Of course, the 
converts• own presuppositions must have coloured their own 
understanding of the kerygma they received, and have contrib
uted to its future development. But it was not they who 
shaped the kerygma and Christology which Paul and the other 
missionaries to the gentiles use in their writings". 

59. Furthermore, if Mark is attacking a concept of Je
sus' messiahship or sonship, prevalent in his church which had 
become divorc ed from suffering and obedience, why does the 
Evangelist never simply use these titles, which were both in
telligible and represent the points at issue, in saying spe
cifically that the Chri st or the Son of God must suffer? Why 
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This phenomenon would still be noteworthy even if' Mark 

60 were only preserving these sayings. But it deserves more 

attention the more one sees him using the sayings creatively. 

For example, Norman Perrin maintains that the Evangelist's 

achievement 11 ••• is not only the most creative moment in the 

use of the son of Man in the New Testament; it is also one of' 

the most creative moments in the development of the theology 

of the New Testament al together 11
• 
61 

What of the later hellenistic gospels? Until their uses 

of the son of Man are studied more intensively, we shall not 

be able to know how they compare with Mark. The point is that 

Matthew not only reproduces all but one of Mark's sayings 

about the Son of Man, but also adds sayings both from Q and 

from his special source, thus incorporating, at least in the 

former case, traditions from the Palestinian church62 with 

which Mark either was not familiar or which he avoided. This 

may not be surprising, if Matthew wrote :ror Greek-speaking 

Jewish Christians. Given this sort of readership (and the 

possibility of a learned community involved in producing the 

confuse the issues with a term which was not understood? 
60. Full.er, op. cit., 197 maintains that n ••• the Son of 

Man sayings reache"'crthe peak of their development in the Pa
lestinian-Aramaic stratum. In the Hellenistic stage only a 
few additions from LXX and the Jfc(.9-{t'v (suffering} motif' were 
added to the original stock" • 

. 61. Norman Perrin, 11 The Creative Us'e of the Son of Man 
Traditions by Mark", USQR 23 (1967-68), 265, reprinted in a 
collection of Perrin •sessays entitled, A Modern Pil&;:image in 
New Testament Christology (1974), 93. . . · 

- 62. According to G. Theissen and P. Vielhauer, D. Luhr.: -
mann, Logienquelle (a work unavailable to me), argues :ror a 
Gentile Christian provenance at a later date, since 11the Son or 
God11 title (Mt. 11:25-27), the delay of the parousia and the 
Gentile mission are presupposed. See B._. Bultmann, Die Gea 
schichte der synoptischen Tradition, Erganzungsheft (1971 ), 
TI.4. 
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Gospel), 63 one is not surprised to find the Son of Man Chris

tology preserved and perhaps more easily understood than in a 

Gentile environment.64 

And what of the "hellenist" Luke, whom some regard as a 

Gentile Christian?65 Yet, he too incorporates material from 

Q and his own special material containing sayings about the 

Son of Man. Although a Gentile, he is concerned to preserve, 

if not consciously imitate, the style and flavor of the LXX 

for his noble reader. If this presupposes his reader's famil

iarity with the Greek Bible, and if we may assume acquaintance 

with oral tradition explained by Jewish Christian teachers, 

then the possibility of appreciating the significance of the 

Son of Man sayings cannot be ruled out. It should be remem

bered that Luke is the only writer to record someone other 

than Jesus referring to the Son o:f Man, and this in a post

Easter setting {Acts 7:56). 

For all of the differences in use and development which 

one might legitimately discern in the use of the son of Man 

tradition in the Fourth Gospel, one has still to reckon with 

the fact that in a gospel written for Greek-speaking readers, 

some of whom were (Christian?) Jews and Gentiles (if this is 

what 20:Jl implies), the Son of Man christology has not re

ceded. 

Thus, if it is true in any sense that the gospels reflect 

the beliers of the cormnunities in which they emerged, then it · 

63. As proposed by Krister Stendahl, The School of St. 

Matthew (1954). . 

64. Oscar Cullmann, Christology, 183 calls attention to 

the fact that the only other person to use the Son of Man 

title besides Jesus is Stephen, a hellenistic Jewi sh Christian 

(Acts 7:56). -
65. Kilmmel, .2!?..• cit., 105. 
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must be concluded that the Son of Man christology was flour

ishing (if only in attempts to interpret the earthly career of 

Jesus for subsequent generations in different circwnstances 

and along vari ous lines) well into the latter part of the 

first century, not only on Palestinian soil and in Jewish con

texts, but, more important, in the Greek-speaking Gentile 

world. 66 

It is more correct, therefore, to say that this cbristo

logical designation did not "drop outtt of hellenistic (espe

cially Gentile ) Christianity because of its absence in the 

epistolary literature of the NT. Its virtual confinement to 

the gospels can mean only one of two things: either we must 

distinguish between a stream of hellenistic Christianity 

which preserved this christology from one (or those) which did 

not, or we mu:st conclude that it was used in hellenistic Chris

tianity but only in circumstances in which the life of Jesus 

was the focus of attention. In other situations, it might 

have been re-interpreted or avoided because it would not have 

been as appropriate to those situations as would the other 

titles. 

This is the po~t of c. F. D. Moule's analysis of cir

cumstantial influences on the use of christological titles. 

As a symbol (derived from Dan. 7) for the oppressed and vindi

cated martyr (or martyr people), nthe s9n of Man° was 

••• eminently suitable first on the lips of Jesus 
himself, and then afterwards as a reminder to mar
tyrs of the 'pattern' of triumph through death----·--·
exemplified by the Archmartyr, the faithful and · 
true .,u~f'tUS • It is exactly consistent with 

66. This does not mean, of course, that it was uni:rormly 
understood or understood in its pristine sense. 

I 



this that the only occurrences of the term, other 
than on the lips of Jesus himself in his ministry, 
are in martyr-contexts - the ag7ount of the death 
of Stephen and the Apocalypse. 

1~7 

More important is the fact that 11 
••• half its content was al

ready a thing of the past and half was - at any rate in the 

eyes of the early church - yet in the .future11
•
68 Consequent

ly, "It is more appropriate to the past and the .future; but 

not to the present". 69 So long . as the church was in a 

Zwischenzeit, between Jesus• c~ng, the term had t.r 

little or no relevance. "Far more relevant is the term Lord, 

which with its associations with Ps. ex, exactly fits the 

heavenly session. Ps. ex is, accordingly, one of the most 

frequent of all testimoniau.70 Although there is a great need 

for filling out this picture, the conclusions seem irresisti-

ble that the Gospel of Mark would fit such circumstances and, 

if our contention has been correct, in a milieu comprised in 

part, at least, of Gentile Christians. 

2. A Re-appraisal 

What conclusions may we draw from these observations 

about the character of Christianity in which the Gospel 

emerged? First, we may say that by his adoption of traditions 

about Jesus in general and by his preservation and interpreta

tion of traditions about the Kingdom of God and the Son of Man 

in particular, the Evangelist seems t o be writing on behalf of 

67. c. F. D. Moule, "The Influence or Circumstances on 
the Use of Christological Terms 11 , ~ 10 (1959 ), 257 . 

68. I b i d . 
69. "IETcI., 258. 70. ~., 257. 



Gentile Christians who, before becoming Christians, had been 

influenced by the synagogue or who had been made catechumens 

by Jewish Christian missionaries who were keen to communicate 

certain fundamental tenets about God from the Greek Old Testa

ment and about Jesus from their stock of traditions. Bultmann 

has well remarked that Christian missionary preaching " ••• 

could not simply be the Christological kerygma; rather, it had 

to begin with the preaching of the one God11 71 and his role as 

Creator and Judge.7 2 If this were true about God, then in 

all probability it would have been so about Jesus. The marked

ly Jewish and Jesus-oriented heritage of Mark's Gentile Chris

tian community should be given full recognition.73 

Once this is done, then the schema of Ohristianity•s de

velopment proposed by Wilhelm Heitmuller74 and embraced by 

Wilhelm Bousset,75 Rudolf Bultmann,76 and many thereafter, 

will not be able to stand. Heitmuller proposed that between 

71. Bultmann, Theology, 65. 
72. Ibid., 65-75. 
73. See the discussion of Jewish ideas and beliefs pre

supposed in the Gospel in D. E. Nineham 1 s The Gospel of St 
Mark (1963, 19682 ), 43-48. F. c. Grant attempts to do jus
tice to this point in his essay, 0 Biblical Theology and the 
Synoptic Problem11

, in Current Issues in New 'I'estament Inter
pretation. Essays in Honor or Otto A. Piper, ed.. w. Klassen 
and G. F. Snyder (1962), 'Bof·, 85-139. For the view that Mark's 
Gospel presents Jesus as the culmination of apocalyptic his
tory, see H. C. Kee, Jesus in History (1970), 104-J.45. 

74. -1/'Jilhelm Heitmuller, lizum problem Paulus und Jesus", 
ZNW, 13 (1912), 330. 
- 75. Wilhelm Bousett, Kyrios Ch..rist'os (ET 1970 of the 
5th German edition, 1964), 119, n. I, l20f. In the first Ger
man edition (1913), seep. 92 n. 1. 9.3f and the second edi
tion (1921), 75ff, which most scholars cite. 

76. Bultmann, Theology, viif. er. the chapter and 
paragraph headings: "ttTfie Me ssage of Jesus"; ,rThe Kerygma of 
the Earliest Church", "The Kerygma of the Hellenistic Church 
Aside from Paul", 11 The Theology . of Paul". · 
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Jesus and Paul, one must allow for two intermediary stages or 

development: the palestinian coIIIIllUnity and the hellenistio 

community.77 In order to achieve this, Heitmuller had dis

missed Paul's own testimony in 1 Cor. 15:11 that he and the 

apostles in Jerusalempreached the same gospel on the grounds 

that 

Die Beschrru1kung au£ das durftige Schema Tod, 
Begrabniss, Auferstehung als Hauptinhalt des Evangeliums 
ist nicht verstandlich fur die Gemeinde, der wir die 
Spruchquelle und den Grundstock des Markusevangelium 
verdanken. Sie ist nur erklarlich in einem Kreise, 
der von der geschichtlichen Wirklichkeit des Lebens 
Jesu mit ihrem Reichtum weiter entfernt war als die 
jerusalemische Gemeinde. Wir lernen hier den 
Hauptinhalt d~r Predigt des hellenistischen Christen
tums kennen. 7 ts 

However, Heitmuller and others failed to observe that our 

only sources for the tradition of the .Jerusalem church (i.e., 

the sayings source and the basis of Mark's traditions) come to 

us in documents (Mark and the other synoptics) originating in · 

the very circles which he alleges were disinterested in that 

tradition, namely, hellenistic Christianity, both Jewish and 

Gentile. This, of course, has great importance for the Jesus~ 

Paul question, which Bultmann has reinterpreted as, at base, 

the question: Jesus and hellenistic Christianity.79 However, 

in the light of the evidence of the synoptic gospels, the 

issue, if it "exists at all, is not between Jesus and Paul or 

between Jesus and hellenistic Christianity but between Paul, 

who allegedly avoided referring to the earthly Jesus, and a 

significant stream of Gentile Christianity which preserved 

77. Heitmuller, loc. cit. 
78. Ibid., 331. ---
79. Bultmann, Theology, 189. 



traditions about him.Bo 

We do not wish to become involved in the Jesus-Paul de-

bate, although the observations above might provide the basis 

for a fresh approach to the question. We have argued that 

Mark's Gospel belongs to Gentile Christianity standing closer 

190 

to its Palestin~ origins than is often allowed, being rooted -t:.{' 

in basic Jewish theology and in a christology whose chief ex

pression, though not natural to Greek ears, hardly showed 

signs of being entirely foreign, hellenized or dropped. Our 

main concern is to see if we can specify the cultural, chris

tological, and functional aspects of the Sitz im Leben even 

more. 

To accomplish this, we shall recapitulate the main con

clusions of our study so far and see if a more precise setting 

may be found for the Gospel in early Christianity. Mark did 

not confuse the christological expressions, . "Christ", "Son 

of God", and "the Son of Man". Each has a discrete meaning 

and function and each correspon~s to a particular aspect of 

the Kingdom of God. The first two are predicates. ''The Son 

80. See Bultmann 1 s remarks on the kerygma of Mark, page 
177, above, and note a certain ambivalence about this matter 
reflected earlier in his History, 347: 11 Mark could well have 
been the normal gospel for Pauline Hellenistic Christianity". 
In a similar vein, Bultmann maintained that"••• in order to 
retain the heculiar character of Christian faith [underlining 
mine J --- t e union of the cultic cteity with the historical 
person of Jesus --- a tradition about the story of Jesus was 
necessary" {Ibid., 369). Yet, earlier, Bultmann expressed the 
view for whicE.ne is more popularly known: "I do not believe 
it is possible to state sufficiently sharply the contrast in 
the N .T. Canon with the Synoptic Gospels on the · one hand and·---- --·-.
the Pauline letters on the other. It must still be a puzzle 
to understand why Christiarlity, in which Pauline and post
Pauline tendencies played so dominant a role, should also have 
the motives which drove it to take over and shape the Synoptic 
t r adition out of the PalestinianChurch11 

(~., 303). 
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of God" identifies Jesus as one who shares the divine nature 

and who heads the conflict between the supernatural Kingdom of 

God and the supernatural kingdom of Satan. 11 Christ" identifies 

Jesus as God's anointed agent of salvation, expected by Israel 

to inaugurate the kingdom of David. "The Son of Man 11 is pri

marily a symbol of obedient sonship, put to the test and per

fected through suffering and vindicated by the resurrection. 

To follow Jesus, the Son of Man, in this vocation is to re

ceive the Kingdom of God. 

Since the Evangelist kept these christological categories 

discrete, it is legitimate to speak only of a messianic "re

serve" rather than a messianic "secret". Strictly speaking, 

the secrecy phenomena belong to a divine,son-of-God secret. 

A possible rationale for the secret might be found first by 

considering the most fundamental understanding of sonship in 

the OT and in Judaism: to be a son is to be obedient, i.e., 

sonship includes both status and obligation. Jesus' consis

tent attempts to suppress his identity as the divine son of 

God until after the son of Man · i s raised from the dead may 

mean that to reveal his status before the obligations of his 

sonship are perfectly fulfilled is to give an incomplete and 

imperfect view of the nature of his sonship. 

The Son-of-God secret also helps to define the nature of 

the Gospel, for it distinguishes the time of Jesus from the 

time of the church. Although 11 the Son of Man 11 in Mark is used 

exclusively in reference to Jesus' suffering; death; resurrec

tion; and parousia, it never appears in the recital of these 

events in the church's kerygm.a. Furthermore, 11 the Son of God" 

title, which was prominent in the church's preaching, i s 
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suppressed in the Gospel until the Son of Man i s raised from 

the dead, i.e., the point arter which the church's preaching__ 

began. That Jesus is the divine Son of God is true, but it 

is not yet gospel until he has been perfectly obedient and vin

dicated by the resurrection. Consequently, one does not, 

strictly speaking, hav.e in Mark the church's kerygrna but a 
in+tnJeJ +o (Ul\..1vt+-

story of its beginning. The Evangelist A how Jesus of 

Nazareth, the divine Son of God, took upon himself the vocation 

symbolized by the Son of Man, and, having obeyed God perfect

ly, became the object of the church's preaching and worship. 

If this was indeed Mark's purpose, and the purpose nat

urally reflects the need for which he wrote, then where might 

one find theology anchored in Jewish and OT presuppositions 

and christology rooted in the earthly career of Jesus and 

stressing his divine sonship, but sonship being perfected 

through obedience and tested by suffering? Although at first 

glance it appears highly improbable, these christological 

themes seem to be reflected at Hebrews 5:8f: 

The apparent improbability, of course, stems from the ob

vious observation that Mark nowhere hints at the elaborate con

ceptual furniture which permeates Hebrews. Furthermore, we 

have argued that Mark ·wrote for Gentile Chr1-stians~ whereas-- th&--:-- --

readers of Hebrews were patently Jewish Christians. Neverthe-

81. Hooker, Son of Man, 197f, discusses contacts between 
the Son of Man christology in Mark and Heb. 2:6f:r. 
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less, this aspect of Hebrews' christology is remarkably like 

that which seems to emerge from Mark. The same distinction is 

made between Jesus' identity as Son and his role as son. And 
a.l'\ct pcrf'-eci-e.{ 

that role is depicted in terms of obedience testedAby suffer-

ing. And what of their soteriology? In Mark, the only in

stances where man's attitude or response is linked explicitly 

with salvation is by virtue of following Jesus. It is by de

nying oneself, taking up his ·cross, and f'ollowing him (8:34), 

end it is by losing one's lif'e for Jesus• sake and the gos

pel's that he saves it (v. 37). Similarly, the rich man, who 

wants to inherit eternal . life (10:17, equivalent to being 

saved, v. 26), is told to sell all, give the proceeds to the 

poor, and follow Jesus (v. 21). 82 Is this Markan motif the 

equivalent to Hebrews' idea of salvation which comes by obey

ing the one who perfectly obeyed? 

Moreover, although it is debated how much theological 

relevance Paul ascribed to Jesus' lif'e, there is little doubt 

about its importance for. the author of Hebrews. Bultmann apt

ly notes that 

••• the N.T. writing which shows the clearest marks 
of' relationship to Jewish Hellenism [which first 
took over the t~~dition about Jesus from the Pales
tinian church] 1 b3 the Epistle to the Hebrews, is 
also the N.T. writing which more than any other -
apart from -the Synoptics - has the greatest interest 
in the life of Jesus.84 

-It oould :.b e , then, that the Gentile Chris~ianity within which 

the Gospel emerged had been influenced, both in its interest 

82. Although the soteriological motif is not explicit, 
the same notion of the disciples' sharing Jesus' destiny is 
clear in 10:35-40. 

· 83 . Bul tmann , History, 369. 
84. Ib i d., 303 . 

• 



in the life of Jesus and in the particular christological 

significance which his life possessed, by Jewish Christian 

missionaries who shared certain aspects of the christology 

represented by the writer of Hebrews. 
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